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Abstract
Spin and charge are two fundamental degrees of freedom in strongly correlated
electron systems. In this thesis we study low-energy effective theory and phase transitions of spin and charge in a variety of strongly correlated systems.
First, we study effective theory of magnetic phase transition in Sp(4) spin system and iron-based superconductors. Quantum phase transitions beyond Landau
paradigm has been proposed in SU(2) spin model. We generalize this paradigm to
Sp(4) model, which can be realized using spin- 32 cold atoms on optical lattice. In
iron-based superconductors, we study low-energy effective theory for magnetic and
structural phase transitions, and present a global phase diagram of the two phase
transitions.
Second, we study spin and charge fluctuations on triangular lattice, and compare
our results with experiments on organic Mott insulator κ-(ET)2 (CN)2 . We show that
the spin liquid state observed in experiments can be explained by Z2 spin liquid theory
which contains spin- 21 spinon and Z2 vison excitations. We also argue that near the
Mott-insulator-to-metal transition there are fractionalized spinless charge excitations,
which form exciton bound states near the transition.
At last, we study spin and charge excitations in high-Tc cuprates. We describe
fluctuating two-dimensional metallic antiferromagnets by a gauge-theoretic description of an ‘algebraic charge liquid’ involving spinless fermions and a spin S = 1/2
complex scalar. We propose a phenomenological effective lattice Hamiltonian which
describes the binding of these particles into gauge-neutral, electron-like excitations,
and describe its implications for the electron spectral function across the entire Brillouin zone. We discuss connections of our results to photoemission experiments in
the pseudogap regime of the cuprate superconductors.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This thesis studies theory of spin and charge fluctuations in two-dimensional
strongly correlated systems including high-TC superconductors (cuprates and newly
discovered iron-based superconductors), organic Mott insulators and cold atom system in optical lattice. All of the systems share the feature that the Coulomb interaction between electrons is important and it creates strong correlations, which brings
interesting phenomenons and challenging questions not available in non-interacting
or weakly interacting systems like Landau Fermi liquid.
In high-Tc cuprates and organic Mott insulators, the Coulomb interaction dominants over kinetic energy, meaning that the on-site Coulomb repulsion is greater than
the electron band-width. The result of this is a Mott insulator in the undoped case,
which would otherwise be a conductor as there are odd number of electrons per unit
cell. Such Mott insulating state has also been realized on optical lattice in cold atom
systems, either in fermionic or bosonic systems. The iron based superconductors are
not so strongly correlated, as the parent compound is a metal (although not a good
one) instead of an insulator. However the Coulomb interaction is still believed to be
important there, and this series of compounds has a great similarity to the cuprates,
as we shall see in section 1.1 and more in the rest of the thesis.
In the Mott insulating state, there is one electron or odd number of electrons
on each site, and usually there is a spin (or something that can be addressed as a
pseudospin) degree of freedom associated with the electron(s). At low temperature,
1
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2

the interaction between spins cause them to form either an ordered state or correlated
but disordered spin liquid state. In either case, the spin correlation is believed to be
essential to the understanding of the electron state once the system is doped and
becomes conducting, and has been proposed as a glue for the Cooper pairs in the
superconducting state.
Twenty years have passed since the discovery of the first high-TC superconductor.
Since then a great amount of progress has been made in understand the physics of
these strongly correlated materials. However, many important issues remain unanswered or under debate. Moreover, the newly discovered organic Mott insulator and
iron-based superconductors bring new questions to the field. In this thesis I will
study spin and charge dynamics in some strongly correlated systems. In the following sections, I will briefly review the theoretical tools that will be used in the following
chapters. Then in chapter 2-4, I will discuss spin dynamics in cold atom system, ironbased superconductors and organic Mott insulator. In chapter 5 and 6, I will discuss
charge degree of freedom in organic Mott insulator and high-Tc cuprate materials.

1.1

Overview of the Strongly Correlated Materials

Both high-TC cuprates, iron-based superconductors and organic Mott insulators
are layered material in which the tunneling and interaction of electrons in the z
direction is much smaller than the in-plane ones. Therefore to a certain degree of
approximation these materials can be treated as two-dimensional systems.
The strongly correlated systems studied in this thesis share some common features in their phase diagrams. Representative phase diagrams of cuprates, organic
superconductors and iron-based superconductors are shown in Fig. 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3
respectively.
The left edge of the phase diagrams represents a Mott insulating state for cuprates
and organic Mott insulators, and a bad metallic state for the iron based superconductors. In these states the electrons are immobilzed or nearly immobilzed, and the
interation energy dominants over kinetic energy.
The x axes of the three phase diagrams is related to carrier density. In cuprate and

nd Müller (1986) would have been someexcitations is required.
ked if MgB2 , with its recently ascertained
In this context, angle-resolved photoemission specalready been discovered [Nagamatsu et al.
troscopy (ARPES) plays a major role because it is the
eview see Day (2001)]. However, indepenmost direct method of studying the electronic structure
lues of T c the observation of superconducof solids (see Sec. II). Its large impact on the developeramic copper oxides was in itself an unexment of many-body theories stems from the fact that this
urprising result. In fact, ceramic materials
technique provides information on the single-particle
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3
nsulators, and this is also the case for the
Green’s function, which can be calculated starting from a
er oxides. However, when doped the latter
oor metals in the normal state and highsuperconductors upon reducing the temin Fig. 1 the phenomenological phase diatron- and hole-doped high-temperature
ors, here represented by Nd2!x Cex CuO4
CuO4 , respectively). In addition, the deation of their phase diagram revealed that
pic properties of the copper oxides are proenced by strong electron-electron correlage Coulomb repulsion U). Naively, this is
to favor the emergence of superconductivelectrons must be bound together to form
Even though the approximate T 2 depenresistivity observed in the overdoped mewas taken as evidence for Fermi-liquid beFIG. 1. Phase diagram of n- and p-type superconductors,
Figure
Phaseshowing
diagram
of high-TC cuprate
superconductors
pplicability of Fermi-liquid
theory1.1:
(which
superconductivity
(SC), antiferromagnetic
(AF),(Damascelli et al.,
tronic excitations in terms2003).
of an interacting
The left and
right panel
is for electron
and hole doped materials respectively.
pseudogap,
and normal-metal
regions.
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The phase diagram shows superconductivity (SC), antiferromagnetic (AF), pseudogap, and normal-metal regions.
iron-pnictide, electrons or holes can be introduced through doping; in organic Mott
insulator, when the material is pressurized, the band width is effectively increased
and the Mott gap is reduced relative to the band width, and therefore there are more
charge fluctuations. When doping or pressurizing exceeds a certain level the system
goes into metallic state and superconductivity emerges.
High TC cuprate superconductors were first discovered in 1986 (Bednorz and
Müller, 1986). The parent materials have a layered structure with energy bands
near the Fermi surface mainly come from the copper oxide layer. The atoms between
the CuO2 layers can be doped with charge donor or receiver. This changes charge
carrier density in the copper oxide layer without introducing significant disorder in
the layer. It is widely accepted that the low-energy physics can be captured using a
effective model considering only one electron band on the copper atoms in the copper
oxide layer (Zhang and Rice, 1988).
In cuprate materials the on-site repulsion U is about three times larger than the
hopping amplitude t, rendering the parent compound a Mott insulator with long-range
antiferromagnetic order at (π, π). When doped with holes or electrons, the AFM
order is destroyed and superconductivity emerges. The superconductivity transition
temperature first increases with doping, then reaches a maximum and decreases,

ambient pressure. Then the Mott transition in
teraction on the verge of the Mott transition
-ET2 Cu2 CN3 under pressure may be the unprecechief subjects in the physics of strongly
dented one without symmetry breaking, if the magnetic
ctrons, because striking phenomena such as
order does not emerge under pressure up to the Mott
al superconductivity emerge from the mother
boundary.
or with antiferromagnetic (AFM) order.
In this Letter, we report on the NMR and resistance
transition metal oxides such as V2 O3 and
studies of the Mott transition in -ET2 Cu2 CN3 under
which localized paramagnetic spins undergo
Introduction
4
pressure. The result is summarized by the pressuresition at low temperaturesChapter
[1]. The 1:
ground
temperature
(P-T)
phase
diagram
in
Fig.
1.
The
Mott
Mott insulator is, however, no more trivial
n frustration works between the localized
tion of the spin liquid has attracted much
a proposal of the possibility in a triangularCrossover
berg antiferromagnet [2]. Owing to the ex(1/T1T)max
als research, some examples of the possible
(dR/dT)max
ve been found in systems with triangular and
es, such as the solid 3 He layer [3], Cs2 CuCl4
T1T = const.
T2 Cu2 CN3 [5]. Mott transitions between
Mott insulator
nsulating spin-liquid phases are an interesting
R = R0 + AT2
search.
organic conductor -ET2 Cu2 CN3 is the
Metal
onset TC
(Spin liquid)
id system to exhibit the Mott transition, to
(Fermi liquid)
knowledge [5]. The conduction layer in
N3 consists of strongly dimerized ET
Superconductor
dithio)-tetrathiafulvalene] molecules with
dimer site, so that the on-site Coulomb
bits the hole transfer [6]. In fact, it is a
Pressure (10-1GPa)
at ambient pressure and becomes a metal
ctor under pressure [7]. Taking the dimer as a
FIG. 1 (color online). The pressure-temperature phase diagram
ork of interdimer transferFigure
integrals1.2:
formsPhase
a
diagram of organic mott insulator κ-(ET)2 Cu2 (CN)3 (Kurosaki
of -ET2 Cu2 CN3 , constructed on the basis of the resistance
c triangular lattice, and therefore
the
system
et al., 2005). The xandaxis
ismeasurements
the hydrostatic
pressure pressures.
appliedThe
on Mott
the polycrystal of the
NMR
under hydrostatic
ed to a half-filled band system with strong
transition or crossover lines were identified as the temperature
organic
compound.
n on the triangular lattice. At ambient preswhere 1=T1 T and dR=dT show the maximum as described in the
etic susceptibility behaved as the triangulartext. The upper limit of the Fermi-liquid region was defined by
berg model with an AFM interaction energy
and R deviate
from theIn
Korringa’s
the temperatures
where
thusmeasurements
forming a dome-like
shape
in 1=T
the1 Tphase
diagram.
the underdoped region,
8]. Moreover, the 1 H NMR
relation and R0  AT 2 , respectively. The onset superconducting
dication of long-range magnetic
order
temperature
was determined
from the in-plane
despite
thedown
lack of transition
long-range
magnetic
order, short-range
spin resiscorrelation still exists.
ese results suggested the spin-liquid state at
tance measurements.

This spin correlation is believed to be essential to the superconductivity and other

5=95(17)=177001(4)$23.00unconventional
177001-1
© 2005 The
American
Society in this part of the
behaviors like pseudogap
and
Fermi Physical
arc exhibited

phase diagram.
The organic Mott insulators we will study in this thesis are κ-phase compounds
of BEDT-TTF [bis(ethylenedithio)-tetrathiafulvalene] salts, which consist of organic
BEDT-TTF (this will be further abbreviated as ET in the rest of the paper) molecules
and inorganic ions. In these materials the ET molecules form a two-dimensional
layer, which hosts the electron bands near the Fermi energy. In the ET layer two
close parallel molecules form a dimer, and intra-dimer electron hopping amplitudes
are much larger than the inter-dimer hopping amplitudes because of the parallel
orientation and closeness of two molecules in a dimer (see figure 1.4). The energy
of electron anti-binding state on a dimer is much larger than the band width, so
in the low-energy effective theory the electrons can be treated as moving on a twodimensional triangular lattice of the ET dimers.
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antiferromagnetic and structural phase transition respectively. These two transitions
will be the topic of chapter 3.

rature magnetic structures for Ce and Fe in CeFeAsO and the structural and magnetic phase diagram of CeFeAsO1−x Fx . a, The three-dimensional
uctures of Ce and Fe as determined from our neutron diffraction data. b, The magnetic unit cells of Ce and Fe. The Fe moments lie in the a–b plane and
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(ref. 13),
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c axis are insulating
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These
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expected
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electron
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also form a square lattice with arsenic atoms sitting above or below the center of
the squares alternatively. Apart from the resemblance in structure, the iron pnictide
superconductors differ from the cuprates in two ways: first, the cuprate can be described well for most of the purposes with an one-band effective model, while in tron
pnictide at least four orbitals are necessary (Lee and Wen, 2008); second, the interaction is not so strong comparing to the kinetic energy in the iron pnictide. Unlike
the cuprate, the parent compound has an antiferromagnetic order at (π, 0) instead of
(π, π) (de la Cruz et al., 2008), and it is a bad metal instead of a Mott insulator.
Besides these solid state materials, one can also engineer cold atom systems on
an optical lattice to study the physics of a Mott insulator. In general cold atoms
on an optical lattice can be described by a tight-binding Hamiltonian with on-site
interactions, where the hopping between lattice sites come from tunneling between
potential wells of neighboring sites. The ratio of U/t can be tuned by varying the
depth of the lattice potential. Mott insulating states have been realized in experiments
using both bosonic (Greiner et al., 2002) and fermionic (Jördens et al., 2008) atoms.
Cold atom systems have great advantages over traditional materials as model system
to study strongly correlated physics: the system can be made in any dimension, and
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parameters in the Hamiltonian can be tuned experimentally. Moreover, besides spin1/2, additional local degree of freedom can be introduced on each site, including a
Sp(4) spin (Wu et al., 2003) and a SU(N) symmetry (Gorshkov et al., 2010).
In the following chapters of this thesis I will study some theoretical problems
in these materials. Chapter 2 studies SP(4) spin in cold atom system; chapter 3
will study the iron pnictide superconductors; chapter 4 and 5, and finally chapter 6
concerns high Tc cuprates.

1.2

Magnetic State of the Parent Compound

In this section we discuss theories for the magnetic state of the parent compound
of the materials studied in this thesis. First, we start with the cuprates. The undoped
cuprates are Mott insulators with one electron on each site on a square lattice. To
the simplest level this system can be modeled by a one-band Hubbard model
H = −t

X

c†iα cjα + U

X

ni↑ ni↓ ,

(1.1)

i

hiji

with on-site Coulomb repulsion U and nearest neighbor hopping t.
In the strong coupling limit U  t, the ground state has one electron on each

site, and therefore is an insulator. If we restraint ourselves to the low-energy states

with the constraint of no double occupancy, the only degree of freedom on each
site is the spin of the electron, and they interact though super-exchange process. If
two nearest neighbor electrons have opposite spins, they can virtually hop back and
forth and therefore the energy is lower than the state where they have parallel spins.
So the super-exchange interaction between electron spins is antiferromagnetic. The
corresponding low-energy effective theory is the Heisenberg model
H=J

X
hiji

where J =

Si · Sj ,

(1.2)

4t2
.
U

On a square lattice, all lattice sites can be grouped into two sublattices A and B
in a checkboard fashion, such that all nearest neighbors of any site in sublattice A
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belong to sublattice B, and vise versa (see Fig. 1.5). The antiferromagnetic interaction
energy is minimized if spins on two sublattices point to opposite direction. This is
called the Néel state. If the spins in the Heisenberg model were classic (i. e. the limit
of S → ∞), this would be the ground state.

Figure 1.5: A sketch of Néel state on square lattice. The red and blue sites are
sublattice A and B respectively.
For the quantum Heisenberg model with finite spin, the fully polarized Néel state
is not the ground state. If we write equation (1.2) in components as

X
1 + −
− +
z z
H=J
Si Sj + (Si Sj + Si Sj ) ,
2

(1.3)

hiji

then the Néel is an eigenstate of the S z S z term, but not the S + S − term. The latter
term will lower |S z | on two neighboring sites. Therefore the quantum fluctuation will
reduce the magnetization of the classical Néel state.

Besides the quantum fluctuation in the Heissenberg model, the charge fluctuation
in the Hubbard model will also reduce the order parameter of the Néel state. Together
they can kill the long-range antiferromagnetic order. In order to study the phase
transition between the Néel state and a spin disordered state, we can use a low
energy effective theory motivated by the broken symmetry of the Néel state. The
Néel state breaks the SU(2) spin rotational symmetry, and the order parameter can
be chosen as the orientation of alternating spin on the lattice sites
n ∼ (−)i Si ,

(1.4)
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where (−)i = 1 on sublattice A and −1 on sublattice B. The n vector belongs to O(3)
group, which is locally isomorphic to the SU(2) group, and the effective low-energy
theory is the nonlinear sigma model
L=


1
(∂t n)2 + vs2 (∂i n)2 ,
g

(1.5)

where g is a coupling constant and vs is the spin-wave velocity.
T

Critical

Disorder

Renormalized
Classical
gc

g

Figure 1.6: Phase diagram of O(N ) nonlinear sigma model in two dimensions (for
N > 2). The x-axis is the coupling constant g in Eq. (1.5), while the y-axis is the
temperature T . gc is the critical coupling constant. The thick link at T = 0 to the
left of gc labels the ordered phase at T = 0.
The phase diagram of O(N ) nonlinear sigma model in two-dimension is shown in
Fig. 1.6 (Sachdev, 1998). At zero temperature, there is a quantum phase transition
at a critical coupling constant gc : when g < gc the ground state has long-range order
hni 6= 0; when g > gc the ground state is disordered, and the spin correlation length

is inverse proportional to the mass gap of the spin excitation. At finite tempera-

ture, there are only crossovers between three scaling region, as there is no broken
continuous symmetry in two-dimension. On the ordered side, the system is in the so
called renormalized classical region when the temperature is below or comparable to
the zero-temperature spin stiffness of the order parameter. In this region the spin
correlation length is exponentially long as temperature approaches zero (Chakravarty
et al., 1989):

2πρs
ξ ∼ exp
.
T


(1.6)
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The third region, which sits between the disordered and renormalized classical region
and directly above the critical point, is called the critical region. In this region the
only energy scale is the temperature and therefore everything else scales with that.
The O(3) nonlinear sigma model describes a quantum critical point separating
the Néel order phase and disordered phase. However, this is not the full story for
antiferromagnetic spin model on 2D square lattice (Senthil et al., 2004a,b). The
O(3) effective action in Eq. (1.5) is obtained assuming the order parameter defined
in Eq. (1.4) is changing smoothly on the lattice. However, the action in Eq. (1.5) is
missing the Berry phase term, which depends on the detail of the lattice and cannot
be written using the n field.
Instead, we can rewrite the Néel order n field as a CP(1) field
n = z ∗ σz,

(1.7)

where σ = σi ei is a vector of the sigma matrices. The low-energy effective theory of
z field evolves a U(1) gauge field because of the U(1) redundancy in the definition
of Eq. (1.7): n field remains unchanged when we change the phase of z into zeiθ .
Therefore the low-energy effective theory of z field can be written as
L=


1
|(∂t − iAt )z|2 + c2 |(∂i − iAi )z|2
g

(1.8)

On a lattice, the gauge field in general can be compact and can have monopole
carrying 2π flux. The gauge field monopole corresponds to skyrmion configuration of
the n field, In the paramagnetic phase, the magnetic monopole proliferates and induces a VBS order. However, at the critical point separating the Néel state and VBS
state, the magnetic monopole is suppressed and in the low-energy effective theory,
the gauge field is non-compact, and low-energy excitations are the zα fields carrying
fractional spin (spin 21 ), and gauge photons. This critical point is beyond the traditional Landau-Ginzberg-Wilson theory (Wilson and Kogut, 1974) as it is a direct
continuous phase transition between two ordered phases with different broken symmetry, and the critical point is not described by fluctuation of order parameter of
either side, but by a gauge theory with fractionalized excitation. A generalization of
this deconfined critical point in Sp(4) spin system is presented in Chapter 2.
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The organic Mott insulators can be modeled as quantum spins on a triangular
lattice. This system is described in Section 13.3.2 of Ref. Sachdev (1998). Triangular
lattice is not bipartite, so the spins cannot arranged to be anti-parallel to all its neighbors, like in Fig. 1.5, The classical Néel state has spins pointing 120 degrees relative
to neighbors (see Fig. 1.7). This geometric frustration and the charge fluctuation due
to the vicinity to insulator-metal transition makes it easier to realize spin liquid state
in these systems.

13.3 Antiferromagnets

349

Fig. 13.3. Magnetically ordered ground state on the triangular lattice. The

spins have Néel
been taken
lie in the plane ofon
theatriangular
lattice,
but this
need
Figure 1.7: Classical
ordertoconfiguration
triangular
lattice
(Sachdev,
1998).
not
generally
be
the
case.
The arrows shows one possible spin configuration. The primitive magnetic unit cell
has three sites.

spin orientation rotates by some irrational angle in the plane dened by

n1 and n2. Finally antiferromagnets in which the spin arrangement is

Unlike thenot
Néel
in square
latticethree-dimensional
in Fig. 1.5, thecan
classical
order
portrayed in
evenorder
coplanar
but genuinely
be treated
using

similar methods,
but willtwo
notorthogonal
be consideredunit
here.vectors instead of one is needed
Fig. 1.7 is non-colinear,
therefore
Instead of working with vectors n1 , n2 which satisfy the constraints
to describe the
order.
two vectors
n1 andparameterization
n2 can be parametrized
(13.68),
it isAlternatively
convenient to the
introduce
an alternative

of the space
of ground
using two complex
variables
z1,2 , states. It takes 6 real numbers to specify the
two vectors n1 , n2 , and the 3 constraints (13.68) reduce the degrees of
freedom to 3. We can n
use +
these
realε numbers
to introduce two complex
in13 =
(1.9)
2
ac zc σab zb
numbers z1, z2 subject to the single constraint
2 j2 = 1:
z1 j|z2 +
and z1,2 satisfies the constraint |z1 |2 j+
an O(4) vector.
2 1. Therefore z1,2 form(13.69)
2 | jz=

these
to same
n1, n2vector
by 24, n
98]1,2 . This redundancy in definition
In Eq. (1.9) zWe
and −z
gives the
1,2 relate
1,2 numbers
2field. A complete phase diagram of this
means the z field is coupled to a Z2 gaugeX
 zb 
n2 + in1 =
"ac zc ab
(13.70)
abc=1 (2009). The phase transition from
model is derived in the work of Xu and Sachdev
 are the Pauli matrices, and "ab is the second= x y z , paramagnetic
a Néel state where
to a disordered
state is described by a O(4) nonlinear
rank antisymmetric tensor "12 = ;"21 = 1, "11 = "22 = 0. The reader
can check that the parameterization (13.70) for n12 automatically satises (13.68) provided the single constraint (13.69) holds. So we have
succeeded in reducing the number of constraints down from 3 to 1. However the mapping from z12 to n12 is not one-to-one but two-to-one the
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sigma model, with Z2 vison gapped on both sides of the critical point. On the other
hand, the condensation of the vison brings up VBS order in the system. This Z2
spin liquid theory will be applied to organic Mott insulator in Chapter 4 and 5. Also,
Appendix A.1 describes an alternative approach for obtaining the Z2 spin liquid theory
starting from Schwinger-boson mean field theory.
The parent compound of iron pnictides is not a Mott insulator, hence the model
of interacting local spin does not apply here, although there is a sizable local moment
in the parent compound in these materials. Nevertheless one can still start with the
broken symmetry and build a low-energy effective theory using the fluctuation of the
order parameter (Xu et al., 2008a; Si and Abrahams, 2008).
The antiferromagnetic order in iron pnictides is a (π, 0) stripe order, instead of
the (π, π) checkerboard order in cuprates. I will study the coupling between this
antiferromagnetic order and the lattice distortion in Chapter 3.

1.3

Spin-Charge Seperation and Slave Particle
Technique

In this section I will introduce basic theoretic frameworks describing spin and
charge excitation in a slightly doped Mott insulator. In high Tc cuprate materials,
interesting physics like pseudogap, Fermi arc and most importantly superconductivity
happens once the system is doped with either holes or electrons. In the organic Mott
insulator materials, although no net doping is introduced into the system, charge
fluctuation is still important because of the close vicinity to the insulator-metal transition, and the level of fluctuation can be tuned by applying a pressure. Therefore it
is essential for us to include charge fluctuation in addition to spin fluctuation in these
strongly correlated systems.
In the underdoped region on the cuprate phase diagram, and near the insulatormetal transition on the phase diagram of κ-(ET)2 Cu2 (CN)3 , the system does not
have long-range magnetic order, but short-range antiferromagnetic spin correlation
still remains. The short-range correlated spin state is a resonance valence bond state,
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or the RVB state (Anderson, 1973). In the RVB state the antiferromagnetic interaction binds spins into singlet pairs, or valence bonds, and the RVB state is a coherent
superposition of different valence bond configurations. One example of such a configuration is illustrated in Fig. 1.8. This state can describe all the magnetic phases
we discussed in Section 1.2: an RVB state with only short-range bonds is a paramagnetic state, while an RVB state with algebraically decaying long-rang bonds describes
a Néel state (Liang et al., 1988). Furthermore, if the fluctuation between different
configurations is frozen to one particular configuration, it becomes a VBS state.

Figure 1.8: An example of RVB configuration. This is not a picture of an RVB state,
but one of the configurations in the RVB state, or a snapshot at a particular time of
the resonating state.
Elementary excitations in an RVB state are not electrons, but fractionalized objects (Kivelson et al., 1987). Spin fluctuation in the RVB state will break a spin singlet
pair and create two unpaired spins, which can propagate independently through the
fluctuating RVB liquid background. Therefore the spin excitation is a spinon that
carries spin 12 . On the other hand, charge fluctuation will create an empty or double
occupied site, which appears as a vacant site without a spin in the RVB background.
Hence the charge excitation is a holon or a doublon carrying ∓e charge but no spin.

In summary in an RVB state we have spinless holon and doublon and charge neutral
spin- 21 spinon, and an electron or a hole is a composite particle consists of one spinon
and one doublon or one holon.
In order to describe the physics of spin-charge separation, a formalism called slave
particle is widely used. First introduced by Zou and Anderson (1988), this formalism
decomposes electron operator into two operators representing spin and charge degree
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Figure 1.9: A snapshot of an RVB state with spinon and holon excitation.
of freedom respectively,
ciα = biα h†i + αβ b†iβ di .

(1.10)

In this equation biα , hi and di represents spinon with spin α, holon and doublon
respectively.
In equation (1.10) the electron is a fermion, the statistics of the combination of
spinon and holon/doublon must be fermionic. This can be realized in different ways:
we can have fermionic spinon and bosonic holon/doublon. This formalism is called
slave-boson theory. A review of this theoretical framework is made by Lee et al.
(2006).
Alternatively one can choose bosonic spinon and fermionic holon/doublon. In this
framework the spinon is called Schwinger-boson (Auerbach and Arovas, 1988; Arovas
and Auerbach, 1988). An advantage of Schwinger-boson slave particle framework is
that it has a good starting point at the Néel state. Schwinger-boson mean field theory
can give a good description to the Néel state with result quantitatively consistent with
the spin wave theory (Auerbach and Arovas, 1988). In this description a condensation
of Schwinger boson gives rise to the Néel order, and low-energy effective theory of
the Schwinger boson can be related to the zα fields in the CP(1) model for colinear
antiferromagnet and in the O(4) model for non-colinear antiferromagnet, as both the
Schwinger-boson and the two z fields carry spin- 12 . A Schwinger-boson mean field
theory for the triangular lattice is reviewed in Appendix A.1, and the framework is
extended to SP(4) spin in Chapter 2.
To describe a doped Mott insulator with charge fluctuations using the Schwinger-
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boson slave particle framework, one can start with the slave particle decomposition
in equation (1.10) and apply the Schwinger-boson mean field ansatz to the t-J model
H = −t

X

c†iα ciα + J

hiji,α

X
hiji

Si · Sj ,

(1.11)

where the electron operator is to be replaced by equation (1.10), and the spin operator
is to be replaced by the Schwinger-boson
Si = b†iα σαβ biβ .

(1.12)

This approach is used in Section 5.2 to obtain an effective theory for the charge
excitations.
Alternatively one can build up the same spin-charge separation framework starting
from a weak-coupling SDW order picture (Schulz, 1990; Zhou and Schulz, 1995;
Borejsza and Dupuis, 2004). In the weak coupling limit we start from a electron
Fermi surface, and the antiferromagnetic interaction will open up gaps at the socalled hot-spots where the Fermi surface intersects the surface shifted by the ordering
wave vector, which is (π, π) for the commensurate case. The gaps at hot-spots cut the
Fermi surface and change it into nodal hole pockets and anti-nodal electron pockets.
Now we consider tuning up the interaction strength and send the system into
strong-coupling region. The Néel state should be smoothly connected to the SDW
ordered state. Therefore in the Néel state in general we have the same electron and
hole pockets except the gap is larger. (If the gap is large enough it can fully eliminate
the pockets and render the system a Mott insulator.) As we discussed in section 1.2,
the phase transition from the Néel state to a paramagnetic state is described by
CP(1) model, with spin- 12 bosonic field zα related to the spin order parameter as in
equation (1.7). With this in mind let us consider the charge degree of freedom in the
paramagnetic state close to the quantum critical point. In this region the spins still
have short-range correlation and the spin configuration resembles the Néel state with
the length scale of the spin correlation length. Therefore locally we can still treat the
electrons as if they are in the ordered state and we get Fermi pockets, with electron
spin quantized along the direction of local order parameter n. When n fluctuates
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the electron operator is rotated together with it, and we get an expression of electron
operator,
ci↑
ci↓

!
=

∗
zi↑ −zi↓

zi↓

∗
zi↑

!

ψi+
ψi−

!
(1.13)

where ziα is the CP(1) field that carries spin- 12 but no charge, and ψi± are charge
fermions, where ± sign denotes spin polarization relative to local order parameter n.

Since n can fluctuate freely, the ± sign in ψ operator does not carry any physical
spin. Therefore we have separated electron operator into bosonic spinon and spinless
fermion. This spin-charge separation framework is the same as the Schwinger-boson
slave particle framework when the CP(1) field zα is viewed as a low energy effective
theory of the Schwinger boson biα . This framework is used in section 6.1 to describe
charge fluctuation in high-Tc cuprates.

1.4

Emergent Gauge Theory and Projected Symmetry Group

In the previous sections we have seen various kinds of fractionalized excitations
in strongly correlated electron systems. These include spin- 21 fermions and spinless
charge fermions. When fractionalized objects appear in a system, there will be a gauge
field emerging from the artificial gauge symmetry in the definition of the fractionalized
objects.
For the antiferromagnetic spin model on square lattice, In the relation between
spin- 21 spinon field zα and spin order parameter n in equation (1.7), the phase of z
can be changed freely without altering the physical spin field n. This emergent gauge
symmetry leads to the coupling to an U(1) gauge field, as discussed in section 1.2.
For the antiferromagnetic spin model on triangular lattice, an emergent Z2 gauge
symmetry arises in the relation between fractionalized spinon field and spin in equation (1.9), and the spinon field is therefore coupled to a Z2 gauge field, as discussed
in section 1.2 and in more details in chapter 4.
When charge fluctuation is introduced in a spin-charge separation framework as
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discussed in the previous section, these fractionalized objects also couple to emergent gauge theory as the gauge symmetry for the spinon can be extended for the
holon/doublon. For the slave-boson approach, the low-energy effective theory is coupled to a emergent U(1) gauge field, because of the U(1) gauge symmetry in the definition of spin-charge separation in equation (1.10). This gauge symmetry can be further
extended to SU(2) on square lattice by introducing a doublet of holon/doublon, as
reviewed by Lee et al. (2006). For the Schwinger-boson slave particle framework on
square lattice, one can also introduce an emergent U(1) gauge field because of the
gauge symmetry in the same spin-charge separation relation in equation (1.10). Moreover, xfthis U(1) gauge symmetry can be extended to SU(2) as shown by Sachdev
et al. (2009). On a triangular lattice, the gauge symmetry is reduced to Z2 because
of the reduced gauge symmetry of the spinon.
In the presence of emergent gauge symmetry, transformation group of global symmetry becomes more complicated, as states of the system are considered identical if
they can be related by gauge symmetry transformations. Without gauge symmetry,
a global symmetry operation must transform the state into exactly the same state.
However, in the presence of gauge symmetry a global symmetry operation can transform a state into another state, as long as the two states can be related by gauge
symmetry transformation. Consequently in general a global symmetry operation (like
translation or rotation) needs to be followed by a gauge transformation to transform
the state back to itself. The global symmetry operations form a group named projective symmetry group (PSG) (Wen, 2002b,a), because in order to get the underlying
symmetry group, one needs to project out the gauge symmetry group (also refered to
as invariant gauge group in the literature) from the PSG. The concept of PSG can be
used to classify slave-particle mean field states (Wen, 2002b; Wang and Vishwanath,
2006), and to study symmetries in an effective theory with emergent gauge field.
In chapter 5 and 6, the PSG is used to analyzing the symmetry of the low-energy
effective theory.
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Organization of this thesis

In the rest of this thesis I will present studies of spin and charge fluctuations in
different strongly correlated systems. Chapter 2-4 studies spin degree of freedom, and
chapter 5-6 studies charge degree of freedom. The chapters are organized as following:
Chapter 2 studies low-energy effective theory of phase transitions in Sp(4) spin
system of cold atoms. There the theory of phase transitions in spin system discussed in
section 1.2 is generalized to Sp(4) spin, realized using spin- 32 cold atoms. In section 1.2
we saw that in SU(2) spin system there is a deconfined critical point described by
CP(1) model separating the Néel state and VBS state on square lattice, and there is
an O(4) critical point separating the Néel state and paramagnetic state on triangular
lattice. In chapter 2 we will argue that these critical theories can be generalized to
Sp(4) spin system, where the two critical theories are described by CP(3) instead of
CP(1), and O(8) instead of O(4) respectively.
Chapter 3 discusses magnetic and structural phase transitions in iron-pnictide
superconductors. The parent compound of iron-pnictides is a metal instead of a Mott
insulator, so microscopic models like the Heisenberg model does not strictly apply.
However, we can still study the low-energy effective theory of the phase transitions
using the fluctuation of order parameters in the broken symmetry phase.
Chapter 4 and 5 studies spin and charge fluctuations on triangular lattice, motivated by experiments on organic Mott insulator material κ-(ET)2 (Cu)2 (CN)3 . In
chapter 4 we argue that the spin liquid state observed in experiments can be described
by Z2 spin liquid theory, discussed in section 1.2 and appendix A.1. In chapter 5, we
extend the Z2 spin liquid theory by adding charge excitations using the slave-particle
technique reviewed in section 1.3. We find that holon and doublon form pockets, and
near the Mott transition the holon and doublon pockets form exciton bound states.
At last, Chapter 6 discusses charge fluctuations and electron spectrum function in
high-Tc cuprates. There we start with the U(1) algebraic charge liquid state reviewed
in section 1.3, and argue that the U(1) gauge field will introduce an attractive interaction between oppositely charged spinon and holon/doublon particles. Then spinon
and charge particles will form bound states because of the attractive interaction. We
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write done an effective theory for the bound states using the projective symmetry
group, and find that the Fermi surfaces of the bound states are Fermi pockets. This
effective theory can be used to explain the Fermi pockets observed in experiments in
underdoped cuprates.

Chapter 2
Quantum Phase Transitions in
Sp(4) Spin System
2.1

Introduction

Landau’s classic phase transition paradigm describes continuous phase transitions
by symmetry breaking of the system (Landau et al., 1999), and the powerful renormalization group theory developed by Wilson suffices this paradigm with systematic
calculation techniques. Based on Landau-Ginzburg-Wilson (LGW) theory (Wilson
and Kogut, 1974), the continuous phase transition should be described by fluctuations of physical order parameters. A few years ago, it was proposed that a direct
unfine-tuned continuous transition between two ordered phases which break different
symmetries is possible in quantum magnet (Senthil et al., 2004b,a), which is forbidden in Landau’s theory. Recent numerical results suggest that this transition may
exist in a SU(2) spin-1/2 model with both Heisenberg and ring exchange (Sandvik,
2007; Melko and Kaul, 2008). The key feature of this nonlandau critical behavior is
that at the critical point the field theory in terms of fractionalized objects with no
obvious physical probe is a more appropriate description. In spite of the difficulty of
probing the fractionalized excitations, the fractionalized nature of the critical point
leads to enormous anomalous dimension of the physical order parameter distinct from
the Wilson-Fisher fixed point or the mean field result, which can be checked experi20
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mentally.
In a seminal paper, it was proved that in spin-3/2 cold atom systems, with the
standard s−wave scattering approximation, the four-component spin-3/2 fermion
multiplet enjoys an enlarged Sp(4)' SO(5) symmetry without fine-tuning any parameter (Wu et al., 2003). By tuning the spin-0 and spin-2 scattering channels,
there is one point with an even larger SU(4)⊃ Sp(4) symmetry (Wu et al., 2003;
Wu, 2005, 2006). The fundamental representation of the 15 generators of SU(4) Liealgebra can be divided into two groups: Γa with a = 1, 2 · · · 5 and Γab =

1
[Γa , Γb ],
2i

and Γa obey the Clifford algebra: {Γa , Γb } = 2δab . Let us denote the fermion atom

operator as ψα , then the fermion bilinear Γ̂a = ψ † Γa ψ form a vector representation
of Sp(4) group, and Γ̂ab = ψ † Γab ψ form an adjoint representation of Sp(4) group. In
the particular representation we choose,
Γa = σ a ⊗ µz , a = 1, 2, 3, Γ4 = 1 ⊗ µx , Γ5 = 1 ⊗ µy .

(2.1)

The difference between SU(4) algebra and Sp(4) algebra is that, two Sp(4) particles
can form a Sp(4) singlet through a 4 × 4 antisymmetric matrix J = iσ y ⊗ µx , which

satisfies the following algebra

J t = −J , J 2 = −1, J Γab J = Γtab , J Γa J = −Γta .

(2.2)

One can see that Jαβ ψα† ψβ† creates a Sp(4) invariant state, therefore the Valence Bond

Solid (VBS) state of SU(2) spin systems can be naturally generalized to Sp(4) spin
systems. By contrast, two SU(4) particles can only form a 6 dimensional representation and a 10 dimensional representation of SU(4) algebra, and the smallest SU(4)
singlet always involves four particles.
If we consider a Mott-Insulator phase of spin-3/2 cold atoms on the optical lattice
with one particle per well on average, the effective spin Hamiltonian should be invariant under Sp(4) transformations. The most general Sp(4)-Heisenberg model contains
two terms:
H=

X
<i,j>

ab
a a
J1 Γ̂ab
i Γ̂j − J2 Γ̂i Γ̂j .

(2.3)
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The key difference between Γ̂ab and Γ̂a is their behavior under time-reversal transformation. The time-reversal transformation on the fermion multiplet ψα is ψα →

Jαβ ψβ , this implies that Γ̂ab (Γ̂a ) is odd (even) under time-reversal. Also, if rewritten
in terms of the original SU(2) spin-3/2 matrices, Γab only involves the odd powers
of spins, and Γa only involves the even powers of spins (Wu, 2006). This model
can be exactly realized in spin-3/2 cold atom systems, the coefficients J1 and J2 are
determined by the spin-0 and spin-2 scattering parameters (Wu, 2006). Clearly when
−J2 = J1 the system has SU(4) symmetry. In this work we will consider the Heisen-

berg model on the triangular and square lattice, in the parameter regime with J1 > 0.
Our focus in the current work will be the nonlandau like quantum phase transitions,
which is also a larger spin generalization of the deconfined criticality discussed before.

2.2

the Sp(4) Heisenberg model on the triangular
lattice

Let us study the triangular lattice first, and we will use the standard Schwinger
boson formalism to study the magnetic ordered phase. We introduce Schwinger boson
a
bi,β , Ŝ a are the 15 generators of SU(4) algebra in
spinon bα as usual Ŝia = b†i,α Sαβ

the fundamental representation. This definition of spinon bα is subject to a local
P4
†
constraint:
α=1 bi,α bi,α = 1, which also manifests itself as a local U(1) degree of
freedom: bi,α → exp(iθi )bi,α . Using the following identities (Xu, 2008):
ab
Γab
αβ Γγσ = 2δασ δβγ − 2Jαγ Jβσ ,

Γaαβ Γaγσ = 2δασ δβγ + 2Jαγ Jβσ − δαβ δγσ ,

(2.4)

the Hamiltonian (2.3) can be rewritten as
H=

X
<i,j>

2(J1 − J2 )K̂ij† K̂ij − 2(J1 + J2 )Q̂†ij Q̂ij ,
K̂ij = b†i,α bj,α , Q̂ij = Jαβ bi,α bj,β .

(2.5)
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Figure 2.1: Mean field solutions on triangular lattice at different J2 /J1 with J1 > 0.
The y axes κc shows the density of spinon condensate, which is also proportional to
|z|2 defined in Eq. 2.7. κc decreases to nearly zero (0.007) as J2 /J1 decreases.
Now we introduce two variational parameters Kij = hK̂ij i and Qij = hQ̂ij i, and

assuming these variational parameters are uniform on the whole lattice, we meanfield
Hamiltonian for (2.3) reads:
Hmf =

X
<i,j>

2(J1 − J2 )K K̂ij − 2(J1 + J2 )QQ̂ij + H.c.

−2(J1 − J2 )K 2 + 2(J1 + J2 )Q2 − µ(b†i,α bi,α − 1).

(2.6)

The following formalism is similar to reference (Wang and Vishwanath, 2006), which
studied the SU(2) spin models on the triangular lattice. The term involving µ imposes
P
the constraint on the Hilbert space of spinon 4α=1 b†i,α bi,α = 1. If the spectrum of the
spinons is gapless, the spinon will condense at the minima of the Brillouin zone. By
solving the self-consistent equations for K, Q and µ, we obtain that when J2 /J1 >
−0.3, there is a finite percentage of spinon condensate at momenta ±~q0 = ±( 2π
, 2π
),
3
3

which are the corners of the Brillouin Zone. The condensate density as a function of
J2 /J1 is plotted in Fig. 2.1.
The gauge field fluctuation rooted in the constraint

†
α=1 bi,α bi,α

P4

= 1 is the most

important correction to the mean field calculation above. The local constraint would
in general induce U(1) gauge fluctuations. However, the condensate obtained from
the Schwinger boson formalism corresponds to the state with nonzero expectation
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value Q = hQ̂ij i, which is a pairing amplitude. The pairing between nearest neighbor
sites breaks the U(1) gauge symmetry down to Z2 gauge symmetry, therefore the long

wavelength field theory of this condensate should only have Z2 gauge symmetry. To
understand this order, we define slow mode zα as
bα (x) = ei~q0 ·~x zα (x) + e−i~q0 ·~x Jαβ zβ∗ (x),

(2.7)

now one can rewrite spin operators Γ̂ab and Γ̂a in terms of slow mode zα as
Γ̂ab ∼ ei2~q0 ·~x zJ Γab z + H.c.,
Γ̂a ∼ z † Γa z = na .

(2.8)

Therefore Γ̂a has a uniform order na , while Γ̂ab is only ordered at finite momentum
±2~q0 . For completeness, one can define Sp(4) adjoint vector n1,ab and n2,ab as
n1,ab = Re[zJ Γab z], n2,ab = Im[zJ Γab z],

(2.9)

the order of Γ̂ab can be written in terms of n1,ab and n2,ab :
Γ̂ab ∼ cos(2~q0 · ~x)n1,ab + sin(2~q0 · ~x)n2,ab ,
X

n1,ab n2,ab = 0.

(2.10)

a,b

n1,ab and n2,ab are two Sp(4) adjoint vectors “perpendicular” to each other. Since Γ̂a
is time-reversal even, while Γ̂ab is time-reversal odd (Wu, 2006), the condensate of
√
√
zα has both uniform spin nematic order and 3 × 3 order.
The U(1) local gauge degree of freedom is lost in Eq. 2.7, The residual gauge

symmetry is only Z2 which transforms z → −z. Physically this implies that an

arbitrary U(1) transformation of z field will result in a rotation of spin order parameter
√
√
Γ̂ab . This situation is very similar to the spinon description of the 3 × 3 order
of SU(2) spins on the triangular lattice (Chubukov et al., 1994a). The field theory
describing this condensate should contain Z2 gauge field. However, since Z2 gauge
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field does not introduce any long range interaction or critical behavior, we can safely
integrate out the Z2 gauge field. The field theory can then be written as
L = |∂µ z|2 + r|z|2 + g(|z|2 )2 + · · ·

(2.11)

The ellipses include all the Sp(4) invariant terms.
Apparently, without the ellipses, the Lagrangian (2.11) enjoys an enlarged O(8)
~ as φ
~ = (Re[z1 ], Im[z1 ], · · · , Im[z4 ])t ,
symmetry once we define real boson field multiplet φ
and the Lagrangian (2.11) can be rewritten as
L=

8
X
~ 2 + g(|φ|
~ 2 )2 + · · ·
(∂µ φα )2 + r|φ|

(2.12)

α=1

The Lagrangian (2.12) without other perturbations describes an O(8) transition, and
the ordered state has ground state manifold (GSM)
U(4)/[U(3) ⊗ Z2 ] = S 7 /Z2 = RP(7),

(2.13)

we mod Z2 from S 7 because of the Z2 gauge symmetry of z. There are certainly
other terms in the field theory which can break the O(8) symmetry down to Sp(4)
symmetry, but all the terms allowed by Sp(4) symmetry and lattice symmetry include
at least two derivatives, for instance |Jαβ zα ∂µ zβ |2 . These terms change the Goldstone
mode dispersion but do not change the GSM, and since they contain high powers of z

and also at least two derivatives, they are irrelevant at the O(8) critical point. Other
P
P
Sp(4) invariant terms without derivatives like a,b (n1,ab )2 , a (na )2 , abcde n1,ab n1,cd ne
et al. either vanish or can be rewritten in terms of powers of z † z, which preserves
the O(8) symmetry. Therefore we conclude that the ground state manifold of the
condensate is S 7 /Z2 , and the transition between the condensate and disordered state
by tuning J1 /J2 belongs to the O(8) universality class. This transition is beyond the
Landau’s paradigm in the sense that the field theories (2.11) and (2.12) are written
in terms of spinon field instead of physical order parameters. The physical order
parameters are bilinears of spinon, which implies that the anomalous dimension of
the physical order parameters are enormous at this transition.
Since the GSM is S 7 /Z2 with fundamental group π1 [S 7 /Z2 ] = Z2 , in the condensate there are gapped visons, which is a “π−flux” of the “Higgsed” Z2 gauge field.
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The disordered phase is actually a Z2 spin liquid with gapped but mobile visons. This
Z2 spin liquid phase of SU(2) spin systems can be most conveniently visualized in
the quantum dimer model (QDM) on the triangular lattice (Moessner and Sondhi,
2001b), which by tuning the dimer flipping and dimer potential energy, stabilizes a
gapped phase with Z2 topological order and no symmetry breaking. As we discussed
earlier, two Sp(4) particles can form a Sp(4) singlet, therefore the QDM for Sp(4)
spin systems is exactly the same as the SU(2) spins, with also a stable Z2 spin liquid
phase. Because the Z2 spin liquid is a deconfined phase, the excitations of the Z2
spin liquid include gapped Sp(4) bosonic spinons besides the visons, If we start with
the disordered Z2 spin liquid state, and drive a transition by condensing the gapped
Sp(4) spinon, the field theory of this transition is in the same form as (2.11).
Since on one site there is only one particle, the particular QDM is subject to the
local constraint with one dimer connected to each site. This type of QDM is called
Q
odd QDM, since the product of Z2 electric field around each site is σ x = −1, which

will attach a π−flux to each hexagon of the dual honeycomb lattice of the triangular

lattice. This π−flux seen by the visons will lead to four degenerate minima in the vison
band, and the condensation of the vison at these minima breaks the translation and
rotation symmetry of the lattice (Moessner and Sondhi, 2001a), and the transition
has been suggested to be an O(4) transition.
In this section we discussed the transition between the Z2 spin liquid and the
√
3 × 3 state of the Sp(4) spin system. For comparison, let us briefly discuss the
√ √
order-disorder transition of the 3× 3 state in the standard Landau theory, ignoring
√
√
the topological nature of the Z2 spin liquid. In the 3 × 3 order, both time-reversal
√

and Sp(4) spin symmetries are broken. A general Ginzburg-Landau Lagrangian can
be written in terms of the time-reversal even O(5) vector na which is defined as the

ab
long wavelength field of Γ̂a , and two adjoint vectors nab
1 and n2 introduced in Eq.

2.10. At the quadratic level none of these three vectors mix, while at the cubic
P
cd e
order a mixing term is allowed by the Sp(4) symmetry: 2i=1 abcde nab
i ni n , this term
implies that the ordering of the adjoint vectors would drive the order of na , but the
statement is not necessarily true conversely. If the O(5) vector na is ordered while
ab
the adjoint vectors nab
1 , n2 are disordered, the system breaks the Sp(4) symmetry
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while preserving the time-reversal symmetry. Therefore if the system is tuned towards
the disordered phase, the Landau’s theory allows for multiple transitions, with the
time-reversal symmetry restored before the Sp(4) symmetry. A uniform collinear
order Γ̂a has GSM S 4 = SO(5)/SO(4), therefore the transition of na belongs to
the O(5) universality class. The transition associated with time-reversal symmetry
ab
breaking is described by the O(10) vectors nab
1 and n2 , with various anisotropies in

the background of the gapless O(5) ordering na . For instance, at the quartic order,
there is a term which imposes the “orthogonality” between the two O(10) vectors:
P
ab 2
( a,b nab
1 n2 ) . The nature of this transition requires more detailed analysis. By
contrast, the Schwinger boson and field theory analysis show that there can be a
direct O(8) transition between the phase with coexistence of na and ni,ab , and a spin
disordered phase with Z2 topological order.

2.3

Sp(4) Heisenberg model on the square lattice

Now let us switch the gear to the square lattice. On the square lattice, at the point
with J1 = J2 > 0, the model (2.3) can be mapped to the SU(4) Heisenberg model
with fundamental representation on one sublattice and conjugate representation on
the other (Wu, 2006). The equivalence can be shown by performing transformation
S a → J † S a J on one of the sublattices, and using the identities in (2.2). This point

J1 = J2 has been thoroughly studied by means of large-N generalization (Read

and Sachdev, 1990, 1989a; Arovas and Auerbach, 1988) and quantum Monte Carlo
(Harada et al., 2003). It is agreed that at this point the spinon bα condenses, and
there is a small Neel moment (Zhang and Shen, 2001; Harada et al., 2003). In the
Schwinger boson language, the Neel state on the square lattice corresponds to the
condensate of Schwinger bosons with nonzero expectation of hQ̂ij i, which seems to

break the U(1) gauge symmetry down to Z2 . However, the U(1) gauge symmetry
can be restored if the Schwinger bosons on the two sublattices are associated with
opposite gauge charges, therefore the connection between spinon bα and low energy
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field zα is
bα ∼ zα , (sublattice A),
bα ∼ Jαβ zβ† , (sublattice B).

(2.14)

The GSM of the Schwinger boson condensate is
U(4)/[U(1) ⊗ U(3)] = S 7 /U(1) = CP(3).

(2.15)

The field theory for this condensate is most appropriately described by the CP(3)
model
L=

4
X
α=1

|(∂µ − iaµ )zα |2 + r|z|2 + g(|z|2 )2 + · · ·

(2.16)

Again, if we perturb this field theory with Sp(4) invariant terms, the GSM is still
CP(3), and the critical behavior is unchanged. The condensate of zα has staggered
spin order Γ̂ab but uniform nematic order Γ̂a on the square lattice.
In the condensate of z, gauge field aµ is Higgsed; if z is disordered, aµ would be in a
gapless photon phase if the gauge fluxes are conserved. However, because π2 [CP(3)] =
Z, the ground state manifold can have singular objects in the 2+1 dimensional space
time (Read and Sachdev, 1990), which corresponds to the monopole of the compact
U(1) gauge field aµ . The conservation of gauge fluxes is broken by the monopoles,
which due to its Berry phase will drive the system to a phase breaking the lattice
symmetry (Haldane, 1988; Read and Sachdev, 1990).
At another point with −J2 = J1 > 0, this model is SU(4) invariant with fundamen-

tal representations on both sublattices. This point is not so well studied. A fermionic

mean field theory (Mishra et al., 2002) and an exact diagonalization (van den Bossche et al., 2000) on a 4 × 4 lattice has been applied to this point, the results suggest

that the ground state may be a plaquette order as depicted in Fig. 2.2, with four
particles forming a SU(4) singlet on every one out of four unit squares. A similar
plaquette ordered phase is obtained on the spin ladder (Chen et al., 2005). It is
interesting to consider the dynamics of the plaquettes, for instance, in 3 dimensional
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b

Figure 2.2: Fig. a, the SU(4) plaquette order pattern, four SU(4) particles around
the colored squares form a SU(4) singlet; Fig. b the particular type of VBS state
depends on the phase angle of the monopole operator.
cubic lattice, a quantum plaquette model as a generalization of the quantum dimer
model has been studied both numerically (Pankov et al., 2007) and analytically (Xu
and Wu, 2008). If we perturb away from the SU(4) point with Sp(4) invariant terms,
this plaquette order is expected to persist into a finite region in the phase diagram due
to its gapped nature. This phase presumably can be continuously connected to the
Sp(4) VBS state with Sp(4) singlets resonating on every one of four unit squares (Fig.
2.2), because both states are gapped and break the same lattice symmetry. More details about the possible phases on the square lattice is under study by another group
(Wu, 2008).
The dimer resonating plaquette state can be understood in the same way as the
dimer columnar state as the proliferation of monopoles of the compact U(1) gauge
field, and the oscillating Berry phase of the monopoles will choose the specific lattice
symmetry breaking pattern. Both the dimer columnar order and the dimer plaquette
order can be viewed as a condensate of fluxes of U(1) gauge field with the U(1)
conservation of fluxes breaking down to Z4 , and if the phase angle of the condensate
is 2nπ/4 the system is in the columnar state, while if the phase angle is (2n + 1)π/4
the system is in the dimer plaquette phase (Read and Sachdev, 1990) (Fig. 2.2).
If one considers a pure QDM on the square lattice, the crystalline pattern can be
obtained from the dual rotor model with Lagrangian (Fradkin and Kivelson, 1990;
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SU(4)B

J2 / J1

Figure 2.3: The conjectured phase diagram for the Heisenberg model in equation
(2.3). By tuning one parameter J2 /J1 , the system evolves from the Neel state to
the dimerized VBS state, and the transition can be continuous. The red and blue
dashed line denotes the magnitude of the Neel and VBS order parameter. SU(4)A
is the SU(4) invariant point with fundamental representation on all sites; SU(4)B
point is another SU(4) point with fundamental representation on one sublattice, and
conjugate representation on the other.
Sachdev and Read, 1991):
Ld = (∂µ χ)2 − α cos(8πχ).

(2.17)

Here exp(i2πχ) is the monopole operator which creates a 2π flux of the U(1) gauge
field. Now whether the system favors columnar order or dimer resonating plaquette
order simply depends on the sign of α.
Now we conjecture a phase diagram (Fig. 2.3): suppose J1 is fixed, and we tune
J2 ; if J2 > Jc the system remains in the condensate of z, which is the Neel order of
spin operators; when J2 < Jc the system loses the Neel order and enters the VBS
state. This transition can be a direct second order transition, and the field theory
is described by the CP(3) model in (2.16), assuming the CP(3) model itself has a
second order transition. The most important instability on this field theory is the
monopole of the compact U(1) gauge field, which is certainly relevant in the crystalline
phase. However, it has been shown convincingly that at the 3D XY transition, the Z4
anisotropy of the XY variable is irrelevant (Lou et al., 2007), and it was also argued
that large number of flavor of boson field tends to suppress the monopole effects
(Senthil et al., 2004a), therefore it is likely that the monopoles are irrelevant at the
critical point described by field theory (2.16). Compared with the SU(2) spin system,
our Sp(4) system with doubled number of complex boson fields has a better chance to
ensure the irrelevance of monopole perturbations at the transition. We also want to
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point out that between the Neel order and the dimer resonating plaquette order, an
intermediate phase with columnar order is also possible. But the transition between
the Neel order and the columnar order is also described by field theory (2.16), and the
columnar order is connected to the resonating plaquette order through a first order
transition.

2.4

summary and extension

In this work we studied the quantum phase transitions beyond the Landau’s
paradigm in the spin-3/2 cold atom systems with emergent enlarged Sp(4) symmetry.
Compared with the J − Q model studied before (Melko and Kaul, 2008; Sandvik,

2007), the spin model we considered is very realistic, we propose these results are
observable in real experimental systems in future. It would also been interesting to
study the Heisenberg model in this work through numerical techniques. A careful numerical study of the classical CP(3) model without monopoles is also desired, as has
been done recently for the SU(2) invariant CP(1) model (Motrunich and Vishwanath,
2008).
The current work focused on the parameter regime with J1 > 0. In the regime with
J1 < 0, the Schwinger boson formalism would lead to the ordered state with nonzero
expectation value K = hK̂ij i, and the Schwinger bosons condense at momentum (0, 0).

This state is the ferromagnetic state with uniform order nab and na . The ferromagnetic
state and the Neel state can be connected through a first order transition.

Chapter 3
Magnetism and Lattice Distortion
in Fe-pnictide Materials
3.1

Introduction

The Iron-superconductor, for its potential to shed new light on the non-BCS type
of superconductors, has attracted enormous interests since early this year. Despite
the complexities and controversies on the superconducting mechanism, the minimal
tight-binding model, or even the exact pairing symmetry of the cooper pair, these
samples do share two common facts: the tetragonal-orthorhombic lattice distortion
and the (π, 0) spin density wave (SDW) (de la Cruz et al., 2008). Both effects are
suppressed under doping and pressure, and they seem always to track each other
in the phase diagram. In Ref. Xu et al. (2008a); Fang et al. (2008), the lattice
distortion is attributed to preformed spatially anisotropic spin correlation between
electrons, without developing long range SDW i.e. the lattice distortion and SDW
both stem from magnetic interactions. More specifically, the Ising order parameter
~1 · φ
~2, φ
~ 1 and φ
~ 2 are two Neel orders on the two different
σ is represented as σ = φ
sublattices of the square lattice.

Since this order deforms the electron Fermi surface, equivalently, it can also be
interpreted as electronic nematic order. The intimate relation between the structure
distortion and SDW phase has gained many supports from recent experiments. It is
32
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suggested by detailed X-ray, neutron and Mössbauer spectroscopy studies that both
the lattice distortion transition and the SDW transition of LaFeAs(O1−x Fx ) are second
order (McGuire et al., 2008), where the two transitions occur separately. However, in
undoped AFe2 As2 with A = Sr, Eu, Ba, Ca, the structure distortion and SDW occur
at the same temperature, and the transition becomes a strong first order transition
(Huang et al., 2008; Krellner et al., 2008; Yan et al., 2008; Zhao et al., 2008b; Goldman et al., 2008). Also, recent neutron scattering measurements on Fe1+y Sex Te1−x
indicate that in this material the SDW wave vector is (π/2, π/2) for both sublattices
(de La Cruz et al., 2009) instead of (π, 0) as in 1111 and 122 materials, and the low
temperature lattice structure is monoclinic instead of orthorhombic (choosing one-Fe
unit cell). These results suggest that the SDW and structure distortion are indeed
strongly interacting with each other, and probably have the same origin. The sensitivity of the location of the lattice distortion transition close to the quantum critical
point against the external magnetic field (magnetoelastic effect) can further confirm
this unified picture.
The clear difference between the phase diagrams of 1111 and 122 materials can
be naturally understood in the unified theory proposed in Ref.

(Xu et al., 2008a;

Fang et al., 2008). We can write down a general Ginzburg-Landau mean field theory
~ 1 and φ2 :
for σ, φ
FGL = (∇µ σ)2 + rσ σ 2 +

2
X
a=1

~1 · φ
~2 + · · ·
+ ũσ φ

~ a )2 + rφ |φ
~ a |2
(∇µ φ
(3.1)

rσ and rφ are tuned by the temperature. For a purely two dimensional system, the
Ising order which induces the lattice distortion occurs at a temperaure controlled
by the inplane spin coupling Tising ∼ Jin (Chandra et al., 1990), while there is no

SDW transition at finite temperature; for weakly coupled two dimensional layers,
the Ising transition temperature is still of the order of the inplane coupling, while the
SDW transition temperature is Tsdw ∼ Jin / ln(Jin /Jz ), with Jz  Jin representing the
interlayer coupling. This implies that on quasi two dimensional lattices, Tising ≥ Tsdw ,
or ∆r = rφ − rσ is large in the Ginzburg-Landau mean field free energy in Eq. 3.1.
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r
1st order

Ising
SDW

0

6rc

6r

Figure 3.1: The schematic phase diagram of Ginzburg-Landau mean field theory in
Eq. 3.1, plotted against r = rσ + rφ , and ∆r = rφ − rσ . r is linear with temperature
T , while ∆r is tuned by anisotropy ratio Jz /Jin . When ∆r is small, the interaction
~ 1 and φ
~ 2 induces a strong first order transition, which corresponds to the
between φ
undoped 122 materials with more isotropic electron kinetics; when ∆r is large, the
transition is split into two transitions, with an Ising transition followed by an SDW
transition at lower temperature, and this is the case in the 1111 materials with quasi
two dimensional dispersions. The multicritical point ∆rc is determined by ũ.
In real systems, The 1111 materials are much more anisotropic compared with the
122 materials, since the electron band structure calculated from LDA shows a much
weaker z direction dispersion compared with the 122 samples (Ma et al., 2009); also
the upper critical field Hc2 of 122 samples is much more isotropic (Yuan et al., 2009).
This justifies treating the 1111 materials as a quasi two dimensional system, while
treating the 122 materials as a three dimensional one. When Jz and Jin are close
enough, ∆r is small, and the interaction between the Ising order parameter and the
SDW will drive the transition first order by minimizing the free energy Eq. 3.1. The
phase diagram of free energy Eq. 3.1 is shown in Fig. 3.1.
Motivated by more and more evidences of quantum critical points in the Fepnictides superconductors (Liu et al., 2008; Margadonna et al., 2009; Zhao et al.,
2008a; Chu et al., 2009; Ni et al., 2008; Ning et al., 2009), in this work, we will explore
the global phase diagram of magnetic and nematic orders at zero temperature, tuned
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by two parameters, pressure and doping. In section II we will study the phase diagram
for quasi two dimensional lattices, with applications for 1111 materials, and in section
III the gear will be switched to the more isotropic 3d lattices of 122 materials. Section
IV will briefly discuss the effect of the coupling between the Ising transition and the
strain tensor of the lattice, which will drive the finite temperature Ising nematic
transition a mean field transition, while the SDW transition remains unaffected, as
observed in BaFe2−x Cox As2 (Chu et al., 2009). The analysis in our current work are
all only based on the symmetry of the system, and hence independent of the details
of the microscopic model.

3.2

Quasi two dimensional lattice

In Ref.

(Xu et al., 2008a), the zero temperature quantum phase transition was

studied for weakly coupled 2d layers with finite doping. Since the hole pockets and
the electron pockets have small and almost equal size, the slight electron doping
would change the relative size of the electron and hole pockets substantially. Also,
the neutron scattering measurement suggests that the SDW order wave vector is
independent of doping in 1111 materials (Zhao et al., 2008a). Therefore under
doping the low energy particle-hole pair excitations at wave vector (π, 0) are lost
very rapidly, and the spin density wave order parameter at low frequency and long
wavelength limit can no longer decay with particle-hole pairs (the fermi pockets are
schematically showed in Fig. 3.2). After integrating out electrons we would obtain
the following z = 1 Lagrangian (Xu et al., 2008a):
L =

2
X
X
i=1 µ=τ,x,y

~ i · ∂µ φ
~ i − rφ
~ 2 + u|φ
~ i |4 + L0 ,
∂µ φ
i

~ 2 + γ1 |φ
~ 1 |2 |φ
~ 2 |2 − α(φ
~1 · φ
~ 2 )2 ,
~ 1 (∂ 2 − ∂ 2 ) · φ
L0 = γ φ
x
y

(3.2)

which contains no damping term. The first three terms of the Lagrangian describe
the two copies of 3D O(3) Neel orders on the two sublattices. The α term is the only
relevant term at the 3D O(3) transition, since it has positive scaling dimension ∆[α] =
0.581 (Calabrese et al., 2003b). We expect this term to split the two coinciding O(3)
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a

b

c

d

Figure 3.2: a, The schematic two dimensional fermi pockets of 1111 materials, the
red circles are two very close hole pockets, the blue ovals are electron pockets. b − d,
the relative position of hole and electron pockets after translating by (π, 0) and (0, π)
in the momentum space, in the low doping, critical doping, and high doping regimes.
transitions into two transitions, an O(3) transition and an Ising transition for Ising
~1 · φ
~ 2 , as observed experimentally in 1111 materials (Zhao et al., 2008a).
variable σ = φ
The two transitions after splitting are an O(3) transition and an Ising transition.

The O(3) transition belongs to the 3D O(3) universality class, while the Ising transition is a z = 3, d = 2 mean field transition. This is because the Ising order parameter
does not double the unit cell, and hence can decay into particle-hole pairs at momentum (0, 0). The standard Hertz-Millis theory (Hertz, 1976) would lead to a z = 3
mean field transition (Oganesyan et al., 2001; Xu et al., 2008a).
Now let us turn on another axis in the phase diagram: the pressure. Under
pressure, the relative size of hole and electron pockets are not expected to change.
~ = (π, 0) in the momentum space, the hole pocket
Therefore under translation of Q
will intersect with the electron pocket (Fig. 3.2b), which leads to overdamping of the
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order parameters. The decay rate can be calculated using Fermi’s Golden rule:
Z
d2 k
Im[χ(ω, q)] ∼
[f (k+q ) − f (k+Q~ )]
(2π)2
~ i,q |k + qi|2
× δ(ω − k+q + k+Q~ )|hk + Q|φ
∼

c0

ω
.
|~vh × ~ve |

(3.3)

vh and ve are the fermi velocity at the points on the hole and electron pockets which are
connected by wave vector (π, 0). The standard Hertz-Millis (Hertz, 1976) formalism
leads to a coupled z = 2 theory in the Euclidean momentum space with Lagrangian
Lq =

2
X
i=1

~ i · (|ω| + q 2 + r)φ
~i + γ φ
~ 1 (q 2 − q 2 ) · φ
~ 2 + L0 ,
φ
x
y

~ 1 |4 + |φ
~ 2 |4 ) − α(φ
~1 · φ
~ 2 )2 + C̃|φ
~ 1 |2 |φ
~ 2 |2 .
L0 = Ã(|φ

(3.4)

~1 · φ
~ 2 on
The parameter r can be tuned by the pressure. The Ising symmetry of σ = φ

this system corresponds to transformation

x → y, y → x,
~1 → φ
~1, φ
~ 2 → −φ
~ 2 , σ → −σ.
φ

(3.5)

~1 · φ
~ 2 in the Lagrangian, while the
This Ising symmetry forbids the existence of term φ
~ 1 (q 2 − q 2 ) · φ
~ 2 is allowed.
mixing term γ φ
x

y

~ A = (φ
~1 +
We can diagonalize the quadratic part of this Lagrangian by defining φ
√
√
~ 2 )/ 2 and φ
~ B = (φ
~1 − φ
~ 2 )/ 2:
φ
~A
~ A · (|ω| + (1 − γ )q 2 + (1 + γ )q 2 + r)φ
Lq = φ
2 x
2 y
~ B · (|ω| + (1 + γ )q 2 + (1 − γ )q 2 + r)φ
~ B + L0 ,
+ φ
x
y
2
2
~ A |4 + |φ
~ B |4 ) + B(φ
~A · φ
~ B )2 + C|φ
~ A |2 |φ
~ B |2 .
L0 = A(|φ

(3.6)
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Figure 3.3: The plot of u in Eq. 3.8 against anisotropic dispersion coefficient γ,
between the isotropic limit γ = 0 to anisotropic dispersion with γ = 1.95
After the redefinition, the Ising transformation becomes
x → y, y → x,
~A → φ
~B , φ
~ B → −φ
~ A , σ → −σ.
φ

(3.7)

Naively all three quartic terms A, B and C are marginal perturbations on the z = 2
mean field theory, a coupled renormalization group (RG) equation is required to determine the ultimate fate of these terms. Notice that the anisotropy of the dispersion
~ A and φ
~ B cannot be eliminated by redefining space and time, therefore the numof φ
ber γ will enter the RG equation as a coefficient. The final coupled RG equation at
the quadratic order for A, B and C reads:
dA
1
3
= −22A2 − B 2 − C 2 − BC,
d ln l
2
2
dB
= −5uB 2 − 8AB − 8uBC,
d ln l
dC
= −uB 2 − 4AB − 20AC − 4uC 2 .
(3.8)
d ln l
u is a smooth function of γ, which decreases smoothly from u = 1 in the isotropic
limit with γ = 0 to u = 0 in the anisotropic limit with γ = 2 (Fig .3.3). The selfenergy correction from the quartic terms will lead to the flow of the anisotropy ratio
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γ under RG, but the correction of this flow to the RG equation Eq. 3.8 is at even
higher order.
The typical solution of the RG equation Eq. 3.8 is plotted in Fig. 3.4. One can see
that the three parameters A, B and C all have run-away flows and eventually become
nonperturbative, and likely drive the transition weakly first order. However, the
three coefficients will first decrease and then increase under RG flow. This behavior
implies that this run-away flow is extremely weak, or more precisely even weaker
than marginally relevant perturbations, because marginally relevant operators will
still monotonically increase under RG flow, although increases slowly. Therefore in
order to see this run-away flow, the correlation length has to be extremely long i.e.
the system has to be very close to the transition, so the transition remains one single
second order mean field transition for a very large length and energy range. At the
finite temperature quantum critical regime, the standard scaling arguments lead to
the following scaling laws of physical quantities like specific heat and the spin lattice
relaxation rate of NMR contributed by the quantum critical modes (Zhu et al., 2003):
1
Cv ∼ T ln( ),
T

1
∼ Const.
T1

(3.9)

These scaling behaviors are obtained from ignoring the quartic perturbations. The
quartic terms are marginal for a rather large energy scale (Fig. 3.4), therefore to
precisely calculate the physical quantities one should perform a perturbation theory
with constant A, B and C, which may lead to further logarithmic corrections to the
scaling laws.
~ A and φ
~ B between layers has so far been ignored,
The ẑ direction tunnelling of φ
which is also a relevant perturbation at the z = 2 mean field fixed point. The ẑ
~ a,z · φ
~ a,z+1 , which has scaling dimension 2 at the
direction tunnelling is written as Jz φ
z = 2, d = 2 mean field fixed point, and it becomes nonperturbative when
Jin
ξ
∼ ( )2 ∼ r−1 .
Jz
a

(3.10)

This equation implies that if the tuning parameter r is in the small window r < Jz /Jin ,
the transition crossover back to a z = 2, d = 3 transition, where all the quartic
perturbation A, B and C are irrelevant. Since at the two dimensional theory these
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Figure 3.4: The solution of the RG equation Eq. 3.8. All three quartic perturbations
decrease first, then increase and finally become nonperturbative. The run-away flow
is weaker than marginally relevant perturbations.
quartic terms are only weakly relevant up to very long length scale, in the end the
interlayer coupling Jz may win the race of the RG flow, and this transition becomes
one stable mean field second order transition.
Now we have a global two dimensional phase diagram whose two axes are doping
and pressure. The two second order transition lines in the large doping and low
pressure side will merge to one single mean field transition line in the low doping
and high pressure side of the phase diagram. Then inevitably there is a multicritical
point where three lines merge together. At this multicritical point, the hole pockets
will just touch the electron pocket after translating by wave vector (π, 0) (Fig. 3.2c).
~ A and φ
~ B can still decay into particle-hole pairs,
Now the SDW order parameter φ
the Fermi’s Golden rule and the lattice symmetry lead to the following overdamping
term in the Lagrangian:
|ω| ~ 2
|ω|
+ gp
)|φA |
Lq = ( p
|qy |
|qx |
|ω|
|ω| ~ 2
+ (g p
+p
)|φB | + · · ·
|qy |
|qx |

(3.11)

g is a constant, which is in general not unity because the system only enjoys the
symmetry Eq. 3.7. The naive power-counting shows that this field theory has dynamical exponent z = 5/2, which makes all the quartic terms irrelevant. However,
since the hole pockets and electron pockets are tangential after translating (π, 0), the
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x
Figure 3.5: The global phase diagram of quasi two dimensional materials, with applications for 1111 materials. The finite temperature transition is always split to an Ising
nematic transition and a SDW transition. The zero temperature transitions depend
on the doping and pressure. In the high doping and low pressure side, the transition
is split to two, as observed in experiments; in the low doping and high pressure side,
there is one single transition very close to the mean field solution. A multicritical
point where the three transition lines merge is identified, which is expected to be a
strongly coupled fixed point.
~ A and φ
~B
expansion of the mean field free energy in terms of the order parameter φ
~ A |5/2 + |φ
~ B |5/2 , which becomes very relevant at this
contains a singular term Ls ∼ |φ
naive z = 5/2 fixed point. Similar singular term was found in the context of electronic

nematic-smectic transition (Sun et al., 2008). The existence of this singular term
implies that, it is inadequate to start with a pure Bose theory by integrating out
fermions, one should start with the Bose-Fermi mixed theory, with which perform the
RG calculation. We will leave this sophisticated RG calculation to the future work,
right now we assume this multicritical point is a special strongly interacting fixed
point. The schematic three dimensional global phase diagram is shown in Fig. 3.5.
In real system, due to the more complicated shape of the electron and hole pockets,
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~ a due to coupling to electrons. x axis is the
Figure 3.6: Numerical results of rc of φ
electron doping. The peak of this curve corresponds to the critical doping xc = 7.6%
where electron and hole pockets touch each other after translating the hole pockets
by the SDW wave vector. The two pockets intersect (separate) if doping is smaller
(larger) than this critical doping. If x > xc , the transition is split into two transitions
by quantum fluctuations; if x < xc , the transition is a z = 2, d = 2 transition with a
very weak run-away flow in 2d.
with increasing doping the pockets will experience cutting and touching several times
after translating by (π, 0) in the momentum space. We have used a five-band model
developed in Ref.

(Kuroki et al., 2008) with all the d−orbitals on the Fe atoms,

and calculated the mean field phase diagram close to the critical doping. The order
†
~
~ a couple to the electrons at the Fermi surface as: P φ
σ ck+Q~ +
parameter φ
k a · ck ~
~ a will
H.c.. The mean field energy of electrons due to nonzero spin order parameter φ
renormalize r in field theory Eq. 3.6, and hence the critical rc depends on the shape
of the Fermi surface, which is tuned by doping. The critical rc is expected to be
proportional to the critical pressure pc in the global phase diagram. rc as a function
of doping is plotted in Fig. 3.6, and the shapes of the Fermi pockets at the critical
doping x = 7.6% is plotted in Fig. 3.7.
The z = 2 quantum critical behavior discussed in this section is only applicable to
small enough energy scale. First of all, the damping term |ω| always competes with

a quadratic term ω 2 in the Lagrangian, and at small enough energy scale the linear
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Figure 3.7: The plot of the hole and electron pockets after translating the hole pockets
by the SDW wave vector, at the critical doping x = 7.6%. The green circle is electron
pocket located around (0, π) and the blue one is electron pocket located around (π, 0).
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~ a and
term dominates. If we assume the coupling between the spin order parameter φ
the electrons is of the same order as the effective spin interaction J, the damping
rate is linear with ∼ J 2 ω/Ef2 , while the quadratic term is ∼ ω 2 /J. Therefore the

frequency should be smaller than J 3 /Ef2 in order to apply the z = 2 field theory
Eq. 3.6. The value of J has been calculated by LDA (Ma et al., 2008), and also
measured with inelastic neutron scattering (Zhao et al., 2008c), and both approaches
indicate that J ∼ 50meV. Ef is the Fermi energy of the Fermi pockets, which is of

the order of 200meV. Therefore the frequency-linear damping term will dominate the
the frequency quadratic term in the Lagrangian as long as ω < 3meV.
~ a is calculated assuming the Fermi surThe damping rate of order parameters φ
face can be linearly expanded close to the intersection point after translation in the
momentum space, the criterion to apply this assumption depends on the details on
the Fermi surface. In the particular situation under discussion, this crossover energy
scale is ω ∼ 30meV in the undoped material, which is larger than the upper limit of

3meV we obtained previously. Therefore the ultraviolet cut-off of field theory Eq. 3.6
is estimated to be 3meV.

3.3

Three dimensional lattices

As mentioned in the introduction, compared with the 1111 materials, the 122
materials are much more isotropic, so we will treat this family of materials as a three
dimensional problem. If after translation by (π, 0) the hole pockets intersect with the
electron pockets, the zero temperature quantum transition is described a z = 2, d = 3
transition with analogous Lagrangian as Eq. 3.4, which becomes a stable mean field
transition. The finite temperature transition is described by two copies of coupled 3D
O(3) transition. If the finite temperature transition is split into two transitions close
to the quantum critical point, as observed in BaFe2−x Cox As2 (Chu et al., 2009), one
can estimate the size of the splitting close to the quantum critical point. These two
~1 · φ
~ 2 )2
transitions, as explained before, is driven by the only relevant perturbation α(φ

at the coupled 3D O(3) transition, because the Ising order parameter is obtained by
minimizing this term through Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation. The scaling
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dimension of α at the 3D O(3) transition is ∆[α] = 0.581, while α at the z = 2,
d = 3 mean field fixed point has dimension −1. Therefore close to the quantum
critical regime, to estimate the effect of α one should use the renormalized value

αR ∼ αξ −1 ∼ αr1/2 . The size of the splitting of the finite temperature transition
close to the quantum critical point can be estimated as

∆Tc
1/(ν∆[α])
∼ αR
∼ α1/(ν∆[α]) r1/(2ν∆[α]) .
Tc

(3.12)

ν is the exponent defined as ξ ∼ t−ν at the 3D O(3) universality class. Tc still scales

with r in terms of a universal law Tc ∼ rz/(d−2+z) . The number α can be estimated
in a J1 − J2 Heisenberg model on the square lattice as introduced in Ref.

(Si and

Abrahams, 2008), the value is given by α ∼ J12 /J22 . However, J1 − J2 model is not

designed for describing a metallic phase, so the legitimacy of applying the J1 − J2

model to Fe-pnictides is still under debate. In the finite temperature quantum critical
regime, the specific heat, NMR relaxation rate 1/T1 scale as
Cv ∼ T 3/2 ,

1
∼ T 1/2 .
T1

(3.13)

The similar analysis also applies when the finite temperature transition is one
single first order transition, which is the more common situation in 122 materials.
One can estimate the jump of the lattice constant, and the jump of the SDW order
parameter at the finite temperature first order transition close to the quantum critical
point as
~ sdw ∼ αβ/(ν∆[α]) rβ/(2ν∆[α]) ,
δφ
δa ∼ α2β/(ν∆[α]) rβ/(ν∆[α]) .

(3.14)

~1 · φ
~ 2 . β is
a is the lattice constant, which is linear with the Ising order parameter φ
~ sdw i ∼ tβ .
the critical exponent at the 3D O(3) transition defined as hφ
If under doping the hole pockets and electron pockets do not intersect (which

depends on the details of ẑ direction dispersions), this transition becomes two copies
of coupled z = 1, d = 3 transition with three quartic terms A, B and C:
~A
~ A · (ω 2 + (1 − γ )q 2 + (1 + γ )q 2 + q 2 + r)φ
Lq = φ
z
2 x
2 y
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~B
~ B · (ω 2 + (1 + γ )q 2 + (1 − γ )q 2 + q 2 + r)φ
+ φ
z
2 x
2 y
+ L0 ,
~ A |4 + |φ
~ B |4 ) + B(φ
~A · φ
~ B )2 + C|φ
~ A |2 |φ
~ B |2 .
L0 = A(|φ

(3.15)

The coupled RG equation of the quartic terms are exactly the same as the one in Eq.
3.8, therefore this free energy is also subjected to an extremely weak run-away flow,
which is negligible unless the length scale is large enough. Again, one can estimate the
universal scaling behavior in the quantum critical regime contributed by the quantum
critical modes:
Cv ∼ T 3 ,

3.4

1
∼ T.
T1

(3.16)

Coupling to a soft lattice

Recent specific heat measurement on BaFe2−x Cox As2 reveals two close but separate transitions at finite temperature, with a sharp peak at the SDW transition, and
a discontinuity at the lattice distortion transition (Chu et al., 2009). A discontinuity
of specific heat is a signature of mean field transition, in contrast to the sharp peak of
Wilson-Fisher fixed point in 3 dimensional space. The specific heat data suggest that
the nature of the Ising nematic transition is strongly modified from the Wilson-Fisher
fixed point, while SDW transition is unaffected. In the following we will attribute
this difference to the lattice strain field fluctuations.
The SDW transition at finite temperature should belong to the 3D O(3) transition
~ couples to the the lattice strain field
ignoring the lattice. The O(3) order parameter φ
with a quadratic term (Bergman and Halperin, 1976):
~ 2 (∂x ux + ∂y uy + λ0 ∂z uz ),
|φ|

(3.17)

which after integrating out the displacement vector generates a singular long range
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interaction between |φ|
Z
r − ~r0 ) ~ 2
3
3 0 ~ 2 f (~
d rd r g|φ|r
|φ| 0 .
|r − r0 |3 r
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(3.18)

f is a dimensionless function which depends on the direction of ~r − ~r0 . The scaling
dimension of g is ∆[g] = 2/ν − 3, and ν is the standard exponent at the 3D O(3)

transition, which is greater than 2/3 according to various types of numerical computations (Calabrese et al., 2003b). Therefore this long range interaction is irrelevant
at the 3D O(3) transition, and by coupling to the strain field of the lattice, the SDW
transition is unaffected. However, if the SDW has an Ising uniaxial anisotropy, the
SDW transition becomes a 3D Ising transition with ν < 2/3, and the strain field
would lead to a relevant long range interaction.
However, since the symmetry of the Ising order parameter σ is the same as the
shear strain of the lattice, the strain tensor will couple to the coarse grained Ising
field Φ as
FΦ,~u = λ̃Φ(∂x uy + ∂y ux ) + · · ·

(3.19)

~u is the displacement vector, The ellipses are all the elastic modulus terms. Notice
that we have rotated the coordinates by 45 degree, since the true unit cell of the
system is a two Iron unit cell. After integrating out the displacement vector ~u, the
effective free energy of Φ gains a new singular term at small momentum:
Fθ,φ ∼ f (θ, φ)|Φk |2 .

(3.20)

f is a function of spherical coordinates θ and φ defined as
(kx , ky , kz ) = k(cos(θ) cos(φ), cos(θ) sin(φ), sin(θ)),
but f is independent of the magnitude of momentum ~k. By tuning the uniform
susceptibility r, at some spherical angle of the space the minima of f start to condense,
we will call these minima as nodal points. These nodal points are isolated from each
other on the two dimension unit sphere labelled by the solid angles θ, φ, and are
distributed symmetrically on the unit sphere (θ, φ) according to the lattice symmetry
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transformation. Now suppose one nodal point of f is located at (θ0 , φ0 ), we rotate
the ẑ direction along (θ0 , φ0 ), and expand f at this nodal point in terms of θ̃ = θ − θ0 ,
the whole free energy can be written as
Z
F = q 2 dq θ̃dθ̃(q 2 + λθ̃2 + r)|Φq,θ̃ |2 + O(Φ4 ).

(3.21)

Notice that if f (θ0 , φ0 ) is a nodal point, then f (π − θ0 , π + φ0 ) has to be another

nodal point. The naive power counting shows that effectively the spatial dimension
of this field theory Eq. 3.21 is D = 5, and the scaling dimension of Φq,θ is −7/2. The

quartic term Φ4 takes an unusual form in the new momentum space of q, θ̃, but
the straightforward power counting indicates that it is still an irrelevant operator.
Therefore the strain tensor fluctuation effectively increases the dimension by two,
which drives the transition a mean field transition.
Another way to formulating this effective 5 dimensional theory is that, close to
the minimum θ = 0, if the scaling dimension of kz is fixed to be 1, then kx , ky ∼

kθ effectively have scaling dimension 2. Therefore expanded at the minimum the
quadratic part of the free energy of Φ reads:
Z
kx2 + ky2
+ kz2 + r)|Φk |2 + · · ·
F = dkx dky dkz (
kz2

(3.22)

The total dimension is still 5, considering ∆[kx ] = ∆[ky ] = 2∆[kz ] = 2. All the other
momentum dependent terms in the free energy are irrelevant.
The symmetry of the lattice allows multiple degenerate nodal points of function
f (θ, φ) on the unit sphere labelled by solid angles. If the only nodal points are north
and south poles θ = 0, π, which is allowed by the tetragonal symmetry of the lattice,
the theory becomes a precise 5 dimensional theory. However, the symmetry of the
system also allows four stable degenerate nodal points on the equator, for instance
at (π/2, nπ/2) with n = 0 ∼ 3. Close to nodal points n = 0, 2, ∆[kz ] = ∆[ky ] =

2∆[kx ] = 2, while close to nodal points n = 1, 3, ∆[kz ] = ∆[kx ] = 2∆[ky ] = 2.
Therefore the scattering between these nodal points complicates the naive counting
of the scaling dimensions, although ∆[kz ] = 2 is still valid. The transition in this
case may still be a stable mean field transition, but more careful analysis of the loop
diagrams is demanded to be certain. Let us denote the Φ mode at (π/2, 0) and
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(π/2, π) as Φ1 and Φ∗1 , and denote (π/2, π/2) and (π/2, −π/2) modes as Φ2 and Φ∗2 ,
the expanded free energy reads
Z
kz2 + ky2
F =
dkx dky dkz (
+ kx2 + r)|Φ1,k |2
2
kx
+ (

+

kz2 + kx2
+ ky2 + r)|Φ2,k |2
2
ky

2
X

δ(

a=1

+ δ(

4
X

4
X

~ki )gΦa,k Φa,k Φa,k Φa,k
1
2
3
4

i=1

~ki )g1 Φ1,k Φ1,k Φ2,k Φ2,k
1
2
3
4

i=1

+ δ(

4
X

~ki )g2 Φ1,k Φ2,k Φ2,k Φ2,k
1
2
3
4

i=1

+ δ(

4
X

~ki )g2 Φ1,k Φ1,k Φ1,k Φ2,k .
1
2
3
4

(3.23)

i=1

The g1 and g2 terms describe the scattering between different nodal points. To see
whether the mean field transition is stable, one can calculate the one-loop corrections
to g1 and g2 , and none of the loops introduces nonperturbative divergence in the
infrared limit. This analysis suggests that the Ising nematic transition is a mean field
transition even with multiple nodal points of function f (θ, φ) on the equator.

3.5

Summaries and extensions

In this work we studied the global phase diagram of the magnetic order and lattice distortion of the Fe-pnictides superconductors. A two dimensional and three
dimensional formalisms were used for 1111 and 122 materials respectively. The superconductivity was ignored so far in this material. If the quantum critical points
discussed in this paper occur inside the superconducting phase, our results can be
applied to the case when superconducting phase is suppressed. For instance, in 1111
materials, if a transverse magnetic field higher than Hc2,ab is turned on, the field theory Eq. 3.2 and Eq. 3.6 become applicable. If the Tc of the superconductor is lower
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than the ultraviolet cut-off of our field theory, the scaling behavior predicted in our
work can be applied to the temperature between Tc and the cut-off. Inside the superconducting phase, the nature of the transition may be changed. In 122 materials,
the ARPES measurements on single crystals indicate that the fermi pockets are fully
gapped in the superconducting phase (Ding et al., 2008), therefore the magnetic and
nematic transitions are described by the z = 1, d = 3 field theory Eq. 3.15, which is
an extremely weak first order transition. In 1111 materials, although many experimental facts support a fully gapped fermi surface, d−wave pairing with nodal points
is still favored by the Andreev reflection measurements (Wang et al., 2009; Millo
et al., 2008). The nematic transition is the background of d−wave superconductor is
studied in Ref. (Kim et al., 2008; Huh and Sachdev, 2008; Xu et al., 2008b).
In most recently discovered 11 materials Fe1+y Sex Te1−x , the SDW and lattice
distortion are both different from the 1111 and 122 materials (de La Cruz et al.,
2009). The SDW state breaks the reflection symmetries about both x = y line and
x̂ axis i.e. there are two different Ising symmetries broken in the SDW state, the
ground state manifold is S 2 × Z2 × Z2 . In this case, the classical and quantum

phase diagrams are more interesting and richer, and since the order moments of the
SDW in 11 materials are much larger than 1111 and 122 materials (about 2µB ), a
lattice Heisenberg model with nearest neighbor, 2nd nearest neighbor, and 3rd nearest
neighbor interactions (J1 − J2 − J3 ) may be adequate in describing 11 materials, as
was studied in Ref. (Fang et al., 2009).

Besides the quantum phase transitions studied in our current work, a quantum
critical point is conjectured between the P−based and As−based materials (Dai et al.,
2009), the field theory of this quantum critical point is analogous to Eq. 3.4. The
formalism used in our work is also applicable to phase transitions in other strongly
correlated materials, for instance the spin-dimer material BaCuSi2 O6 , which under
strong magnetic field develops long range XY order interpreted as condensation of
spin triplet component S z = −1 (Sebastian et al., 2006). This quantum critical point
also has dynamical exponent z = 2, although the frequency linear term is from the
Larmor precession induced by the magnetic field, instead of damping with particlehole excitations. The frustration between the nearest neighbor layers in this material
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introduces an extra Ising symmetry between the even and odd layers besides the XY
spin symmetry, therefore the quartic terms of this field theory are identical with Eq.
3.6. The RG equations of these quartic terms are much simpler than Eq. 3.8, because
only the “ladder” like Feynman diagrams need to be taken into account (Sachdev,
1998).
We thank Subir Sachdev and Qimiao Si for heplful discussions. We especially
appreciate Bert Halperin for educating us about his early work on phase transitions
on soft cubic lattice (Bergman and Halperin, 1976).

Chapter 4
Dynamics and transport of the Z2
spin liquid
4.1

Introduction

Much attention (Shimizu et al., 2003, 2006; Yamashita et al., 2008b,a; Motrunich,
2005; Lee et al., 2007a; Qi and Sachdev, 2008) has recently focused on the organic
compound κ-(ET)2 Cu2 (CN)3 because it may be the first experimental realization of
a resonating valence bond spin liquid (Fazekas and Anderson, 1974; Kivelson et al.,
1987). This compound belongs to a class (Powell and McKenzie, 2006; Shimizu
et al., 2007b) of organic Mott insulators which can be described by S = 1/2 spins
residing on the vertices of a triangular lattice. Experiments have not detected any
magnetic order or a structural distortion leading to a doubling of the unit cell in
κ-(ET)2 Cu2 (CN)3 , and so there is justifiable optimism that the elusive spin liquid
state may finally have been found.
The debate then turns to the identification of the precise spin liquid state, among
the many possible candidates. Measurements of the electronic specific heat, CP , by
S. Yamashita et al. (Yamashita et al., 2008b) were interpreted to yield a non-zero low
temperature (T ) value of γ = limT →0 CP /T . Such a non-zero γ is characteristic of a
Fermi surface, and hence a spin liquid state with a Fermi surface of neutral, S = 1/2,
fermionic spinons was postulated (Yamashita et al., 2008b; Motrunich, 2005; Lee
52
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et al., 2007a). However, it should be noted that the measurement of γ involves a
potentially dangerous subtraction of a divergent nuclear specific heat (Yamashita
et al., 2008b).
Very recently, M. Yamashita et al. have measured (Yamashita et al., 2008a) the
thermal conductivity, κ, to below T ≈ 0.1 K. This has the advantage of focusing

on the mobile excitations, and not being contaminated by a nuclear contribution. A
spinon Fermi surface should yield a non-zero low T limit for κ/T , but this quantity
was clearly observed to vanish. Instead, the measured κ was fit reasonably well by the
activated behavior κ ∼ exp(−∆κ /T ), with a ‘gap’ ∆κ ≈ 0.46 K. Furthermore, κ was

found to be insensitive to an applied field for H < 4 T, suggesting that the gap ∆κ is
associated with a spinless excitation. These observations appear to be incompatible
with spinon Fermi surface states at these low T , and we shall present an alternative
theory here.

Also of interest are the measurements (Shimizu et al., 2006) of the NMR relaxation
rate, 1/T1 . The power-law behavior 1/T1 ∼ T a , with the exponent a ≈ 1.5, was
observed for 0.02 < T < 0.3 K. This requires the presence of spinful excitations with

a gapless spectrum at the fields of the NMR experiment, although at zero field there
may well be a small spin gap.
In this paper, we will compare these observations with the Z2 spin liquid state
originally proposed in Refs. Read and Sachdev (1991); Jalabert and Sachdev (1991);
Sachdev (1992). The low energy excitations of this state are described by a Z2 gauge
theory, and the spinful excitations are constructed from S = 1/2 quanta (the spinons)
which carry a Z2 electric charge. Crucial to our purposes here are vortex-like spinless
excitations (Read and Chakraborty, 1989) which carry Z2 magnetic flux, later dubbed
‘visons’ (Senthil and Fisher, 2001). A number of solvable models of Z2 spin liquids,
with spinon and vison excitations, have been constructed (Senthil and Fisher, 2001;
Moessner and Sondhi, 2001a; Kitaev, 2003; Wen, 1991, 2003; Freedman et al., 2004;
Wang and Vishwanath, 2006; Misguich and Mila, 2008). We propose here that it is
the visons which dominate the thermal transport in κ-(ET)2 Cu2 (CN)3 , and the gap
∆κ is therefore identified with a vison energy gap, ∆v . If our interpretation is correct,
the vison has been observed by M. Yamashita et al. (Yamashita et al., 2008a).
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Our proposal requires that the density of states of low energy vison excitations is
much larger than that of all other excitations. A model appropriate to κ-(ET)2 Cu2 (CN)3
is the triangular lattice S = 1/2 antiferromagnet with nearest neighbor two-spin exchange (J2 ) and plaquette four-spin (J4 ) exchange which was studied by Liming et
al.

(LiMing et al., 2000). They found antiferromagnetic order at J4 = 0 (as in

earlier work (Singh and Huse, 1992)), and a quantum phase transition to a spin
liquid state with a spin gap around J4 /J2 ≈ 0.1. Notably, they found a very large
density of low-lying spin singlet excitations near the transition. We propose here that

κ-(ET)2 Cu2 (CN)3 is near this quantum phase transition, and identify these singlets
with visons which have a small gap and bandwidth, both much smaller than the spin
exchange J2 ∼ 250K. We will argue below that at T  J2 , and comparable to the
vison bandwidth, visons will dominate the thermal transport.

Further support for the proximity of a magnetic ordering quantum critical point
comes from (Shimizu et al., 2007b) the closely related series of compounds X[Pd(dmit)2 ]2 .
By varying the anisotropy of the triangular lattice by varying X, we obtain compounds
with decreasing magnetic ordering critical temperatures, until we eventually reach a
compound with a spin gap and valence bond solid (VBS) order (Tamura et al.,
2006; Shimizu et al., 2007a). In between is the compound (Itou et al., 2008) with
X=EtMe3 P which has been proposed to be at the quantum critical point (Shimizu
et al., 2007b), and has properties similar to κ-(ET)2 Cu2 (CN)3 . Finally, series expansion studies (Zheng et al., 1999) also place the triangular lattice antiferromagnet
near a quantum critical point between magnetically ordered and VBS states.
A description of the NMR experiments requires a theory for the spinon excitations
of the Z2 spin liquid. The many models of Z2 spin liquids (Read and Sachdev, 1991;
Jalabert and Sachdev, 1991; Sachdev, 1992; Read and Chakraborty, 1989; Senthil and
Fisher, 2001; Moessner and Sondhi, 2001a; Kitaev, 2003; Wen, 1991, 2003; Freedman
et al., 2004; Wang and Vishwanath, 2006; Misguich and Mila, 2008) have cases with
either fermionic or bosonic spinons. While we do not find a satisfactory explanation
for the NMR with fermionic spinons, we show that a model (Read and Sachdev,
1991; Jalabert and Sachdev, 1991; Sachdev, 1992) of bosonic spinons in a spin liquid
close to the quantum phase transition to the antiferromagnetically ordered state (as
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(LiMing et al., 2000)) does naturally explain

the T dependence of 1/T1 . We shall show below that the quantum critical region
for this transition leads to 1/T1 ∼ T η̄ with the exponent (Calabrese et al., 2003a;

Isakov et al., 2005) η̄ = 1.37, reasonably close to the measured value a = 1.5. It
is important to note that the vison gap, ∆v , remains non-zero across this magnetic
ordering critical point 1 . Consequently, our interpretation of the experiments remains
valid even if the system acquires a small antiferromagnetic moment, as may be the
case in the presence of the applied magnetic field present in the NMR measurements.
The remainder of the paper presents a number of computations of the physical
properties of Z2 spin liquids, and uses them to elaborate on the experimental interpretation sketched above.
We begin with a theory (Chubukov et al., 1994c) of the spinon excitations near
the quantum critical point between the magnetically ordered state and the Z2 spin
liquid. Here the low energy spinons are S = 1/2 complex bosons zα , with α =↑, ↓ a

spin index, and the low energy imaginary time action is
Z


1
d2 rdτ |∂τ zα |2 + c2 |∇r zα |2 ,
S=
g

(4.1)

where (r, τ ) are spacetime co-ordinates, g is a coupling which tunes the transition to
the spin liquid present for some g > gc , and c is a spin-wave velocity. We impose the
P
local constraint α |zα |2 = 1 in lieu of a quartic self-interaction between the spinons.
This theory has an emergent O(4) global symmetry (Azaria et al., 1990; Isakov et al.,
2005) (which becomes manifest when zα is written in terms of its real and imaginary
components). This symmetry is an enlargement of the SU(2) spin rotation symmetry,
and we will neglect the irrelevant terms which reduce the symmetry to SU(2).

4.2

Dynamic spin susceptibility

The dynamic spin correlations of S near the quantum critical point can be com-

puted by the 1/N expansion on the O(N ) model, which has been described elsewhere
1

In the ordered state, the visons have a logarithmic interaction, and the self-energy of an isolated
vison diverges logarithmically with system size
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(Chubukov et al., 1994b). With an eye towards possible future neutron scattering
measurements, we first describe the dynamic spin susceptibility, χ(k, ω) as a function
of momentum k and real frequency ω. Here the momentum k is measured as a deviation from the ordering wavevector, Q, of the antiferromagnetically ordered state.
At g = gc and T = 0, this has the quantum-critical form
A
χ(k, ω) = 2 2
,
(4.2)
(c k − ω 2 )1−η̄/2
where the exponent η̄ is related to the scaling dimension of the composite spin operator
y
~σγβ zβ (~σ are the Pauli matrices), and is known with high precision from
∼ zα σαγ

field-theoretic studies (Calabrese et al., 2003a) (η̄ = 1.374(12)) and Monte Carlo
simulations (Isakov et al., 2005) (η̄ = 1.373(2)). The overall amplitude A is nonuniversal, but the same A will appear in a number of results below. Integrating

Eq. (4.2) over all k, we obtain the local susceptibility χL (ω), which is also often
measured in scattering experiments, again at g = gc and T = 0
A sgn(ω) sin(π η̄/2) η̄
|ω| .
(4.3)
Im χL (ω) =
4c2
π η̄/2
Let us now move into the spin liquid state, with g > gc , where the spinons have an
energy gap ∆z . The critical results in Eqs. (4.2) and (4.3) will apply for |ω|  ∆z ,
but for |ω| ∼ 2∆z , we will have spectra characteristic of the creation of a pair of

spinons (we set h̄ = 1, although it appears explicitly in a few expressions below).

Computing the pair creation amplitude of non-interacting spinons, we obtain a stepp
discontinuity threshold at ω = c2 k 2 + 4∆2z (at T = 0). However, the spinons do
have a repulsive interaction with each other, and this reduces the phase space for
spinon creation at low momentum, as described in the supplementary material; the
actual threshold behavior is:


p
2 + 4∆2
θ
|ω|
−
k
z
A C sgn(ω)
 2
,
Imχ(k, ω) =
2−η̄
2
2
|ω − k − 4∆z |
∆z
2
ln
16∆2z

(4.4)

where C is a universal constant; to leading order in the 1/N expansion, C = N 2 /16.

We can also integrate the k-dependent generalization of Eq. (4.4) to obtain a threshold

behavior for the local susceptibility at 2∆z : Im χL (ω) ∼ sgn(ω)(|ω| − 2∆z )/ ln2 (|ω| −
2∆z ).
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NMR relaxation

Turning to the NMR relaxation rate, we have to consider T > 0, and compute
kB T
ImχL (ω).
ω→0 ω

Γ = lim

(4.5)

This is far more subtle than the computations at T = 0, because we have to compute
the damping of the quantum critical excitations at T > 0 and extend to the regime
ω  T . From general scaling arguments (Chubukov et al., 1994b), we have
Γ=

A
(kB T )η̄ Φ(∆z /(kB T )),
c2

(4.6)

where Φ is a universal function. The computation of Φ for undamped spinons at N =
∞ is straightforward, and unlike the case for confining antiferromagnets (Chubukov
√
et al., 1994b), yields a reasonable non-zero answer: Φ(y) = [4πey/2 (1 + 4 + ey )]−1 .
However, the 1/N corrections are singular, because Γ has a singular dependence upon
the spinon lifetime. A self-consistent treatment of the spinon damping is described
in the supplementary material, and leads to the quantum-critical result (∆z = 0):
√


ln N
( 5 − 1)
1 + 0.931
+ ... .
(4.7)
Φ(0) =
16π
N

4.4

Thermal conductivity

We now turn to the thermal transport co-efficient measured in the recent revealing
experiments of Ref. Yamashita et al. (2008a). We consider the contribution of the
spinons and visons in turn below, presenting further arguments on why the vison
contribution can dominate in the experiments.

4.4.1

Spinons

For agreement with the NMR measurements of 1/T1 (Shimizu et al., 2006), we
need the spinons to be in the quantum critical regime, as described above. Therefore,
we limit our considerations here to the quantum critical thermal conductivity of the
spinons, κz , with ∆z = 0. This can be obtained from the recent general theory of
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quantum critical transport (Hartnoll et al., 2007; Müller and Sachdev, 2008) which
yields
κz = sc2 τzimp ,

(4.8)

where s is the entropy density of the spinons, and 1/τzimp is the spinon momentum
relaxation rate, with the T dependence
τzimp ∼ T 2/ν−3 .

(4.9)

Here ν is the critical exponent of the O(4) model (Hasenbusch, 2001), ν = 0.749(2),
and so τzimp ∼ T −0.33 . The two dimensional entropy density can be obtained from the
results of Ref. Chubukov et al. (1994b):



3 2
3N ζ(3)kB
T 4 0.3344
−
+ ... ,
s=
5
N
2πh̄2 c2

(4.10)

where ζ is the Reimann zeta function. We estimate the co-efficient in Eq. (4.9)
in the supplementary material using a soft-spin theory with the spinons moving in a
random potential, V (r)|zα |2 , due to impurities of density nimp each exerting a Yukawa

potential Vq = Vz /(q 2 + µ2 ); this leads to

4 4 2
µ T Tz
N c2 h̄kB
×
κz ∼
animp Vz2



T
Tz

2/ν−3
.

(4.11)

Here a is the spacing between the layers, and Tz is the spinon bandwidth in temperature units and is proportional to the spinon velocity c.

4.4.2

Visons

The visons are thermally excited across an energy gap, ∆v , and so can be considered to be a dilute Boltzmann gas of particles of mass mv . We assume there are Nv
species of visons. The visons see the background filling of spins as a magnetic flux
through the plaquette on the dual lattice, and hence the dynamics of visons can be
well described by a fully-frustrated quantum Ising model on the honeycomb lattice.
Detailed calculations show that there are four minima of the vison band with an
emergent O(4) flavor symmetry at low energy (Moessner and Sondhi, 2001a), therefore Nv = 4. As with the spinons, the visons are assumed to scatter off impurities of
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density nimp with, say, a Yukawa potential Vq = Vv /(q 2 + µ2 ). We use the fact that at
low T , and for a large vison mass mv , the visons are slowly moving. So each impurity
scattering event can be described by a T -matrix = [mv ln(1/k)/π]−1 characteristic of
low momentum scattering in two dimensions. Application of Fermi’s golden rule then
yields a vison scattering rate 1/τvimp = π 2 nimp /(mv ln2 (1/k)). This formula becomes
applicable when ln(1/k) × Vv /(h̄2 µ2 /2mv )  1 i.e. the impurity potential becomes
nonperturbative. We can now insert this scattering rate into a standard Boltzmann

2
equation computation of the thermal conductivity κv = 2kB
T nv τvimp /mv , where nv is

the thermally excited vison density and the typical momentum k ∼ (mv kB T )1/2 , to
obtain

3 2
T ln2 (Tv /T )e−∆v /(kB T )
Nv mv kB
.
κv =
4πh̄3 nimp a

(4.12)

Here Tv is some ultraviolet cutoff temperature which can be taken as the vison bandwidth. Note that for a large density of states of vison excitations, i.e. a large mv ,
the prefactor of the exponential can be large. Similar calculations will not lead to
a logarithmic divergence for the critical spinon z due to the positive anomalous dimension of |z|2 , and therefore the impurity scattering of spinons is perturbative for
Vz /(cµh̄)2 < 1.

Using Eq. (4.12), we fit the thermal conductivity measured by M. Yamashita et al.
in Ref. Yamashita et al. (2008a) by tuning parameters Tv and ∆v . The best fit values
are Tv = 8.15K, and ∆v ≡ ∆κ = 0.238K, as shown in Fig. 4.1. For consistency check,

we calculate the ratio between the thermal conductivities contributed by spinons and
visons using Eq. (4.11) and Eq. (4.12) and assuming moderate spinon impurity
strength Vz /(cµh̄)2 ∼ 1:
 2/ν−3
κz
kB Tz
T
1
∼
×
e∆v /kB T
2
κv
mv c
Tz
(ln Tv /T )2
 2/ν−3
Tv
T
1
∼
×
e∆v /(kB T ) .
2
Tz
Tz
(ln Tv /T )

(4.13)

We plot this ratio in Fig. 4.2, with Tz ∼ J2 = 250 K and other parameters as

above, for the experimentally relevant temperature between 0.1 K and 0.6 K; we find
consistency because κ is dominated by the vison contribution. The vison dispersion
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Figure 4.1: Fit of the T dependence of the vison thermal conductivity in Eq. (4.12)
to the thermal conductivity measurements by Yamashita et al. (Yamashita et al.,
2008a); Tv , ∆v and the overall prefactor were the fit parameters.
is quadratic above the vison gap, and this leads to a T -independent γ = Cp /T when
T > ∆v , as observed in experiments (Yamashita et al., 2008b). Our estimate of the
vison bandwidth, Tv , is also consistent with a peak in both CP (Yamashita et al.,
2008b) and κ (Yamashita et al., 2008a) at a temperature close to Tv .
The vison gap, ∆v , obtained here is roughly the same as the temperature at which
the 1/T1 of NMR starts to deviate from the low temperature scaling of Eq. (4.6)
(Shimizu et al., 2006). When T is above ∆v , thermally activated visons will proliferate. We discuss a theory of the spin dynamics in this thermal vison regime in the
supplement, and find a 1/T1 with a weaker T dependence compared to that present
for T < ∆v . These observations are qualitatively consistent with the NMR data for
0.25 < T < 10 K (Shimizu et al., 2006).
Ref. Yamashita et al. (2008a) also measured the thermal conductivity, in an applied field H up to 10 T. There was little change in κ for H < 4 T. As H couples
to the conserved total spin, it only appears as an opposite “chemical potential” term
for zα , modifying the temporal derivative (∂τ + (H/2)σ z )z † (∂τ − (H/2)σ z )z. At the

quantum critical point, this term will induce a condensate of z i.e. a non-collinear
magnetically ordered state. We do not expect a significant difference in the thermal
conductivity of the gapless spinons versus gapless spin-waves across this second order
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Figure 4.2: Ratio of the thermal conductivity of spinons to visons in Eq. (4.13)
transition. We conjecture that the change at 4 T is associated with a vison condensation transition to a valence bond solid, as the field scale is or order the energy
scales noted in the previous paragraph. This transition is possibly connected to the
H-dependent broadening of the NMR spectra (Shimizu et al., 2006).
We have described the properties of a Z2 spin liquid, on the verge of a transition
to an magnetically ordered state, We have argued that the quantum critical spinons
describe the NMR observations (Shimizu et al., 2006), while the visons (with a
small energy gap and bandwidth) dominate the thermal transport (Yamashita et al.,
2008a).
We are very grateful to Minoru Yamashita for valuable discussions of the results
of Ref. Yamashita et al. (2008a), and to the authors of Ref. Yamashita et al. (2008a)
for permission to use their data in Fig. 4.1. We thank K. Kanoda, S. Kivelson, and
T. Senthil for useful discussions. This research was supported by the NSF under grant
DMR-0757145.

Chapter 5
Insulator-metal transition on the
triangular lattice
5.1

Introduction

The organic superconductors have proved to be valuable systems for exploring
strong correlation physics near the metal-insulator transition: it is possible to tune
parameters across the metal-insulator transition by moderate pressure, while maintaining a commensurate density of carriers. Of particular interest are the series of
compounds which realize a half-filled band of electrons on a triangular lattice. In the
insulator, three distinct ground states are realized in closely related compounds: (i ) a
Néel ordered state (Miyagawa et al., 1995) in κ-(ET)2 Cu[N(CN)2 ]Cl (ii ) a recently
discovered valence bond solid (VBS) state (Tamura et al., 2006; Ishii et al., 2007;
Shimizu et al., 2007a) in EtMe3 P[Pd(dmit)2 ]2 , and (iii ) an enigmatic spin liquid state
(Shimizu et al., 2003, 2006; Lee et al., 2007a) in κ-(ET)2 Cu2 (CN)3 . Under pressure,
all these compounds undergo a transition to a superconducting state.
The nearest-neighbor S = 1/2 Heisenberg antiferromagnet on the triangular lattice is believed to have a small, but non-zero, average magnetic moment (Singh
and Huse, 1992; Misguich et al., 1999; Motrunich, 2005; Sahebsara and Sénéchal,
2008). However, perturbations such as ring and second-neighbor exchange are likely
to be present near the metal-insulator transition, and these presumably yield the non62
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magnetic states noted above. This paper will examine the organic compounds from
the perspective of a particular spin-liquid insulating ground state: the Z2 spin liquid
of bosonic spinons proposed in Refs. Sachdev (1992); Wang and Vishwanath (2006).
An advantage of this state is that it is a very natural starting point for building the
entire phase diagram: theories of the transitions out of this Z2 spin liquid state into
the magnetically ordered (Néel) state (Chubukov et al., 1994c) and the valence bond
solid state (Moessner and Sondhi, 2001a) have already been presented, thus realizing
the three classes of insulators which are observed in these compounds.
The core analysis of this paper concerns the insulator-to-metal transition on the
triangular lattice (Sahebsara and Sénéchal, 2008) out of the Z2 spin liquid state.
The spin-charge separation of the insulating spin liquid state (and the associated Z2
topological order) will survive across the transition into the metallic state, and so
this is a insulator-metal transition between two ‘exotic’ states. However, our theory
generalizes easily to the other ‘non-exotic’ insulators with conventional order noted
above: in these cases it is the conventional order which survives across the transition,
rather than the topological order. Thus our study of the Z2 spin liquid state offers
a convenient context in which to study the insulator-metal transition, with a focus
on the charged excitations in the simplest situation. Subsequently, we can include
the spin-sector instabilities of the Z2 spin liquid to conventionally ordered confining
states; these do not modify the physics of the insulator-metal transition in a significant
manner.
Our perspective on the insulator-metal transition should be contrasted to that
in dynamical mean-field theory (Georges et al., 1996; Powell and McKenzie, 2006)
(DMFT). DMFT begins with a correlated metallic state, and presents a theory of the
metal-to-insulator transition. Partly as a consequence of its focus on the metal, it
does a rather poor job of capturing the superexchange interactions in the insulator,
and the consequent resonating valence bond (RVB) correlations. Instead, we begin
with a theory of RVB-like correlations in the insulator, and then develop a theory of
the charged excitations; the closing of the gap to these charged excitations describes
the insulator-to-metal transition. A theory of the closing of the charge gap in an RVB
insulator has also been discussed recently by Hermele (Hermele, 2007), but for an
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insulator with gapless fermionic spinons on the honeycomb lattice.
For a half-filled band, our main result is that prior to reaching the metallic state,
the insulator has an instability to a state with exciton condensation (Halperin and
Rice, 1968), associated with the pairing of fermions of electric charge e with fermions
of electric charge −e. As in the conventional theory (Halperin and Rice, 1968), the

pairing arises because of the attractive Coulomb interaction between these oppositely
charged fermions, while the charge gap to these fermionic excitations is still finite,
but small. The excitonic insulator maintains the charge gap, but is associated with
a breaking of the lattice space group symmetry which we shall describe. Eventually,
Fermi surfaces of charge ±e fermions appear, leading to a metallic state in which the
excitonic instability (and the lattice symmetry breaking) can also survive.

We propose that the above instability offers a resolution of a central puzzle in the
properties of the ‘spin liquid’ compound κ-(ET)2 Cu2 (CN)3 . At a temperature around
10K a feature is observed (Shimizu et al., 2006) in nearly all observables suggesting
a phase transition into a mysterious low temperature correlated state. An important
characteristic of this compound is the indication from optical conductivity measurements (Kézsmárki et al., 2006) that the charge gap of this insulator is quite small,
suggesting its proximity to the metal-insulator transition even at ambient pressure.
We propose the 10K transition occurs in the charge sector, and is a consequence of the
appearance of the excitonic insulator. Observation of the lattice symmetry breaking
associated with the excitonic insulator state is an obvious experimental test of our
proposal. There is a suppression of the spin susceptibility below the transition, and
this can arise in our theory from the strong coupling between the fermionic charge
carriers and the spinons; this coupling is given by the large hopping term, t in a t-J
model, and we will discuss a number of consequences of this term.
The Z2 spin liquid state upon which our excitonic insulator state is based has
a gap to all spin excitations, and this is potentially an issue in applications to κ(ET)2 Cu2 (CN)3 . However, as we have already mentioned above, our theory is easily
extended across the critical point to the onset of magnetic order. We propose that
the spin gap is very small due to proximity to this critical point, and that along with
the effect of impurities, this can possibly explain the large density of states of gapless
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spin excitations observed in Ref. Shimizu et al. (2006). Indeed, the T dependence
of the spin susceptibility fits the predictions of the nearest-neighbor Heisenberg antiferromagnet reasonably well, and the latter model is believed to be very close to
a quantum phase transition at which the Néel order disappears (Singh and Huse,
1992).
The central focus of this paper will be on the charged excitations of the Z2 spin
liquid. Since the band is half-filled, the triangular lattice is charge-neutral comparing
to the Mott insulator as a reference state. Therefore if we introduce charge excitations, we need to introduce both positively and negatively charged ones. These will
be spinless fermions of charge ±e: we call the charge +e fermion a ‘holon’, and the

charge −e fermion a ‘doublon’. Moreover, the total number of holons and doublons
must be equal to make the state charge neutral. We will begin with a theory of the

dispersion spectrum of single holons and doublons in Section 5.2. The remaining
sections of the paper will consider various many-body states that can appears in a
finite density liquid of these fermions. The states we will find are:
(i ) Excitonic condensates: This will be discussed in Section 5.3. Here there is an
instability towards the pairing between a holon and doublon to form a condensate of
neutral bosons. The only physical symmetry broken by this pairing is the space group
symmetry of the triangular lattice, and so the state with an excitonic condensate has
a spatial modulation in the electronic charge density. We find this state as an instability of the insulating Z2 spin liquid, which then reaches an insulating state with an
excitonic condensate. However, eventually Fermi surfaces of holons and doublons can
develop, leading to a metallic state with an excitonic condensate.
(ii ) Metals: As the repulsion energy U/t in a Hubbard model becomes smaller, we
will find that Fermi surfaces of the holons and doublons can appear (as has just been
noted in the discussion of excitonic condensates). Such states are realizations of ‘algebraic charge liquids’ (ACLs) introduced recently in Ref. Kaul et al. (2007a), and
these will be discussed further in Section 5.4. The simplest such states inherit the
topological order of the Z2 spin liquid. The areas enclosed by the Fermi surfaces in
these fractionalized metallic states obey a modified Luttinger theorem, whose form
will be discussed in Section 5.4. We will also discuss the possible binding of holons
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and doublons to spinons, and the eventual appearance of conventional Fermi liquid
metallic states.
(iii ) Superconductors: The metallic states above are also susceptible to a conventional BCS instability to a superconducting state, by the condensation of bosons of
charge ±2e. This will be discussed in Section 5.5. The required attractive interactions

between pairs of holons (or pairs of doublons) is driven by the exchange of spinon
excitations of the Z2 spin liquid. We will compute this interaction, and show that it

favors a superconductor in which the physical electronic pair operators have a d + id0
pairing signature.

5.2

Charged excitations of the Z2 spin liquid

As we noted in Section 5.1, the central actor in our analysis, from which all
phases will be derived, is the insulating Z2 spin liquid state on the triangular lattice
(Sachdev, 1992; Wang and Vishwanath, 2006). A review of its basic properties, using
the perspective of the projective symmetry group (PSG) (Wen, 2002b) is presented
in Appendix A.1.
Here we will extend the S = 1/2 antiferromagnet to the t-J model on the triangular lattice and describe the spectrum of the charged holon and doublon excitations
of the Z2 spin liquid. Because of the spin-charge separation in the parent Z2 spin
liquid, both the holons and doublons are spinless, but carry a unit charge of the Z2
gauge field of the spin liquid. The distinct metallic, insulating, and superconducting
phases which can appear in a system with a finite density of holons and doublons are
described in the subsequent sections.
In this paper we will use a mean field description of the Z2 spin liquid, as the
fluctuation beyond the mean field level, namely the Z2 gauge fluctuation, is less
important because it is gapped in the spin liquid phase. Also, this implies that the
Z2 gauge degree of freedom is not essential in our discussion. Therefore in the rest of
the paper when we refer to charge we mean the electric charge, not the Z2 charge.
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We consider the usual t-J model on a triangular lattice:
H = −t

c†iσ cσi + J

X
hiji,σ

X
hiji

Si · Sj

(5.1)

where i, j are sites of the triangular lattice. As discussed in Appendix A.1, the Z2
spin liquid is realized by expressing the the spins in terms of Schwinger bosons biα .
Here, we introduce spinless, charge e, fermionic holons, fi , and spinless, charge −e,
fermionic doublons, gi . The biα , fi , and gi all carry a unit Z2 charge. At half-filling,
the density of holons must equal the density of doublons, but our formalism also allows
consideration of the general case away from half-filling with unequal densities. We
can now express the electron annihilation operator ciα in terms of the these degress
of freedom by
c†iα = fi b†iα + gi† αβ bβi

(5.2)

where αβ is the antisymmetric unit tensor. A similar spin-charge decomposition
of the electron into spinons was discussed in the early study of Zou and Anderson
(1988), but with the opposite assignment of statistics i.e. fermionic spinons and
bosonic holons. In our case, the choice of statistics is dictated by the choice of the
Z2 spin liquid we are considering.
With the spin liquid background, the charge degrees of freedom acquire a kinetic
energy from the hopping term. To see this, plug the separation (5.2) into the t-term
in equation (5.1)
Ht = − t

X

fi b†iα

+

αβ gi† bβi

hiji

=−t

X

−t

X

hiji

fi fj† b†iα bαj − t


 
† α
†
αγ
· fj bj +  gj bjγ + h. c.

X
hiji

αβ αγ gi† gj bβi b†jγ − t

gi† fj† αβ bβi bαj + h. c.

X

fi gj αγ b†iα b†jγ

hiji

(5.3)

hiji

Replacing the spinon operators with the mean field expectation values of the spinon
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pair operators discussed in Appendix A.1, we obtain
X
X †
X
X † †
HtMF = − t
fi fj† Bij − t
gi gj Bji − t
fi gj A∗ij − t
gi fj Aji + h. c.
hiji

= − Bt
−t

X
hiji

X
hiji

hiji

hiji



fi fj† + fj fi† − Bt

X



X

gi† gj + gj† gi



hiji

hiji



Aij gj† fi† − gi† fj† − t

hiji

A∗ij (fi gj − fj gi )

where Aij and Bij are the expectation values defined in Eq. (A.2). Using Fourier
transform to convert this to momentum space, we obtain


X
X † †
fk fk† + gk† gk Re ξk + 2tA
HtMF = −2tB
gk f−k + f−k gk Im ξk
k

(5.4)

k

where ξk is defined as
ξk = eik1 + eik2 + eik3

(5.5)

Here we are using the oblique coordinate system shown in Fig. A.1. For momentum
space, we use the dual base with respect to the coordinate system. Therefore k · r =
k1 r1 + k2 r2 . Momenta (k1 , k2 ), (k1 + 2π, k2 ) and (k1 , k2 + 2π) are equivalent. For

convenience, a third component of momentum is defined as k3 = −k1 − k2 to make
formulas more symmetric.

In the complete Hamiltonian, we need a chemical potential µ to couple to the total
charge density: when this is within the Mott gap, the density of holons and doublons
will be equal and the system will be half-filled. Also, the double occupancy energy
U needs to be included since the number of double occupied sites is not conserved.
Combining these two terms with the kinetic energy (5.4), we obtain


X
X † †
H MF = − 2tB
fk fk† + gk† gk Re ξk + 2tA
gk f−k + f−k gk Im ξk
k

+µ

X
k

k

gk† gk

−

fk† fk



+U

X

gk† gk

(5.6)

k

The above Hamiltonian can be diagonalized by Bogoliubov transformation. To do
so, first write the Hamiltonian in the following matrix form:
X †
H MF =
Ψk Dk Ψk
k

(5.7)
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where
T

†
ψk = gk , f−k

(5.8)

and the kinetic energy matrix
Dk =

−2tB Re ξk + µ + U
2tA Im ξk

2tA Im ξk

!

−2tB Re ξk + µ

The spectrum of quasi-particles is the eigenvalue of the matrix (5.9)
r
U2
U
Ek = −2tB Re ξk + µ + ±
− 4t2 A2 (Im ξk )2
2
4
We can redefine the chemical potential µ to absorb the

U
2

(5.9)

(5.10)

term in Eq. (5.10). Also,

to make it simpler, define

U
2
Then the dispersion of the two bands looks like
q
±
Ek = −2tB Re ξk ± µ2fl + (2tA Im ξk )2
µfl =

(5.11)

(5.12)

To study the maximum and minimum position of the about dispersion, we need to
first identify the stationary points of the dispersion in the Brillouin zone. This can
be done by noticing that the two k dependent function Re ξk and Im ξk in equation
(5.12) reach stationary points simultaneously at the points listed in the first column
of Table 5.1. The maximal and minimal points of the bands must come from the
Table 5.1: Stationary points of ξk .
Steady points
Re ξk | Im ξk |
Ek±
q
√
√

2
3
2
± 23 π, 32 π
− 32
3
3tB
±
µ
+
3
3tA
fl
2
(0, 0)
3
0
−6tB ± µfl
(π, π), (0, π), (π, 0)
-1
0
2tB ± µfl
candidates listed in Table 5.1. To determine which one is the maximum or minimum,
we compare the energy at those stationary points, which is listed in Table 5.1 along
with real and imaginary parts of ξk . It is easy to see that the position of minimum
and maximum depends on the sign of tB and the value of µfl , tA and tB. Let us
discuss two extreme cases µfl  tA, tB and µfl  tA, tB for both tB > 0 and tB < 0.
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• tB > 0

First, consider the extreme case µfl  tA. In this case the effect of the tA

term can be ignored comparing to the µfl term in the square root and the shape

of dispersion is solely determined by the tB Re ξk term, which is listed in the

second column of table 5.1. Therefore the maximums locate at ± 32 π, 23 π , and
the minimal point is (0, 0), for both the upper and lower bands.

Then consider the other extreme: µfl = 0. In this case the energy at the
stationary points are
Ek±

√
= 3tB ± 3 3|tA|, k = ±



2 2
π, π
3 3



Ek± = −6tB, k = (0, 0)
Ek± = 2tB, k = (π, π), (0, π), (π, 0)

(5.13)
(5.14)
(5.15)

√
Without the tA term, (5.13) was the maximum. However, when the 3 3tA
term is deducted from it, it becomes smaller and can be smaller than (5.15).
Then the maximal points of the lower band become (π, π), (0, π) and (π, 0).
The requirement for (5.15) to be smaller than (5.13) is
|B| <

√

3|A|

(5.16)

By minimizing the Hamiltonian the mean field parameters A and B we get show
that the inequality (5.16) holds. Therefore the minimal points are (π, π), (0, π)
and (π, 0).
On the other hand, for the upper band the tA term makes equation (5.13) larger
so that it will never be smaller than (5.14). Consequently the minimal point of
upper band remains at (0, 0). These results are summarized in Table 5.2.
• tB < 0
For this case, notice that the dispersions of the bands for parameters tB > 0
and tB < 0 are related
Ek± (tB) = −Ek∓ (−tB)

(5.17)
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Therefore for B < 0 the bands are up-side down. Hence the bottom of upper
band and the top of the lower band are switched (see Table 5.2).
Table 5.2: Minimal and maximal points of the bands
tB
µfl
Min of +
Max of −
tB > 0 µfl  |tA|
(0, 0)
± 23 π, 23 π
tB > 0 µfl  |tA|
(0, 0) 
(0, 0), (0, π), (π, 0)
2
2
tB < 0 µfl  |tA|
± 3 π, 3 π
(0, 0)
tB < 0 µfl  |tA| (0, 0), (0, π), (π, 0)
(0, 0)
According to Eq. (5.17), the dispersion of the bands are flipped when tB changes
the sign. However, since we are at zero doping, the flip of the bands only switches
the name of holons and doublons, but the physics is very similar in the two cases.
From minimizing the spinon mean field Hamiltonian we found that B < 0. Therefore
in the following discussion we will assume that B < 0 and t > 0. Consequently the
maximum of valence band and the minimum of electron band comes from the tB < 0
row of Table 5.2: when the band gap is small µfl  |tA|, lower band excitations are
around (0, 0), and higher band excitations are around (0, π), (π, 0) and (π, π). This

is illustrated in Fig. 5.1. It is worth noticing that the mixing term in Eq. (5.6),
which is proportional to tA Im ξk , vanishes at these points (see Table 5.1). Therefore,
the Bogoliubov transformation is trivial at the center of the Fermi sea of the two
types of excitations. If we assume that the Fermi sea of excitations are small, then
the excitations can be identified as holons and doublons. According to the definition
of quasiparticle (5.8), it carries the same electric charge as the original electron.
Therefore the quasiparticle excitation in the upper band is doublon, and the quasihole
excitation in the lower band is holon. Therefore low energy effective fields of holon
(f ) and doublon (h) can be defined as
X
f (r) =
fq eiq·r

(5.18)

q

gλ (r) =

X

gkλD +q eiq·r ,

λ = 1, 2, 3

(5.19)

q

where

kλD

denotes three minimums in doublon dispersion:
k1D = (0, π),

k2D = (π, 0),

k3D = (π, π)

(5.20)
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The positions of these excitations in the Brillouin zone are indicated in Fig. 5.1.
k2

k1

Figure 5.1: Brillouin zone of the triangular lattice. The first Brillouin zone has
the hexagon shape, and the two axes are the dual base with respect to the oblique
coordinates we are using in Fig. A.1. The symbols corresponds
 to the momenta of
2π 2π
minimal energy of excitations. The solid triangles at ± 3 , 3 are spinon excitations
(see Appendix A.1); the solid hexagons at (π, 0), (0, π) and (π, π) are doublons g; the
solid square at the origin is the holon f . The hole (bound state of holon and spinon)
is located at the same position as the spinon (triangles); the
(bound
state of
 electron


2π
π
π π
,
±
,
−
and
±
, .
doublon and spinon) locates at the solid circles: ± − π3 , 2π
3
3
3
3 3
The bound states are discussed in Appendix A.6.

5.2.1

Two-band model

In this section, we setup a two-band model describing holon and doublon excitations, and the Coulomb interaction between them. In the next section, this model
will be used to investigate exciton condensation in the system when the charge gap
becomes small.
When the density of charge excitations is small, the Fermi pockets of spinon and
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holon are very small in the Brillouin zone. Therefore we can make the approximation
that the dispersion relation in equation (5.12) takes a quadratic form in the pocket.
Without losing any generality, we can assume that t > 0 and B < 0. So from Table
5.2 holon pocket is at (0, 0), and doublon pockets are located at (π, 0), (0, π) and
(π, π). Expand the dispersion relation in Eq. (5.12) to the quadratic order, we have
3
Ek ' 6t|B| − µfl − t|B|(kx2 + ky2 )
2

(5.21)

near the minimum of holon, and

Ek ' −2t|B| + µfl +

8t2 A2 t|B|
−
µfl
2



3
kx2 + t|B|ky2
2

(5.22)

near the minimum (0, π) of doublon. The dispersion relation near the other two
doublon minimums can be obtained by simply rotating Eq. (5.22) by 120◦ degrees.
From Eq. (5.21) and (5.22) the gap between the two bands can be calculated by
subtracting the maximum of holon band from the minimum of doublon band
Uind = 2µfl − 8t|B|

(5.23)

and it is an indirect gap because the maximum of holon band is at (0, 0), while the
minimums of doublon bands are at other places: (0, π), (π, 0) and (π, π). If we do
not include any interactions, the system consists two bands: holon band and doublon
band. If the gap Uind is positive, it is a semiconductor with an indirect gap. If the
gap is negative, it is a semimetal.
From Eq. (5.21), we see that the dispersion relation of holon is isotropic with the
effective mass:
mh =

1
3t|B|

(5.24)

From Eq. (5.22) we see that the dispersion of doublon is not isotropic. For the
pocket at (π, 0), the effective masses in x and y directions are
−1
16t2 A2
=
− t|B|
µfl
1
mdy =
3t|B|


mdx

(5.25)
(5.26)
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Note, that mdy = mh . When Uind is tuned around zero, the Coulomb interaction
will lead to exciton instability. The change of Uind is small comparing to t, so we
can assume the masses are constant in our problem. At the point Uind = 0, we have
µfl = 4t|B|. Therefore

2

1
mh
mdy
4 A
−
=
=
(5.27)
mdx
mdx
3 B
3
In the spin liquid phase we have A > |B|, therefore the above ratio is larger than 1.
The dispersion relation for the other two doublon pockets can be obtaned by

rotating the pocket by ±120◦ .

The exciton problem has been well studied in the context of semimetal to semi-

conductor transition (Halperin and Rice, 1968), where people usually use electron
operators for both the valence and conducting band. Therefore here we want to
choose our notations to be consistent with them. To achieve that, we just need to
switch the creation and annihilation operator for holon. To be clear, we use h and d
for new holon and doublon operators respectively.
hk = fk† ,

dk = gk

(5.28)

For the doublon bands, we measure the momentum from the minimum in the pockets:
d1k = dk+(π,0) ,

d2k = dk+(0,π) ,

d3k = dk+(π,π)

(5.29)

With the help of those effective masses, the dispersion relation for holon and doublon
can be expressed.
k2
h (k) = Uind −
2mh
2
ky2
kx
d2 (k) =
+
2mdx 2mdy
(kx cos 120◦ − ky sin 120◦ )2 (kx sin 120◦ + ky cos 120◦ )2
d1 (k) =
+
2mdx
2mdy
◦
◦ 2
(−kx sin 120◦ + ky cos 120◦ )2
(kx cos 120 + ky sin 120 )
+
d3 (k) =
2mdx
2mdy
Therefore the kinetic energy of the system is
X
X
Hkin =
h (k)h†k hk +
dλ (k)d†λk dλk
k

k,λ

(5.30)
(5.31)
(5.32)
(5.33)

(5.34)
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The exciton instability arises from the Coulomb interaction between doublon and
holon, as they carry equal and opposite electric charges. In general, the Coulomb
interaction is
Hint =

e2
1 X
c† ciα c†jβ cjβ
2 i6=j,αβ |ri − rj | iα

(5.35)

where the electron density can be expressed by holon and doublon operators as the
following
X

c†iα ciα = h†i hi + d†i di

(5.36)

α

Therefore Eq. (5.35) becomes
Hint


 

1X
e2
†
†
†
†
=
h hi + di di · hj hj + dj dj
2 i6=j |ri − rj | i
 

X 4πe2  †
†
†
†
0
0
=
h
h
+
d
d
·
h
h
+
d
d
k k+q
k k+q
k0 k −q
k0 k −q
q2
kk0 q

(5.37)
(5.38)

To analyze this interaction, we can use the screened Hartree-Fock approximation
(Halperin and Rice, 1968): For the Hartree term, the unscreened Coulomb interaction
is used; for the exchange term, the screening from other electrons is included. This
approximation results in the following functional of interaction energy
E D
E D
E D
E
X 4πe2 D †
†
†
†
0 −q
0 −q
h
h
+
d
d
·
h
h
+
d
d
Hdir =
0
0
k+q
k+q
k
k
k
k
k
k
q2
k,k0 ,q
ED
E D
ED
E
X 4πe2 D †
†
†
†
Hex = −
hk hk0 −q hk0 hk+q + dk dk0 −q dk0 dk+q
(q)q 2
k,k0 ,q,αβ
D
ED
E D
ED
E
+ h†k dk0 −q d†k0 hk+q + d†k hk0 −q h†k0 dk+q

(5.39)

(5.40)

where h·i denotes the average under the mean field state.

The exciton is formed by pairing of holon and doublon. In the interactions in

Eq. (5.39) and (5.40), only the last two terms in exchange interaction are relevant
for holon and doublon pairing. Therefore in the exciton problem we can include only
these terms and neglect all the others. This is called dominant term approximation
(Halperin and Rice, 1968).
HDTA

ED
E D
ED
E
X 4πe2 D †
†
†
†
0
0
=−
hk dk −q dk0 hk+q + dk hk −q hk0 dk+q
(q)q 2
kk0 q

(5.41)
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Since the interaction is invariant in parity transformation, equation (5.42) can be
further simplified as
HDTA = −2

ED
E
X 4πe2 D †
†
0
h
d
d
h
k −q
k0 k+q
(q)q 2 k
kk0 q

(5.42)

The interaction can be further expanded near the minimums of holon and doublon
pockets as the following
HDTA = −

D
ED
E
8πe2
†
†
0
h
d
d
h
0
λk −q
λk k+q
(q + kλD )(q + kλD )2 k
kk0 q,λ
X

(5.43)

In this equation k, k 0 and q are both small momenta. The q dependence in the
coefficient of this interaction can therefore be neglected:
8πe2
8πe2
'
(q + kλD )(q + kλD )2
(kλD )(kλD )2

(5.44)

and we define this coefficient as g. The interaction in equation (5.43) can then be
expressed as
HDTA = −g

5.3

ED
E
X D †
hk dλk0 −q d†λk0 hk+q

(5.45)

kk0 q,λ

Exciton condensation

In the previous section we discussed the dispersion relations of holon and doublon
excitations and the interaction between them. If momentum is measured from the
center of the pockets, the holon pocket is a sphere centered at (0, 0), while the doublon
pockets are three ellipses centered at (0, 0), long axes of which are 120◦ to each other.
Since the system is neutral, the area of the holon pocket is three times larger than
the area of each doublon pocket. However, the long axis of doublon pockets can still
be longer than the radius of holon pocket if the aspect ratio of doublon pockets is
greater than 3:1. Therefore there can still be pairing at the places where the two
Fermi surfaces are close. Between holon and one type of doublon the pairing is only
good in one direction, but if the holon is paired with both three types of doublon,
there is a good pairing in three directions, which covers a large portion of the Fermi
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surface. We will see that this mismatch in Fermi surfaces lead to a richer phase
diagram compared to the normal-superconducting problem.
Since all the pockets are centered at (0, 0) (when momentum is measured from the
minimums of pockets), we assume that the exciton pairs also have total momentum
(0, 0). In other words, it is not a LLFO state in which smaller pocket is shifted toward
the edge of larger pocket. Therefore we have three pairing order parameters between
holon and each type of doublon
∆λ = −g

XD

h†k dλk

E

(5.46)

k

Note, that the pairing is s-wave because the interaction (5.45) only has s-wave component.
According to this order parameter, the mean field decomposition of the interaction
(5.45) is
HDTA =

X

∆λ

X

λ

d†λk hk + h. c. +

k

1X
|∆λ |2
g λ

(5.47)

Combining this with the kinetic energy in Eq. (5.34) and the chemical potential,
the full Hamiltonian is
"
H =Hkin + HDTA − µ
=

X
k

+

[h (k) −

X

∆λ

µ]h†k hk

h†k hk +

k

X

d†λk dλk

λ

#
− N0

X
[dλ (k) − µ]d†λk dλk
+
k,λ

X

λ

!
X

d†λk hk + h. c. +

k

1X
|∆λ |2 + µN0
g λ

(5.48)

This Hamiltonian can be diagonalized using the Bogoliubov transformation. First,
write Eq. (5.48) in the matrix form:
H=

X
k

Ψ†k Mk Ψk +

1X
|∆λ |2 + µN0
g λ

(5.49)

where
Ψk = (hk d1k d2k d3k )T

(5.50)
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Mk = 



h (k) − µ
∆1

∆2

∆∗1

∆∗2

∆∗3



d1 (k) − µ

0

0

d2 (k) − µ

0








0

∆3

0

0

d3 (k) − µ

(5.51)

A Bogoliubov transformation is then a unitary transformation
Ψ̃k = Uk Ψk

(5.52)

that diagonalizes the matrix Mk . With the new quasiparticle operators Ψ̃k , the
Hamiltonian is diagonalized as
H=

4
XX
k

†
Eik αik
αik +

i=1

1X
|∆λ |2 + µN0
g λ

(5.53)

where αik are the four components of Ψ̃k , and Eik are the four eigenvalues of the
matrix Mk . Therefore in the ground state, the state of quasiparticle αik is filled if
Eik < 0, or empty if Eik > 0. The ground state energy is
hHi =

X
Eik <0

Eik +

1X
|∆λ |2 + µN0
g λ

(5.54)

Becuase the three doublon pockets are identical, we assume that the absolute
values of the order parameters are the same for three pockets. Therefore the pairing
order parameters can be characterized by one absolute value and three phases.
∆λ = ∆eiθλ

(5.55)

After we have made the approximation that only excitations near the minimums
of the pockets are considered, the kinetic energy (5.34) and interaction energy (5.45)
has the U (1) × U (1) × U (1) symmetry for changing the phases of three doublons

independently. Therefore the mean field energy (5.48) does not depend on the phases
of order parameters θλ . In other words, for this simplified Hamiltonian, a state with
order parameter in Eq. (5.46) breaks the U (1)×U (1)×U (1) symmetry spontaneously,
and the states with different phases are degenerate. We will see in the next section
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that this degeneracy is lifted once we add the other parts of Coulomb interaction
back.
With this U (1) × U (1) × U (1) degeneracy, the ground state energy in Eq. (5.54)

only depends on the absolute value of ∆. The ground state is obtained by minimizing
the ground state energy with respect to order parameter ∆. The results are described
below
When Uind is large and positive, the system is in an insulating phase (semiconductor phase), with no Fermi surface and ∆ = 0. Then as the gap decreases, the
0
system goes through a second-order phase transition at a critical value Uind
and en-

ters a insulating phase with no Fermi surface but ∆ 6= 0. In this phase the binding
energy of exciton overcomes the charge gap, so there are doublon and holon excita-

tions. However, the excitations near the Fermi surface bind into exciton, and the gap
is large comparing to the Fermi energy such that the Fermi surface is fully gapped
although there is a mismatch between holon and doublon Fermi surfaces. This state
is an insulating phase because the charged quasiparticle is gapped. We call this phase
an excitonic insulator. Then if the gap is further decreased, the system goes through
1
a second-order phase transition at some value Uind
< 0 into a phase still with ∆ 6= 0,

but there are Fermi surfaces in the spectrum of quasiparticle excitation. Hence this

is a conducting phase with ∆ 6= 0. A typical image of the Fermi surfaces in the

system is shown in Fig. 5.4. Eventually, the system goes through another first order
1
2
phase transition at Uind
< Uind
into a state with ∆ = 0. This is a simple semimetal

conducting state. A typical phase diagram for given masses and g is shown in Fig.
5.2. For given masses, the two dimensional phase diagram for different g and Uind is
shown in Fig. 5.3.
In phase with the excitonic condensate, the ground state has a U (1) × U (1) × U (1)

degeneracy because of the corresponding symmetry in the simplified Hamiltonian.
This degeneracy will be lifted to a U (1) degeneracy once we take into account the
parts in the interaction (5.38) which we ignored in the dominant term approximation.
In other words, the full interaction breaks U (1) × U (1) symmetry, and only one U (1)
is spontaneously broken.

Besides the dominant term in Eq. (5.41), the next leading term is the direct
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Figure 5.2: Phase diagram at fixed masses and interaction g. This plot shows the exciton pairing gap ∆ and the area of hole-like quasiparticle Fermi surface as a function
of the charge gap Uind . It is plotted at mh = mdy = 3mdx , and g/mh = 0.007. Uind
Λ2
, where Λ is the
and ∆ are measured in unit of the energy scale in the system: 2m
h
2
cutoff momentum; the Fermi surface area is in unit of πΛ . Phase I, II, III and IV
in the diagram are normal insulating phase, excitonic insulator, excitonic metal and
normal conducting phase respectively.
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Figure 5.3: Phase diagram at fixed masses. It is plotted at mh = mdy = 3mdx . Phase
I, II, III and IV in the diagram are normal insulating phase, excitonic insulator,
excitonic metal, and normal conducting phase respectively.
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Figure 5.4: Fermi surface in the excitonic metal. Region I is the hole-like Fermi
surface of the quasiparticle, and region II is the particle-like Fermi surface of the
quasiparticle. Because the system is charge neutral, the area of region I is equal to
the area of region II. Note, that this diagram is drawn in the reduced Brillouin zone.
In presence of the pairing, the holon and doublon modes are mixed, and the Brillouin
zone shrinks to 1/4 of its original size such that the holon and doublon pockets locate
at the same momenta.
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interaction in Eq. (5.39), because it is unscreened. That term can be expressed using
charge density operator as
Hdir =

X 4πe2
q6=0

q2

hρq i · hρ−q i

(5.56)



(5.57)

where ρq is the density operator
ρq =

X

h†k+q hk + d†k+q dk

k

In a state with translational invariance, the charge density is a constant, and
ρq vanishes at any q 6= 0. However, with an excitonic condensate, translational

symmetry is actually broken. This can be understood by the following ways: First, in
the excitonic condensate, there is pairing between holon and three types of doublon.
The total momenta of these pairs are not zero: a pair of one holon and one doublon
dλ has total momentum kλD . Therefore the translational symmetry of the system is
broken. Also, one can look at the change of Brillouin zone. Originally the doublon
pockets and holon pocket are at different places in the Brillouin zone. However,
after the Bogoliubov transformation (5.52), the holon and doublon modes are mixed
together. The only way this is allowed is that the Brillouin zone shrinks to one quarter
of its original size, so that kλD are all reciprocal vectors. The shrinking of Brillouin
zone means that the unit cell in real space is enlarged, and the original translational
symmetry is broken.
Because of the broken symmetry, we can look for non-vanishing expectation value
of density operator at q = kλD . Let us consider k1D = (π, 0) as an example. Again
we consider only the excitation near the center of pockets. The expectation value of
density operator is
ρ(π,0) =

X D

E D
E
d†2k d3k + d†3k d2k

(5.58)

k

In our ansatz we do not have this average put in explicitly. However, because the
order parameter ∆λ already breaks the U (1)×U (1)×U (1), we can get a non-vanishing
D
E
value for d†2k d3k from the ansatz.
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In the mean field state, the average in Eq. (5.58) can be calculated using the
Green’s function of doublon. Consider the Green’s function matrix
E
D
Ghd (k, ω) = Ψ†k (ω)Ψk (ω)

(5.59)

Then according to the Hamiltonian in Eq. (5.49), we have
G−1
hd (k, ω) = ω − Mk

(5.60)

Then the average in Eq. (5.58) can be obtained by taking the inverse of the above
matrix
D

d†2k d3k

E

Z
=

dω
ω − Ed1 (k) + µ
∆∗ ∆3 ∝ ∆∗2 ∆3
2π (ω − Ek1 )(ω − Ek2 )(ω − Ek3 )(ω − Ek4 ) 2

(5.61)

Therefore the average of density operator in equation (5.58) is
ρ(π,0) ∝ Re ∆∗2 ∆3 ∝ ∆2 cos(θ2 − θ3 )

(5.62)

The expectation value of charge density operator at the other two momenta can be
evaluated similarly. Finally we get
Hdir ∝

4e2 2
∆ [cos2 (θ1 − θ2 ) + cos2 (θ2 − θ3 ) + cos2 (θ3 − θ1 )]
π

(5.63)

It can be proved that this energy has a minimum at
θ3 − θ2 = θ2 − θ1 =

2π
5π
, or
3
3

(5.64)

Such a state breaks the time reversal and parity symmetry because of the complex
phase, but the rotational symmetry of the original lattice is preserved. Finally from
the density operator one can conclude that there is a charge order in the real space
shown in Fig. 5.5. From the figure one can see that the unit cell is a 2 × 2 plaque.
This is consistent with the conclusion that the Brillouin zone shrinks to one quarter
of its original size.
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5.4

Fractionalized metals with Z2 topological order
and Luttinger relations

The simplest route from the insulating Z2 spin liquid to a metallic state is by
formation of Fermi surfaces of the holons and doublons. We can easily detect such a
transition as a function of charge density and system parameters by examining the
dispersion relations of the charged excitations in Eq. (5.12). These Fermi surfaces
have quasiparticles of charge ±e, but which are spinless. So the resulting state is not

a conventional Fermi liquid, but a Z2 ‘algebraic charge liquid’ (Kaul et al., 2007a).
The Z2 topological order of the insulator survives into the metal, and quasiparticles
carry Z2 gauge charge. This section will address two related questions: what are the
Luttinger relations which constrain the areas enclosed by the Fermi surfaces of this
fractionalized metal, and how does this metal evolve into a Fermi liquid ?
We will examine a route to the Fermi liquid here which is similar to that considered
recently by Kaul et al. (2007a) for related states with U(1) topological order on the
square lattice. We allow for the binding between the holon and doublon quasiparticles
described in Section 5.2.1, and the bosonic spinons described in Appendix A.1.1. This
binding is mediated not by the gauge force (which is weak in the fractionalized phases
we are discussing here), but by the hopping matrix element t in Eq. (5.3). This matrix
element is larger than J, and so the binding force is strong. A computation of the
binding force for the low energy holons/doublons and the spinons is presented in
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Appendix A.6, and position of these bound states in the Brillouin zone is illustrated
in Fig. 5.1. The resulting bound states will have the quantum numbers of the electron
operator in Eq. (5.2). Fermi surfaces of these ‘molecular’ bound states can also form
(Powell et al., 2005), with electron-like quasiparticles which carry charge ±e and

spin 1/2. Indeed it is possible that these bound states have a lower energy than

the holons or doublons, in which case the first metallic state state will not be an
algebraic charge liquid (with holon/doublon Fermi surfaces), but have electron/hole
Fermi surfaces leading to a ‘fractionalized Fermi liquid’ (Senthil et al., 2003, 2004c)
(see below and Fig. 5.6).
So as in Ref. Kaul et al. (2007a), the fractionalized metallic states being considered
here can have a variety of distinct Fermi surfaces. As in a usual Fermi liquid, each
Fermi surface can be considered to be a surface of either charge e or charge −e

quasiparticles, with the two perspectives related by a particle-hole transformation.
There is also a corresponding change in the region of the Brillouin zone which is
considered to be ‘inside’ the Fermi surface, and the value of the area enclosed by the
Fermi surface. For convenience, let us use a perspective in which all Fermi surfaces
are described in terms of charge −e quasiparticles, the same charge as an electron.
Thus in the notation of Eqs. (5.28) and (5.29), we are considering Fermi surfaces of

the h, d, and cα fermions. Let us by Ah , Ad , and Ac the area of the Brillouin zone
enclosed by these Fermi surfaces, divided by a phase space factor of 4π 2 . We are
interested here in the Luttinger relations which are satisfied by these areas.
As has been discussed in Refs. Powell et al. (2005); Coleman et al. (2005); Parcollet
et al. (1998), there is a one Luttinger relation associated with each conservation law,
local or global. We have the conservation of total electronic charge which we can
write as


1 X †
gi gi − fi† fi = x
Ns i

(5.65)

where Ns is the number of sites, and x is the density of doped electrons away from
half-filling i.e. the total density of electrons in the band is 1 + x. There is also the
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local constraint associated with the Schwinger boson representation in Eq. (5.2)
fi† fi + gi† gi +

X

b†iα bαi = 1

(5.66)

α

A key observation is that in any state with Z2 topological order, the global conservation law associated with Eq. (5.66) is ‘broken’, due to the appearance of the
anomalous pairing condensate hαβ bαi bβj i. Consequently (Powell et al., 2005), the Lut-

tinger relation derived from Eq. (5.66) does not apply in any such state.

We can now derive the constraints on the Fermi surface areas placed by the above
relations using an analysis with exactly parallels that presented in Ref. Powell et al.
(2005). We will not present any details here, but state that in the final result we
simply count the contribution of each term in the conservation law by counting the
number of all such particles inside every Fermi surface, whether as bare particles or
as components of a molecular state. It is important in this counting to also include
the number of bosons i.e. the Luttinger relation applies to bosons too (Powell et al.,
2005; Coleman et al., 2005; Parcollet et al., 1998); of course for the boson number
counting, there is a contribution only from the fermionic molecular states. From such
an analysis, after properly performing the particle-hole transformations associated
with the mapping to the charge −e h and d particles, we obtain from Eq. (5.65) the
relation

2Ac + Ah + Ad = 1 + x

(5.67)

This relation applies in all non-superconducting phases. The corresponding relation
from Eq. (5.66) is
−Ah + Ad = 0

(5.68)

We reiterate that Eq. (5.68) applies only in a state without Z2 topological order. Indeed, a state without Z2 order cannot have Fermi surfaces of fractionalized excitations,
and so the only sensible solutions of Eq. (5.68), when it applies, are Ah = Ag = 0

and Ah = Ag = 1.

With these Luttinger relations at hand, we can now describe their implications

for the various phases. These phases are illustrated in Fig. 5.6, and described in turn
below.
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Figure 5.6: Schematic illustration of the spectrum of fermionic holon (h), doublon (d),
and electron (cα ) excitations in various phases which descend from the Z2 spin liquid.
The band structures are merely represented by cartoon sketches with the purposes
only of indicating the filled states and the location of the chemical potential. More
realistically, the Fermi surfaces will form around the respective dispersion minima in
Fig. 5.1.
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Z2 insulator: This is the state reviewed in Appendix A.1. The chemical potential
is within the band gap of the dispersion in Eq. (5.12), as shown in Fig. 5.6. We have
x = 0, Ah = 1, Ad = 0, and Ac = 0, and so the relation (5.67) is obeyed. This

relation also applies when an excitonic condensate appears: the only change is that
there is mixing between the h and d bands.
Z2 metals: A variety of metallic phases can appear, which are all algebraic charge
liquids (Kaul et al., 2007a), depending upon the presence/absence of h, d, and e
Fermi surfaces, as shown in Fig. 5.6. All these phases have Z2 topological order, and
so only the sum-rule (5.67) constrains the areas of the Fermi surfaces. As an example,
we can dope the Z2 insulator with negative charge carriers (x > 0). This will lead
to a ‘doublon metal’ with Ah = 1, Ad = x and Ac = 0. As the energy of the bound

state between a doublon and spinon is lowered (with increasing t), a Fermi surface of
electrons can appear, leading to a state with Ah = 1, 0 < Ad < x and 0 < Ac < x/2.
This fractionalized state with both h and e Fermi surfaces (a ‘doublon-electron’ metal)

is the particle-hole conjugate of the ‘holon-hole’ metal discussed recently in Ref. Kaul
et al. (2007a). The location of the electron Fermi surface in this metal is computed
in Appendix A.6, and will reside at pockets around the electron dispersion minimum
in Fig. 5.1.
Fractionalized Fermi liquid: With a continuing increase of the doublon-spinon
binding energy in the doublon-electron metal just discussed, there is a transfer of
states from within the doublon Fermi surface to within the electron Fermi surface,
until we reach the limiting case where Ad = 0. At the same time we have Ah = 1, and

then Eq. (5.68) requires Ae = x/2. So the chemical potential is in the gap between

the doublon and holon bands, as shown in Fig. 5.6. This state is the fractionalized
Fermi liquid of Refs. Senthil et al. (2003, 2004c).

Transition to the Fermi liquid We now continue decreasing the energy of the
electron bound state, in the hopes of eventually reaching a conventional Fermi liquid.
One plausible route is that illustrated in Fig. 5.6. As the electron energy is lowered
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from the fractionalized Fermi liquid, the chemical potential goes within the lower
holon band, and we obtain a fractionalized holon-electron metal. Note that this state
has both an electron-like Fermi surface with charge −e carriers (as measured by the
contribution to the Hall conductivity), and a holon Fermi surface with charge +e

carriers. Eventually, the chemical potential goes below both the holon and doublon
bands (see Fig 5.6), and we obtain another fractionalized Fermi liquid with Ah =

Ad = 0 and Ac = (1 + x)/2. Note that this is the same area of an electron-like

Fermi surface as in a conventional Fermi liquid. However, the Z2 topological order

is still present, which is why we denote it ‘fractionalized’: the fractionalized holon
and spinon excitations are present, but all of them have an energy gap. Eventually,
however, we expect a confinement transition in the Z2 gauge theory, leading to a
conventional Fermi liquid with no fractionalized excitatons. Because the Luttinger
relation in (5.68) is saturated by the electron contribution, we expect this confinement
transition will be in the universality class of the ‘even’ Z2 gauge theory, rather than
the ‘odd’ Z2 gauge theory (Moessner and Sondhi, 2001a; Moessner et al., 2001).

5.5

Superconducting states

The projected symmetry group (PSG) analysis can be extended to analyze the
pairing symmetry in possible superconducting states. In a superconducting state, the
pairing symmetry can be determined by the relative phases of the expectation value
∆ij = hαβ ciα cjβ i

(5.69)

at different directions. On the other hand, the PSG determines how the operator
ciσ transforms in rotation, and consequently determines how Eq. (5.69) transforms
when the bond hiji is rotated to another direction. Therefore the PSG of the electron
operators can determine the pairing symmetry.

In our Schwinger-boson-slave-fermion ansatz, the fermionic holon and doublon
excitations form Fermi seas around the bottom of their bands. If there are appropriate
attractive forces, holons and doublons will become superconducting, and the pairing
of holons or doublons will make Eq. (5.69) nonzero because the spinon is already
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paired. Similarly, the pairing symmetry of holon and doublon can also be determined
by their PSGs, which are related to the PSG of electron according to Eq. (5.2).
Therefore the pairing symmetry of electrons and quasiparticles are related.
When determining the PSG of holon and doublon operators, it is assumed that
the physical electron operator ciσ is invariant under symmetry transformations. However, in the superconducting state the gauge symmetry of electron is broken and the
electron operator may need a gauge transform after a lattice symmetry operation to
recover. The pairing pattern is directly related to the gauge transform associated
with rotation. Assume that the electron operator transforms in the following way
after a R π3 operation:
ciσ → ciσ eiα

(5.70)

Then after the rotation the superconducting order parameter (5.69) becomes
∆ij → ∆ij e2iα

(5.71)

This equation shows the pairing type of the superconducting state.
If we want a superconducting state with translational and rotational symmetries,
the order parameter (5.69) should recover after acting R π3 three times. This requires
the phase α satisfies
(e2iα )3 = 1

(5.72)

. It is easy to see that these choices correspond to
which implies that α = 0, π3 , 2π
3
s-wave and dx2 −y2 ± idxy pairing patterns. (Note, that the d-wave pairing breaks time
reversal symmetry).

On the other hand, Eq. (5.70) also determines the PSG of holons and doublons,
and therefore determines their pairing patterns. For the d − id pairing, the result is
in Table 5.3:

For the s-wave pairing, the result is in Table 5.4:
From Table 5.3 and 5.4 we can see that p-wave pairing of holon and doublon
will result in d-wave pairing of electron; f -wave pairing of holon and doublon will
result in s-wave pairing of electron. In the rest of this section we will show that the
interaction mediated by spinon excitation leads to a p-wave pairing symmetry for
holon and doublon, and results in a d-wave pairing for electron.
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Table 5.3: PSG and pairing symmetry of charge excitations.
Particle
R π3
Pairing symmetry
−i π3
ciα
e ciα
d-wave
i π6
f
e f
p-wave
π
g1
ei 6 g2
p-wave
i π6
g2
e g3
p-wave
i π6
g3
e g1
p-wave
Table 5.4: PSG and pairing symmetry of charge excitations.
Particle R π3 Pairing symmetry
ciα
ciα
s-wave
if
f -wave
f
g1
ig2
f -wave
g2
ig3
f -wave
ig1
f -wave
g3
In the spin liquid state, the excitation of spin degree of freedom is described as
Schwinger boson. The holon acquires a kinetic energy from the original hopping term
by replacing the product of spinon operators by the mean field average. Moreover,
beyond the mean field theory this term also describes interaction between holon and
spinon excitations. This type of interaction results in an interaction between two
holons by exchanging a pair of spinons. Detailed calculation will show that this
interaction is attractive and can lead to superconducting pairing of fermionic holons.
In Appendix A.5, we calculate the scattering amplitude between two holons by
exchanging two spinons shown in Fig. 5.7. Also, a contribution from O(1/N ) fluctuation of spinon mean field solution is included to make the result consistent with the
constraint that there is one spinon on every site.
The scattering between two holons by exchanging two spinons can be represented
as a Feynman diagram in Fig. 5.7. The vertex in this figure comes from the hopping term in equation (5.3). For Cooper pairing instability, we are interested in the
following situation: the incoming and outgoing momenta are on the Fermi surface;
the total incoming and outgoing momenta are zero; the energies of incoming and
outgoing particles are on shell. Therefore the interaction Γ is a function of the angle θ between incoming and outgoing fermions. In Appendix A.5, we calculate the
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−k3 , ω4

k3 , ω3
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k1 , ω1k − q, −k

Figure 5.7: Interaction
scattering amplitude of this Feynman diagram. Also, a contribution from O(1/N )
fluctuation of spinon mean field solution is included to make the result consistent
with the constraint that there is one spinon on every site. The result is the following
When ms  q, we get
t2
Γ∼− 2
Λ



q2
ms + C
ms

When ms  q, we get
Γ∼−

t2
q
Λ2

(5.73)

(5.74)

where Λ is a UV cutoff of the system, ms is the spinon gap, and q = 2kF sin 2θ is the
momentum transfered in the interaction.
Since the incoming and outgoing particles are fermions, we need to antisymmetrized Γ:
Γ̃(θ) = Γ(θ) − Γ(−θ)

(5.75)

The antisymmetrized interaction in the limit of equation (5.73) is proportional to
cos θ, and therefore has only p-wave component. The antisymmetrized interaction
for the other limit (Eq. (5.74)) is a mixture of odd-parity wave components, but the
p-wave component is dominant. Consequently this interaction will lead to a p-wave
superconducting instability for holon, and result in a d-wave pairing superconducting
state in terms of electron according to table 5.3.
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Conclusions

This paper has presented a route for the transition from an insulator to a metal for
electrons on a triangular lattice. Our primary purpose was to pay close attention to
the antiferromagnetic exchange interactions, and the consequent resonating valence
bond (RVB) correlations in the insulator. We were particular interested in the fate
of these RVB correlations in the metal. Our approach borrows from a recent theory
(Kaul et al., 2007a) of ‘algebraic charge liquids’ (ACL), and can be straightforwardly
generalized to other lattices in both two and three dimensions. As we noted in
Section 5.1, our theory of the insulator-to-metal transition is complementary to the
DMFT theory (Georges et al., 1996) of the metal-to-insulator transition. The latter
begins with a theory of the correlated Fermi liquid, but pays scant attention to RVB
correlations, which we believe are particularly important on the triangular lattice.
We have introduced a variety of intermediate phases in the route from the insulator
to the metal, and so we now present a brief review of their basic characteristics.
First, let us discuss the possible phases of the insulator and their charged excitations. We used a Z2 spin liquid state (Sachdev, 1992; Wang and Vishwanath,
2006) with bosonic spinons as a central point of reference. This state was reviewed
in Appendix A.1, and its low energy excitations are gapped S = 1/2 neutral spinons
zα which are located (in our gauge choice) at points in the Brillouin zone shown in
Fig. 5.1. Its charged excitations consist of spinless, charge +e holons f , and charge
−e doublons g, which were described in Section 5.2; their positions in the Brillouin

zone (in our gauge choice) are also in Fig. 5.1. We also discussed, Appendix A.6 the
binding of holons/doublons with spinons to form charged, S = 1/2 excitations which
are hole/electron-like; the location of these bound states in the Brillouin zone is indicated in Fig 5.1. This binding binding between gapped excitations is caused by the
t term in the t-J model, and so the attractive force is quite strong. Consequently, it
may well be that the lowest charged excitations of a Z2 spin liquid are electrons and
holes, and not doublons and holons. Note that the binding is present already in the
deconfined spin-liquid state, and is quite distinct from the confinement transition.
Although, we did not say much about this explicitly, our analysis of excitations in
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the Z2 spin liquid is easily continued into confining insulators with Néel or VBS order.
The transition into the Néel state is driven by the condensation of the zα spinons,
as described in Ref. Chubukov et al. (1994c). The charged excitations in the Néel
state are simple continuations of the holons and doublons in the spin liquid, as has
been discussed in some detail previously for the square lattice (Kaul et al., 2007b).
The charged excitations in the VBS state will be the electrons and holes described in
Appendix A.6.
Continuing our discussion of insulating states, our primary new result was the
prediction of an insulator with an excitonic condensate in Section 5.3. We described
the excitonic instability starting from the Z2 spin liquid, mainly because this led to
the simplest technical analysis. However, we expect very similar excitonic instabilities
to appear also from the Néel and VBS insulators. One physical manifestation of the
excitonic instability was a breaking of the space group symmetry of triangular lattice.
In our mean-field analysis we found the translational symmetry breaking depicted in
Fig. 5.5, which serves as a test of our theory.
Moving onto metallic states, we found a plethora of possibilities depending upon
precisely which instabilities of the insulator was present (Néel, VBS, excitonic), and
which of the charged excitations of the insulator had the lowest energy (holon, doublon, hole, electron). Some of these states were algebraic charge liquids, while others
were Fermi liquids. However, the Fermi surface areas in all these states satisfied either
the conventional Luttinger relation, or a modified Luttinger relations, and these were
discussed in Section 5.4.
Finally, we also considered the onset of superconductivity due to pairing of likecharge fermions in Section 5.5. Again, for technical reasons, it was simplest to describe
this instability using the holon/doublon excitations of the Z2 spin liquid, but similar
results are expected from instabilities of the other states.
We conclude by reviewing application of our results to κ-(ET)2 Cu2 (CN)3 . We
have proposed here that this system is very close to the quantum phase transition
between a magnetically ordered state with 3-sublattice Néel order and a Z2 spin liquid.
Consequently a spin gap, if present, is very small. A theory for this quantum critical
state was presented in Ref. Chubukov et al. (1994c), and our hypothesis is that such
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quantum criticality describes the spin fluctuations over a substantial intermediate
energy scale. Our focus in the present paper was on a small anomaly in the magnetic
susceptibility and NMR relaxation time measurements (Shimizu et al., 2003, 2006).
This anomaly is not a strong singularity, and the material remains spin-liquid-like
below the anomaly (Shimizu et al., 2003). We have proposed here is that this anomaly
is due to an excitonic instability in the charge sector, and is not associated directly
the spin sector. We maintain that such an instability is likely because of the rather
small charge gap in this material, which can be easily overcome by the attractive
Coulomb interactions between the charge ±e excitations of the Mott insulator across

the charge gap. The excitonic instability is accompanied by translational symmetry
breaking, likely to be in the pattern shown in Fig. 5.5; observation of this symmetry
breaking would be the most direct test of our proposal.
In addition, the exciton condensation will affect the spinon dynamics through
the hopping term in the Hamiltonian, but this effect would not be as strong as a
phase transition in spin sector. So it is already clear that there only be a ‘kink’ in
the observables, and the behavior remain spin-liquid-like both above and below the
transition, as is observed in the experiments. Further details on the influence of the
excitonic instabilty on observables like the spin susceptibility, the NMR relaxation
time and the specific heat will be presented in a forthcoming paper.
We thank K. Kanoda, Sung-Sik Lee, and T. Senthil for useful discussions. This
work was supported by NSF Grant No. DMR-0537077.

Chapter 6
Effective theory of Fermi pockets
in fluctuating antiferromagnets
6.1

Introduction

An understanding of the nature of the electron spectral function in the underdoped
‘pseudogap’ regime has emerged as one of the central problems in the study of the
cuprate superconductors. A wealth of data has appeared in photoemission studies,
some of which (Marshall et al., 1996; Norman et al., 1998; Shen et al., 2005; Kanigel
et al., 2006; Tanaka et al., 2006; Lee et al., 2007b) has been interpreted using a model
of “Fermi arcs” across the Brillouin zone diagonals; other studies (Chang et al., 2008;
Yang et al., 2008; Meng et al., 2009) have indicated the presence of pocket Fermi
surfaces in the same region of the Brillouin zone. Scanning tunnelling microscopy
(STM) studies (Kohsaka et al., 2008) also indicate a Fermi arc of excitations which
appears to end abruptly at the magnetic Brillouin zone boundary associated with two
sublattice Néel order. Another issue of interest in experiments has been the angular
dependence of the electronic excitation gap energy in the superconducting state. A
‘dichotomy’ has been noted (Kohsaka et al., 2008; He et al., 2008; Kondo et al.,
2009; Pushp et al., 2009) between the behavior of the gap near the nodal points on
the Brillouin zone diagonals, and the antinodal points along the principle axes of the
Brillouin zone.
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Related studies have also been made of the electronic spectra in the electron-doped
cuprates (Armitage et al., 2003; Claesson et al., 2004; Matsui et al., 2005; Park et al.,
2007). Here the spectra seem to be closer to that expected from conventional spin
density wave theory, and so constitute an important testing ground of theoretical
ideas.
The recent observation of quantum oscillations in a strong magnetic field (DoironLeyraud et al., 2007; Yelland et al., 2008; Bangura et al., 2008; Jaudet et al., 2008;
Sebastian et al., 2008; LeBoeuf et al., 2007; Sebastian et al., 2009) has given further
impetus to the development of a theory the normal state of the underdoped cuprates.
Some of the transport data (LeBoeuf et al., 2007; Chang et al., 2010; Hackl et al.,
2010) has been interpreted in terms of the presence of electron pockets in the holedoped cuprates, for which there is no apparent evidence in the photoemission studies;
the latter, however, have only been carried out without a magnetic field.
Finally, an important motivation for our study comes from numerical studies
(Kyung et al., 2004; Tremblay et al., 2006; Kyung et al., 2006a,b; Kancharla et al.,
2008; Ferrero et al., 2009) of Hubbard-like models for the cuprate superconductors.
These studies show a significant regime without any antiferromagnetic order, but with
a dichotomy in the normal state electronic spectra between the nodal and anti-nodal
regimes. It would clearly be useful to have analytic effective models which can be
used to interpret the numerical data, and we shall propose such models here.
The theory we present here builds upon the framework set up in Refs. Kaul et al.
(2007b,a). These papers described a non-Fermi liquid state which was labeled an
‘algebraic charge liquid’ (ACL); this state was obtained after the loss of antiferromagnetic order in a metal via an unconventional transition (Senthil et al., 2004a,b)
. As we will review below, in its simplest realization, the degrees of freedom of the
ACL are spinless fermions and a S = 1/2 complex boson zα which interact via an
emergent U(1) gauge force. This gauge force has strong effects even in possible deconfined phases, and can lead to the formation of electron-like bound states between
the fermions and zα . The main purpose of this paper is to present a general discussion of the dynamics of these fermionic bound states, and their influence on the
photoemission spectra. A full description of the pseudogap regime in the hole-doped
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cuprates will also require (Galitski and Sachdev, 2009) considerations of pairing of
these fermionic bound states into bosonic Cooper pairs: this we defer to a subsequent
paper.
In our previous work (Kaul et al., 2007b,a), we presented analytic arguments
based upon the structure of a continuum theory valid at long wavelengths. Here, we
shall present a more general formulation of the theory, which allows computation of
the electronic spectrum across the entire Brillouin zone. We shall show how arguments
based upon symmetry and gauge invariance allow construction of an effective theory
for the electronic spectrum. The theory will contain a number of coupling constants,
whose values will have to be determined by comparing to numerical studies or experiments. Also, while the previous work (Kaul et al., 2007b,a) used strong-coupling
perspective, starting from the Schwinger boson theory of the antiferromagnet. It
is possible to derive the results presented below also from this strong-coupling approach. However, we will choose to present our results by departing (Sachdev et al.,
2009) from the “spin-fermion” model, which was originally developed from the weak
coupling expansion.
Let us begin by defining the Lagrangian, Lsf , of the spin-fermion model. (Abanov

et al., 2003) We consider fermions ciα (α, β =↑, ↓) hopping on the sites of a square
lattice. These are coupled to the fluctuations of the unit vector field nai (a = x, y, z)
representing the local orientation of the collinear antiferromagnetic Néel order. We
will restrict our attention here to antiferromagnetic order at wavevector K = (π, π),
although generalizations to other K are possible. Throughout, we will freely make a
gradient expansion of nai over spatial co-ordinates r = (xi , yi ), focusing on the long
wavelength fluctuations of the order parameter. However, the fermion fields ci,α have
important low energy modes at many locations in the Brillouin zone, and so we will
not make any gradient expansion on the fermion operators. We have the imaginary
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time (τ ) Lagrangian
Lsf = Lc + Lλ + Ln

X †
X  †
Lc =
ciα (∂τ − µ)ciα −
tij ciα cjα + c†jα ciα
i

Lλ = −λ
Ln

1
=
2g

i<j

X

(−1)

xi +yi

a
nai c†iα σαβ
ciβ

i

Z



d2 r (∂τ na )2 + v 2 (∂r na )2 .

(6.1)

Here tij are arbitrary hopping matrix elements describing the “large” Fermi surface,
µ is the chemical potential, λ is the spin-fermion coupling, g controls the strength of
the antiferomagnetic fluctuations, σ a are the Pauli matrices, and the na field obeys
P
the local constraint a (na )2 = 1. Almost all previous studies of the spin-fermion
model (Abanov et al., 2003) have involved a perturbative treatment in powers of the
coupling λ, along with resummations of this expansion. Here, we will not expand in
powers of λ, treating it is a coupling of order unity: instead our analysis are motivated
by expansions either in the number of field components, or by small g.
For sufficiently small values of the coupling g, the model Lsf clearly has an anti-

ferromagnetically ordered spin density wave (SDW) ground state with hna i =
6 0. We

are interested here in the mechanism by which this order is lost as g is increased, and
a metallic state with no broken symmetries is obtained. In a recent paper (Sachdev
et al., 2009) with others, we argued that there were 2 generic possibilities:
(i ) In the first case, there was a direct transition at a single critical g = gc to a Fermi
liquid metal with a large Fermi surface. This transition has been examined in previous
work (Abanov et al., 2003), and is directly expressed in terms of fluctuations of the
O(3) order parameter na ; the T > 0 crossovers above g = gc have also been described
(Kyung et al., 2004; Tremblay et al., 2006; Kyung et al., 2006a,b; Kancharla et al.,
2008).
(ii ) The second possibility involved intermediate non-Fermi liquid phases before the
large Fermi surface metal was reached at sufficiently large g. In this case, the O(3)
order parameter was parameterized in terms of the spinor zα by
∗ a
nai = ziα
σαβ ziβ .

(6.2)
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The spinor field zα is the natural variable to describe the loss of magnetic order
at g = gc , and the non-Fermi liquid phases above gc , and replaces the O(3) order
parameter na .
Our focus in the present paper will be on the second possibility. Part of our
motivation comes from transport measurements (Cooper et al., 2009; Doiron-Leyraud
et al., 2009), which show an extended regime of non-Fermi liquid behavior as T → 0

in high magnetic fields. We shall describe the photoemission spectra at non-zero
temperatures on both sides of gc . Our g ≥ gc results are candidates for the pseudogap
regime of the cuprates, and relate especially to recent experimental results of Meng
et al. (2009).
To complement the approach taken in Ref. Sachdev et al. (2009), here we will
motivate our choice of the non-magnetic non-Fermi liquid phases by extending the
theory (Senthil et al., 2004a,b) of the loss of Néel order in the insulator at half
filling. Although motivated in a theory of metals, Lsf also contains (in principle) a

complete description of the insulating states at half-filling. Crucial to the description
of insulators, (Haldane, 1988; Read and Sachdev, 1989b, 1990) are ‘hedgehog’ point
tunneling events (‘instantons’) in which na points radially outwards/inwards from
a spacetime point. These hedgehogs carry Berry phases: in Lsf the Berry phases

are expected to appear from the determinant of the gapped fermions integrated out
in a hedgehog field for na . All previous treatments of the spin-fermion model have
neglected the hedgehog Berry phases, and this may well be appropriate under suitable
circumstances in certain superconducting states. (Kaul et al., 2008)
In this paper, we wish to focus on regimes and phases where the hedgehog tunnelling events are suppressed. In the insulator, the hedgehog suppression is a consequence of quantum interference from the hedgehog Berry phases, and leads to interesting new ‘deconfined’ phases and critical points. (Kamal and Murthy, 1993; Motrunich
and Vishwanath, 2004; Senthil et al., 2004a,b) Hedgehog suppression is also possible
in certain exotic metallic states (to be described below), where fermionic excitations
near a Fermi surface lead to a divergence in the hedgehog action. (Hermele et al.,
2004; Lee, 2009; Kaul et al., 2007b,a, 2008)
It is useful to begin our analysis by adapting the phase diagram of Ref. Kaul et al.
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(2007b) describing the doping of an insulating deconfined critical point – see Fig. 6.1.
In the insulator, at x = 0, the transition is between a Néel state and a valence bond
solid. (Read and Sachdev, 1989b, 1990) This transition is described (Senthil et al.,
2004a,b) by a deconfined critical point, with the order parameter na replaced by a
complex ‘relativistic’ boson zα which carries charges under an emergent U(1) gauge
field Aµ : this mapping will be reviewed in Section 6.2. Upon moving away from the
insulator, the fermions cα are replaced by fermions ψp fermions which do not carry
spin, but do carry charge p = ±1 of the U(1) gauge field Aµ . We will present the

Lagrangian of zα , ψp , Aµ which described the phase diagram in Fig. 6.1 in Section 6.2.
In the SDW phase of Fig. 6.1, the zα , ψp , Aµ theory is formally identical to the
spin-fermion model of cα , na . This is because hedgehogs are strongly suppressed when
there is magnetic order. We explore this connection in Appendix B, and in Section 6.4
to obtain the spectral functions of the electrons in the ‘renormalized classical’ (RC)
regime (Vilk and Tremblay, 1996, 1997; Borejsza and Dupuis, 2004).
The transition out of the SDW phase in Fig. 6.1 is into a fractionalized metal
phase, which was dubbed (Kaul et al., 2007a) an algebraic charge liquid (ACL). This
transition is in the O(4) universality class. (Kaul et al., 2008) To leading order, the
elementary excitations of the ACL are simply the constituent fractionalized fields zα ,
ψp , Aµ , and their interactions have been discussed in previous work. (Kaul et al.,
2008)
Here, our primary results will be on the fermionic spectrum over a large intermediate length scale near the boundary between the ACL and the confining metallic
states shown in Fig. 6.1. A key characteristic of the deconfined critical point is
parametrically large separation between the spin correlation length, ξ, and the confinement scale, ξconf , at which hedgehogs proliferate. In the doped system, as argued
in Ref. Kaul et al. (2007b), the fractionalized excitations are already bound into
gauge neutral excitations at the scale ξ. Among these bound states are electron-like
fermions which carry charge −e and spin 1/2, and so can be directly detected in pho-

toemission experiments. We will present a phenomenological effective Hamiltonian
for these excitations in Section 6.3.
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Confining metal
with possible
broken square
lattice symmetry

g

gc

Fractionalized metal (ACL)

SDW
0

x

Figure 6.1: Proposed phase diagram (Kaul et al., 2007b) of a quantum antiferromagnet doped with carrier density x. The strength of antiferromagnetic fluctuations
in the insulator is controlled by the coupling g. At x = 0, there is a deconfined critical point (Senthil et al., 2004a,b), separating a Néel state and a valence bond solid
(Read and Sachdev, 1989b, 1990). The broken symmetries in these two states survive
in metallic Fermi liquid state at non-zero x. More importantly, the deconfined critical point broadens into a non-Fermi liquid phase, the algebraic charge liquid (ACL),
which is the focus of attention in the present paper. The conventional large Fermi
surface Fermi liquid is not shown in the phase diagram above. It appears at larger
x, and its phase transitions to the ACL and the SDW states were discussed in earlier
work (Sachdev et al., 2009).
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U(1) gauge theory

The basic idea (Sachdev et al., 2009) of the mapping to the theory of the ACL is
to transform to a new set of fermions, ψip with p = ±1, with their spin components p

polarized along the direction of the local SDW order. We perform this rotation with
i
so that (Schulz, 1990; Zhou and Schulz,
the spacetime dependent SU(2) matrix Rαp

1995; Borejsza and Dupuis, 2004)
i
ciα = Rαp
ψip

(6.3)

We choose Rαp so that spin-fermion coupling is only along σ z , and so
i† a
i
z
nai Rpα
σαβ Rβp
0 = σpp0 = pδpp0

(6.4)

This relationship is equivalent to

1
nai = Tr σ a Ri σ z Ri†
2

(6.5)

Now, we parameterize
Ri =
with

P

α

∗
zi↑ −zi↓

zi↓

!

∗
zi↑

(6.6)

|ziα |2 = 1. We can verify that Eq. (6.5) yields the usual relation in Eq. (6.2).

A crucial feature of the resulting Hamiltonian for the ψip and ziα is that it is

invariant under a local U(1) gauge transformation. This follows from the invariance
of Eqs. (6.3) and (6.2) under the transformation
ziα → ziα eiϑi
ψip → ψip e−ipϑi

(6.7)

where ϑi has an arbitrary dependence on space and time. Note that the ψip carry
opposite charges p = ±1 under the U(1) gauge transformation (which is unrelated to

the gauge invariance associated with the physical electromagnetic force). Associated
with this U(1) gauge invariance, we will introduce an internal dynamical gauge field
Aµ in constructing the effective theory.
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Ref. Sachdev et al. (2009) argued that describing the transition to the large Fermi
surface Fermi liquid required the inclusion of additional degrees of freedom so that
the theory had a SU(2) gauge invariance. We will not consider this extension here.
However, we expect that simple extensions of the results in Section 6.3 apply also to
the SU(2) ACL phases found in Ref. Sachdev et al. (2009).
We can now insert Eqs. (6.3) and (6.2) into Eqs. (6.1) and obtain the theory of
fluctuating Fermi pockets. We will assume that the ziα are slowly varying, but allow
the fermion fields ψip to have an arbitrary dependence on spacetime. The complete
Lagrangian is written as
Lacl = Lz + Lψ + Lss

(6.8)

The first term is the CP1 model for the zα :

2
|(∂τ − iAτ )zα |2 + v 2 |(∇ − iA)zα |2
Lz =
g

(6.9)

The fermion hopping term in Eq. (6.1) yields some interesting structure; it can be
written as
"
−

X

tij

∗
ziα
zjα



†
†
ψi+
ψj+ + ψj−
ψi−



i<j

+

∗
zjα
ziα



†
ψj−
ψi−

†
ψj+
ψi+



+


 †
†
∗ ∗
+ εαβ zjα
ziβ ψi+
ψj− − ψj+
ψi−
+ εαβ ziα zjβ



†
†
ψi−
ψj+ − ψj−
ψi+



#
(6.10)

Now, from the derivation of the CP1 model we know that
∗
ziα
zjα ≈ eiAij

(6.11)

and this is easily incorporated into the first two terms in Eq. (6.10), yielding terms
which are gauge invariant. We therefore incorporate the first two terms in Eq. (6.10)
into the gauge-invariant Lagrangian
XX †

Lψ =
ψip ∂τ + ipAτ − µ − λp(−1)ix +iy ψip
p=±1

−

i

XX
p=±1 i<j



ipAij

tij e

†
ψip
ψjp

+e

−ipAij

†
ψjp
ψip



(6.12)
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Table 6.1: Transformations of the lattice fields under square lattice symmetry operadual
tions. Tx : translation by one lattice spacing along the x direction; Rπ/2
: 90◦ rotation
about a dual lattice site on the plaquette center (x → y, y → −x); Ixdual : reflection
about the dual lattice y axis (x → −x, y → y); T : time-reversal, defined as a symmetry (similar to parity) of the imaginary time path integral. Note that such a T
operation is not anti-linear. The transformations of the Hermitian conjugates are the
conjugates of the above, except for time-reversal of fermions (Balents and Sachdev,
†
2007). For the latter, ψ± and ψ±
are treated as independent Grassman numbers and
†
T : ψ± → −ψ± ; similarly for Fα , Gα .
dual
Tx
Rπ/2
Ixdual
T
zα
ψ+
ψ−
Aτ
Ax
Ay
na
Fα
Gα

αβ z β∗
−ψ−
ψ+
−Aτ
−Ax
−Ay
−na
Gα
Fα

αβ z β∗
−ψ−
ψ+
−Aτ
−Ay
Ax
−na
Gα
Fα

αβ z β∗
−ψ−
ψ+
−Aτ
Ax
−Ay
−na
Gα
Fα

αβ z β∗
†
ψ+
†
ψ−
Aτ
−Ax
−Ay
−na
αβ Fβ†
αβ G†β

For Aµ = 0, Lψ describes the band structure in terms of the Fermi pockets. The
interactions arise from the minimal coupling to the Aµ gauge field. Finally, we need

to consider the last two terms in Eq. (6.10). These are the analog of the ‘ShraimanSiggia’ couplings. (Shraiman and Siggia, 1988) Combining these terms with the analogous terms arising from the time derivative of the cα , we obtain to leading order in
the derivative of the zα :


Z
∂ε(k)
†
Lss =
p·
(k + q)ψ+ (k − q) + c.c.
z↓ (q − p/2)z↑ (q + p/2)ψ−
∂k
k,p,q
X
†
+
(zi↑ ∂τ zi↓ − zi↓ ∂τ zi↑ )ψi−
ψi+ + c.c.
(6.13)
i

where ε(k) is the single particle dispersion of the large Fermi surface state:
X
ε(k) = −
tij eik·(rj −ri ) .

(6.14)

j

Note that the terms in Lss mix fermions with different Aµ charges.

The analysis in the following Section 6.3 will be based largely on symmetry, and

so it is useful to recall (Kaul et al., 2007b; Balents and Sachdev, 2007) now how the
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fields introduced so far transform under symmetry operations. These are summarized
in Table 6.1.

6.3

Effective theory of electrons and photons

As discussed in Section 6.1, we want to work in the regime where the photon
creates bound states between the ψ fermions and the zα spinons, but the monopole
induced confinement has not yet occurred. Thus we are in a fluctuating SDW state
with a spin correlation length ξ, but we are interested in phenomena at a scale larger
than ξ. However, the confinement of the photons occurs at a scale ξconf , and so we
will restrict ourselves to the ξ < r < ξconf .
We also note the complementary considerations in the work of Wen and Lee
(Wen and Lee, 1998): they considered a spin liquid model with fermionic spinons
and bosonic holons (in contrast to our bosonic spinons and spinless fermion charge
carriers), and described spinon-holon bound states in the electron spectral functions.
Also, Essler and Tsvelik (Essler and Tsvelik, 2002, 2005) described a model of weakly
coupled chains, and considered the bound states of the spinons and holons of the onedimensional spin liquid on the chains. In our approach, we do not appeal to these
spin liquid states, but deal instead with states motivated by the fluctuations in the
observed spin density wave order.
The regime ξ < r < ξconf was treated in Section IV of Ref. Kaul et al. (2007b).
See also the subsection on holon-spinon binding in the Appendix of Ref. Kaul et al.
(2007a). Here we shall provide a more general treatment, which should also allow for
a computation of spectral functions.
Let the bound state between the ψ+ fermions and the zα be Fα . The bound state
should have the full symmetry of the square lattice, and so we can define a local
operator Fiα , which creates this bound state centered at the lattice site i.
As was emphasized in the initial analysis (Kaul et al., 2007b), there is a second
independent bound state, and a consequent doubling of the fermion species. This
is the bound state between the ψ− and zα∗ , which we denote by the local operator
Giα . In the ordered Néel state, the sublattice location of a fermion also fixes its
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spin. However, when we move to length scales larger than ξ, this is no longer the case
because the spin direction of the background Néel state has been averaged over. Thus
we can view Fα and Gα as fermions that reside preferentially (but not exclusively)
on the two sublattices, and they separately have an additional degeneracy associated
with carrying S = 1/2.
More formally, all we will really need are the properties of Fα and Gα under the
square lattice symmetry operations: these are summarized in Table 6.1, and will form
the bases of our analysis below.
The bare electron operator will have a non-zero overlap with both the Fα and Gα
fermions. This will be non-local over the scale ξ. We approximate this connection
from Eq. (6.3) as
ciα = ziα ψi+ − αβ zβ∗ ψi−
≈ Z (Fiα + Giα )

(6.15)

where Z is some quasiparticle renormalization factor depending upon the fermionspinon bound state wavefunction. In general, Z should be non-local over a scale ξ,
but have limited ourselves for simplicity to a momentum independent wavefunction
renormalization. Note that Eq. (6.15) and the symmetry transformations in Table 6.1
ensure that cα is invariant under all operations of the square lattice symmetry. The
possible non-local terms in Eq. (6.15) can be deduced by the requirements of symmetry.
We now need an effective Hamiltonian for the Fiα and Giα . Formally, any Hamiltonian which is invariant under the symmetry transformations of Table 6.1 is acceptable;
however, we use simple physical requirements to restrict the large class of possibilities.
For the diagonal terms which do not mix the F and G, we assume (for simplicity) that
they just inherit the terms for ψ+ and ψ− in Lψ in Eq. (6.12). The mixing between

the F and G is provided by the Shraiman-Siggia term Lss . Physically this can be

understood as the mixing corresponds to hopping between two sublattices (as F and
G reside preferentially on different sublattices), and Shraiman-Siggia term describes

such hopping and associated spin-flipping process (Shraiman and Siggia, 1988). These
terms are more simply considered in their real space form which are the last two terms
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in Eq. (6.10). Combining these terms, we have the effective Hamiltonian



X  †
X
†
Fiα − G†iα Giα
Heff = −
tij Fiα Fjα + G†iα Gjα − λ
(−1)ix +iy Fiα
ij

i

−

X



†
e
tij Fiα
Gjα + G†iα Fjα



(6.16)

ij

where the second line comes from Lss . Here tij and e
tij are renormalized in some

unknown manner from the bare hopping matrix elements in Lsf . We can now verify

that all the terms above are invariant under the transformations in Table 6.1.

The above Hamiltonian of bound state can be diagonalized in momentum space.
First, rewrite equation (6.16) in momentum space


 X

X
†
†
(ε(k) − µ) Fkα
ε̃(k) Fkα
Heff =
Fkα + G†kα Gkα +
Gkα + G†kα Fkα
k

k



†
− λ Fkα
Fk+K,α − G†kα Gk+K,α



(6.17)

where we parameterize ε(k) and ε̃(k) as
ε(k) = −2t(cos kx + cos ky ) + 4t0 cos kx cos ky − 2t00 (cos 2kx + cos 2ky )

(6.18)

ε̃(k) = −t̃0 − 2t̃(cos kx + cos ky ) + 4t̃0 cos kx cos ky − 2t̃00 (cos 2kx + cos 2ky )

(6.19)

Here t, t0 and t00 are nearest neighbor, next nearest neighbor and next-next-nearest
neighbor hopping tij respectively. t̃, t̃0 and t̃00 are the hopping elements of t̃ij . Here
we only included terms up to third nearest neighbor hopping, which is capable to
capture the shape of the Fermi surface, but higher order terms can be included in
a similar fashion. t̃0 is the matrix element of the on-site mixing term Fi† Gi + G†i Fi ,
which is also allowed by symmetry.
To diagonalize Hamiltonian (6.17), we change basis to
1
1
(6.20)
Ckα = √ (Fkα + Gkα ), Dkα = √ (Fk+K,α − Gk+K,α )
2
2
Note that Dkα has momentum k according to the transformation under translation
symmetry listed in Table 6.1. In the new basis, the Hamiltonian becomes
Xh
†
†
Heff =
(ε(k) + ε̃(k) − µ)Ckα
Ckα + (ε(k + K) − ε̃(k + K) − µ)Dkα
Dkα
k


i
†
†
−λ Ckα Dkα + Dkα Ckα

(6.21)
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The spectrum of electron operator c can be obtained by diagonalizing the Hamiltonian of C and D fermions, as c is related to C operator according to equation (6.15)
√
ckα ' (Z/ 2)Ckα . In the Hamiltonian (6.21), C and D fermions have dispersions
ε(k) + ε̃(k) and ε(k + K) − ε̃(k + K) respectively, and they are mixed through the λ

term. With the mixing, gaps will open where the Fermi surfaces of C and D fermions
intersect and the large Fermi surfaces become Fermi pockets. In the case of ε̃(k) = 0,
the D Fermi surface is the same as the C Fermi surface shifted by (π, π); so the
pockets are symmetric under reflection with respect to the magnetic Brillouin zone
boundary, and therefore centered at (π/2, π/2). However, with a non-vanishing ε̃(k),
the dispersions of C and D are different, so the pockets are no longer symmetric about
the magnetic Brillouin zone boundary, and are not necessarily centered at (π/2, π/2).
To show the qualitative effects of ε̃ on the shape of Fermi pockets, we draw the
pockets and electron spectrum functions of some representative choice of ε̃ in Figs.
6.2-6.5. The dispersion ε(k) is chosen with some phenomenological parameters t0 =
0.15t and t00 = −0.5t0 , and the SDW gap λ is 0.3t in Figs. 6.2-6.4 and 0.5t in Fig.

6.5. In Fig. 6.2, a negative t̃0 shifts the hole pockets outwards, and makes the shape
of the hole pockets asymmetric. The inner side becomes more curved and the outer
side more flat. In Fig. 6.3, a negative t̃ does not shift the position of the hole
pockets significantly, but also makes the shape of the hole pockets asymmetric in a
similar way as in Fig. 6.2. Combining the effect of these two parameters, we can
move the hole pockets inward and make their inner side more curved than the outer
side with a position t̃0 and a negative t̃, as shown in Fig. 6.4. Along the Fermi
pockets, the fermionic quasiparticles are a mixture of Ckα and Dkα fermions, while
experiments only probe electron spectrum weight. The weight of electron operator in
the quasiparticle is calculated through diagonalizing equation (6.21) and are plotted
in Fig. 6.2-6.4. In Fig. 6.5, we show a plot with larger λ (λ = 0.5t) so that the
anti-nodal electron pocket is completely gapped. In all the cases, the inner half of
the hole pockets have higher electron quasiparticle weight, since the inner part is
primarily made of Ckα fermion and the outer part is primarily made of Dkα fermion,
and electron operator is proportional to Ckα .
This bound state theory can be compared to the Yang, Rice, and Zhang (YRZ)
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Figure 6.2: Plot of Fermi pockets of the bound state with ε̃(k) = 0.8t. Subplot (a)
shows the Fermi surface of Ckα and Dkα fermions as if there is no mixing term λ in the
Hamiltonian (6.21). The red line is Ckα and the blue one is Dkα . Subplot (c) shows
pockets like Fermi surface of the quasiparticles described by the Hamiltonian (6.21)
with λ = 0.3t. Subplot (b) shows the same Fermi surface with the color representing
the weight of electron operator in the quasiparticle excitation. Subplot (d) shows the
same information as in (b), but by plotting the electron spectral weight at ω = 0 as
a function of momentum; in this plot we manually put in a finite life-time of electron
τ ∼ 0.2t just for visualization purpose. The dashed line in (a) and (c) is the boundary
of magnetic Brillouin zone in the ordered state.
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Figure 6.4: As in Fig. 6.2 but with ε̃(k) = −0.3t + 0.5t(cos kx + cos ky ) and λ = 0.3t.
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Figure 6.5: As in Fig. 6.2 but with ε̃(k) = −0.3t + 0.5t(cos kx + cos ky ) and λ = 0.5t.
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model of hole pockets (Yang et al., 2006; Konik et al., 2006; LeBlanc et al., 2010). In
their theory a phenomenological Green’s function for the electron in the underdoped
state is proposed, based upon “spin liquid” physics, and the spectral function derived
from the Green’s function has hole pockets inside the diamond Brillouin zone. From
our Hamiltonian (6.21), the Green’s function of the electron is
Gc (k, ω) =

Z2
ω − ε(k) − ε̃(k) + µ + λ2 /(ω − ε(k + K) + ε̃(k + K) + µ)

(6.22)

Compare this to the Green’s function in the YRZ model (Yang et al., 2006; Konik
et al., 2006; LeBlanc et al., 2010):
G(k, ω) =

gt
.
ω − ξ(k) − ∆2k /[ω + ξ0 (k)]

(6.23)

The two results are quite similar. In the present form, instead of the d-wave gap ∆k ,
our λ does not have a momentum dependence. However, this distinction is an artifact
of the simple choices made in our form of Heff : we can clearly include more non-local
mixing between the F and G fermions.
The more important distinction between our model and YRZ lies in the physical
input in the fermion spectrum. The YRZ model relies on ‘pairing correlations’ implicit
in some underlying spin liquid state. In contrast, we do not assume any pairing, but
fluctuating local antiferromagnetic order. We will describe the influence of pairing
on our spectral functions in a future paper. We note earlier arguments (Galitski
and Sachdev, 2009) that the pairing amplitudes are especially strong on the electron
pockets, and this may be a contributing factor to removing the electron-like Fermi
surfaces in Figs. 6.3 and 6.4.
Recent ARPES experiments (Meng et al., 2009) reveal that there are hole pockets
in the underdoped regime, and the center of the pockets are inside the first magnetic
Brillouin zone. In general the shape of hole pockets seen in the experiments can be
fit to our model. As shown in Fig. 6.2-6.5, the weight of electron operator on the
outer part of the pockets is tiny and may be hard to see in experiments.
We close this section by remarking on the status of Luttinger’s theorem in our
theory of the electron spectral function. These issues were discussed in Refs. Kaul
et al. (2007a, 2008), where we argued that the theorem applied to the sum of the
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Fα , Gα and the ψ± Fermi surfaces. Here we will focus on the electron-like Fα , Gα ,
and will drop the ψ± contributions to the present discussion; the latter will amount
to shift in the effective doping level x. Under this assumption the total number of
Fα and Gα per site is 2 − x, and so is the number of Cα and Dα , since the canonical
transformation in equation (6.20) preserves particle number. On the other hand, our
theory was applied to the doped holes or electrons in the background of a fluctuating
antiferromagnet, and each such charge carrier must occupy one state within the Fermi
surface. Counting hole (electron)-like Fermi surfaces as negative (positive), then for a
doped antiferromagnet with hole density x, the Fermi surfaces in Figs. 6.2-6.5 should
enclose a total area of −(2π)2 (x/2) (the last factor of 2 is from spin degeneracy).
In our present effective Hamiltonian model, we have found it more efficient to treat
not just the fermionic excitations near the electron and hole pockets, but across the
entire Brillouin zone. We found that this method was very convenient in treating
the contraints imposed by symmetry, without prejudicing the final locations of the
Fermi surfaces. Such an extension should not be accompanied by any fundamental
change in the many body quantum state, and hence cannot modify the statement
of Luttinger’s theorem. Because the Luttinger constraint only controls the electron
density modulo 2 per unit cell, we therefore conclude that our lattice effective model
obeys
D

E
E D
E D
E D
†
†
†
Diα = 2 − x
Ciα + Diα
Fiα
Fiα + G†iα Giα = Ciα

(6.24)

Note that this differs from the value in the conventional Fermi liquid phase, in which
case the total electron density is 1 − x. This difference is acceptable here because

we are discussing a phase with topological order, which has an emergent U(1) gauge
excitation (Senthil et al., 2003, 2004c).
In the discussion of YRZ model (Yang et al., 2006; Konik et al., 2006) a different
form of Luttinger’s theorem is used: there the total number of particles given by
Green’s function (6.23) is given by the total area enclosed by the contours where the
Green’s function changes sign. This includes not only the Fermi pockets on which the
Green’s function diverges, but also the contour where the Green’s function vanishes.
For our Green’s function of C bound states in equation (6.22) this extra Luttinger
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surface of zeros is exactly the original Fermi surface of D bound states without the
mixing between C and D. Therefore the total area enclosed by both Fermi pockets
and surface of zeros equal to total number of C and D states minus the number of
D states, and the result is the total number of C states. So this form of Luttinger’s
theorem still holds true in our model, although it is not relevant to the physical
doping, which is related to the area of Fermi pockets only.

6.3.1

Coupling to photons

Apart from the electron-like bound states described in the previous section, the
other low-lying excitations in the ACL are the gapless U(1) photons. Here we discuss
how these two low-lying sectors of the theory couple to each other.
Our first task is search for terms coupling the Fα , Gα to the photons, while being
invariant under all the transformations in Table 6.1. It is useful to do this on the
lattice, as many of the operations involve details of the lattice symmetry. The Fα ,
Gα are gauge-invariant, and so will couple only to the field strengths: on the lattice,
we define these as
B = ∆x Ay − ∆y Ax , Ex = ∆x Aτ − ∆τ Ax , Ey = ∆y Aτ − ∆τ Ay ;

(6.25)

thus B resides at the center of each square lattice plaquette, while Ex,y reside on the
links.

After some searching, we found a single term which is linear in the field strengths
which fulfills the needed criteria:
Z
X


Sγ = −iγ dτ
Ex Fα† ∆x Gα − G†α ∆x Fα + Ey Fα† ∆y Gα − G†α ∆y Fα

(6.26)

i

This coupling contributes to the self-energy correction of the bound states. At
the lowest order, the self-energy correction is represented by the Feynman diagram
in Fig. 6.6,
The action of U(1) gauge field has contributions from both the ψ± fermions and
zα field. Assuming that there exist Fermi surfaces of the ψ± fermions, integrating
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Figure 6.6: Feynman diagram for the self-energy correction. The solid line with
arrow represents F or G fermion propagator and the wiggly line represents electric
field propagator. The interaction vertex is given by equation (6.26). This diagram is
evaluated in equation (6.32).
them out screens the fluctuation of the Aτ component, and gives the following terms
for the action of the transverse components of A



Z 2
d pdω
pi pj
1
ψ |ω|
ij
2
Af
Ai (−p, −ω) δ − 2
+ p Aj (p, ω)
kF
S =
2
(2π)3
p
p

(6.27)

Here kFψ is the Fermi momentum of the ψ± Fermi surface.
We consider two possibilities of the zα fields. At the magnetic ordering critical
point, integrating out zα field gives rise to the following action


Z 2
pi pj p 2
d pdω
1
ij
Az
Ai (−p, −ω) δ − 2
ω + c2s p2 Aj (p, ω)
S =
2
(2π)3
p

(6.28)

On the other hand, if the zα field is gapped as in the ACL, integrating it out gives rise
to terms proportional to ω 2 + c2s p2 , which are higher order than those in Eq (6.27).
In summary, the U(1) gauge field action can be written as
Z 2
1
d pdω
Az
S =
Ai (−p, −ω)Π(p, ω)Aj (p, ω)
2
(2π)3
where the polarizition function Π is given by
|ω| p 2
Π(p, ω) = kFψ
at the quantum critical point
+ ω + c2s p2 + · · ·
p
|ω|
Π(p, ω) = kFψ
+ p2
in the ACL
p

(6.29)

(6.30)
(6.31)

for imaginary frequencies ω.
Using the action in equation (6.27) and (6.28) we can evaluate the Feynman
diagram in Fig. 6.6.
1
d2 qdΩ
Ω2
(2π)3 i(Ω + ω) − ξq Π(|p − q|, Ω)


(pi − qi )(pj − qj )
ij
(pi + qi )(pj + qj ) δ −
(p − q)2

Σ(p, ω) = γ

2

Z

(6.32)
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Here we consider a simple one-band model for the bound state with a quadratic
dispersion ξa = q 2 /(2m) − µ. The polarization factor at the end can be simplified as


(pi − qi )(pj − qj )
4p2 q 2 (1 − cos2 θ)
ij
(pi + qi )(pj + qj ) δ −
= 2
(6.33)
(p − q)2
p + q 2 − 2pq cos θ
where θ is the angle between p and q.
We are interested in the life-time of quasiparticles near the Fermi surface, so
we consider the imaginary part of self-energy at the quasiparticle pole (p, ω = ξp ).
Without losing generality, we consider the case of ω > 0. At zero temperature, energy
of the intermediate fermion state must be greater than zero but smaller than ω, so its
momentum must be inside the shell of kF < q < p. The imaginary part of self-energy
is
γ2
ImΣ (p, ω) =
(2π)2
ret

Z

p

2π

Z
qdq

kF

0

dθ(ω − ξq )2

1
4p2 q 2 (1 − cos2 θ)
Im ret
Π (|p − q|, ω − ξq ) p2 + q 2 − 2pq cos θ

(6.34)

Near the Fermi surface we can linearize the dispersion relation ξq = vF (q − pF ),

and ω = ξp = vF (p − pF ). We change the integrated variable from q to k = p − q,
0 < k < ω/vF . In the limit of ω → 0, or p − pF → 0, the integral can be simplified
γ 2k6
ImΣ (p, ω) = 2 F2
π m
ret

Z
0

ω
vF

Z
dk
0

2π

dθk 2 Im

1
p
2
Πret ( k 2 + 2pF (1 − cos θ), vF k)
1 + cos θ
k 2 /(1 − cos θ) + p2F

(6.35)

In both of the cases considered in Eqs. (6.30) and (6.31), the gauge field spectrum
function
Im

1
p
∼ k −1 ,
2
2
k + 2pF (1 − cos θ), vF k)

Πret (

k→0

when θ 6= 0, and becomes less singular at θ = 0. As a result the integral in Eq. (6.34)
has the following behavior

ImΣret (p, ω) ∼ ω 2 ,

ω → 0.

Thus the bound state fermion has a Fermi liquid-like damping.
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This conclusion is different from Essler and Tsvelik’s work on a model of weakly
coupled chains (Essler and Tsvelik, 2002, 2005). Their pocket states arose from
binding between the one-dimensional holons and spinons, and the coupling to the onedimensional spin fluctuations led to a self-energy proportional to ω ln(ω). Our model
is genuinely two-dimensional, and has an emergent U(1) gauge field who presence is
also the key to the violation of the Luttinger theorem in Eq. (6.24). They explain
the violation of the Luttinger theorem by zeros of the Green’s function (Essler and
Tsvelik, 2002, 2005; Konik et al., 2006); the connection of these zeros to our work
was discussed below Eq. (6.24).

6.4

Electron spectral functions in the renormalized classical regime

We will now consider the regime at small non-zero T above the antiferromagnetically ordered state present at g < gc , the renormalized classical (RC) regime. Here,
we expect the O(3) vector formulation of Lsf in Eq. (6.1) to be equivalent to the

spinor/U(1) gauge theory formulation of Lacl in Eq. (6.8). This is explored at T = 0
in Appendix B, where we show that the small g expansions of the two theories match

with each other. Thus, while there are differences in the nature of the non-magnetic
phases at g > gc in the two cases (as reviewed in Section 6.1), the g < gc phase and
its low T RC regimes are the same.
The RC regime was studied using the O(3) formulation by Vilk and Tremblay
(1996, 1997), and using a U(1) gauge theory similar to Lacl by Borejsza and Dupuis

(2004). Here we shall also use Lacl , and expand upon these earlier results.

We compute the electron spectral function as a convolution of the zα propagator

with the free ψ propagator containing pocket Fermi surfaces obtained from Lψ .

For the zα propogator we use the simple damped form motivated by studies in

the 1/N expansion. (Sachdev and Ye, 1992; Chubukov et al., 1994b)
Gz (k, ω) =

−(ω +

1
+ v 2 k 2 + m2

iγm)2

(6.36)
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where the dimensionless constant γ determines the damping constant, and the “mass”
m is determined by the “large N ” equation
"
#
√
e−2π%/T + e−4π%/T + 4
m = 2T ln
2
where
%=v

2



1
1
−
g gc

(6.37)


(6.38)

is the energy scale which determines the deviation from the quantum critical point.
The damping in Eq. (6.36) is a simple interpolation form which is constant with
the expected behavior at the quantum critical point, and with the RC behavior of
Eq. (7.28) in Ref. (Sachdev, 1998). Actually, we have neglected the power-law prefactor of the exponential in (7.28). Determining the damping from numerical studies
motivated by the  expansion (Sachdev, 1997, 1999) we expect γ ≈ 1.

In Fig. 6.7 and 6.8 we plot electron spectrum function obtained as a convolution of

the zα and fermion spectrum functions at finite temperature. Here fermion dispersion
relation is the same as the one we used in the plots in section 6.3. In contrast
to Fig. 6.2-6.5, the pockets are symmetric with respect to the magnetic Brillouin
zone boundary, and hole pockets are centered at (π/2, π/2). Again, the inner half
of the pockets has higher spectrum weight, as the quasiparticle on outer half of the
pockets is primarily made of fermion quasiparticles at fk+(π,π) . The broadening of the
spectrum comes from two factors: first, the z boson has a finite life-time γm; second,
the convolution is done at finite temperature, so the energy of fermion and boson
excitation does not have to be exactly zero, but can vary by energies of order T . The
second factor dominantes in the RC regime because m  T , and γ is of order 1. So the

electron spectrum is basically the pocket fermion dispersion broadened by a linewidth
of order T : see Fig. 6.7 and Fig. 6.8. Earlier work (Vilk and Tremblay, 1996, 1997)
had also obtained a linewidth of order T in the RC regime by very different methods.
As we noted above, the present Fermi surface locations are symmetric with respect
to the magnetic Brillouin zone boundary, unlike those in Figs. 6.2-6.5. However, as
shown in Ref. Kaul et al. (2007b), the Shraiman-Siggia term in Eq. (6.13 lifts this
symmetry. We can compute perturbative corrections to leading order in λ, and these
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Figure 6.7: Electron spectrum function at zero frequency as a convolution of zα and
the ψ± fermions. In the plot we chose the following parameters: % = 0.1t, T = 0.2t
and the SDW gap λ = 0.2t. The white dashed line shows the boundary of the diamond
magnetic Brillouin zone of the commensurate (π, π) AFM order.
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Figure 6.8: Electron spectrum function at zero frequency as a convolution of zα and
the ψ± fermions. In the plot we chose the following parameters: % = 0.1t, T = 0.2t
and the SDW gap λ = 0.5t. The white dashed line shows the boundary of the diamond
magnetic Brillouin zone of the commensurate (π, π) AFM order.
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will contribute spectral weight of width T which is asymmetric about the magnetic
Brillouin zone boundary.

6.5

Conclusions

We conclude by reviewing the different routes (Sachdev et al., 2009) by which
the spin fermion model Lsf in Eq. (6.1) can lose antiferromagnetic order, and their
implications for the photoemission spectrum at finite temperatures.

The first, more conventional, route is that there is a single direct transition at
g = gc to a Fermi liquid with a large Fermi surface. Then in the T -g plane, we have
the conventional (Sachdev, 1998) quantum disordered (QD), quantum critical (QC),
and renormalized classical (RC) regions. In QD region at small T for g > gc , the
electron spectrum will show quasiparticle peaks with a Fermi liquid linewidth ∼ T 2 .

In the QC region near g = gc , the spectrum will again show weight along the large

Fermi surface, but with large anomalous linewidths near the ‘hot spots’: these are
points along the large Fermi surface connected by the ordering wavevector K. Finally,
in the RC region at small T for g < gc , we have the behavior described in Section 6.4:
the spectrum has ‘small’ Fermi pockets which are centered at the antiferromagnetic
Brillouin zone boundary, and the quasiparticle peaks have a width ∼ T ; examples of

such spectra were shown in Figs. 6.7, 6.8.

This paper mainly considered a more exotic route (Kaul et al., 2007b,a) towards
loss of antiferromagnetic order in the spin-fermion model. This route is possible if
topological “hedgehog” tunnelling events are suppressed as the transition, as they are
at magnetic-disordering transitions in the insulator (see Fig. 6.1). Then the transition
at g = gc is to a non-magnetic non-Fermi liquid ACL, with the spinless fermions ψ±
and complex bosonic spinons zα as elementary excitations, interacting (in the simplest
case) via an emergent U(1) gauge force. Again, around this critical point at g = gc ,
we can define the corresponding RC, QC, and QD regions. The electron spectrum
in the RC region is just as in the first case above, as discussed in Section 6.4 and
Appendix B. The novel spectrum in the QD region was the main focus of Section 6.3.
One contribution to the spectral weight comes from the convolution of the deconfined
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spinons and the ψ± . This leads to incoherent spectral weight in ‘arc’-like regions which
were described earlier in Ref. Kaul et al. (2007b). However, it has been argued (Kaul
et al., 2007b,a) that the spinons and ψ± form electron-like bound states, and these
were described in more detail in Section 6.3. We found that the bound states lead to
pocket Fermi surfaces, as shown in Figs 6.2-6.5. An important feature of these spectra
are that the pockets are not centered at the point (π/2, π/2) on the antiferromagnetic
Brillouin zone boundary. In fact, this zone boundary plays no special role, and there
are no symmetry relations on the quasiparticle dispersions across it. We note that
recent photoemission observations (Meng et al., 2009) show features related to this
QD region. We did not address the QC region here, but it should mainly have the
incoherent arc spectra, as described in Ref. Kaul et al. (2007b).
We also noted a similarity between our ACL QD results, and the YRZ model
(Yang et al., 2006; Konik et al., 2006; LeBlanc et al., 2010) in Section 6.3. The assumptions of YRZ are very different from ours, as they depart from a paired fermionic
spinons in a spin-liquid state. The Fermi surfaces in the YRZ model to not obey the
conventional Luttinger theorem, as is the case in our model. However, such a violation must be accompanied by gauge forces reflecting the topological order in such
a state (Senthil et al., 2003, 2004c): these gauge fields do not appear in their formulation. Also, we dealt mainly with the influence of local antiferromagnetic order
on the electron spectrum. We have not included pairing effects in our computations
yet, or the transition to superconductivity; these are issues we hope to address in
forthcoming work.
We thank J. Carbotte, M. Metlitski, and A.-M. Tremblay for useful discussions.
This research was supported by the National Science Foundation under grant DMR0757145, by the FQXi foundation, and by a MURI grant from AFOSR.

Appendix A
Supplementary material for the Z2
spin liquid
This appendix presents additional details on computations in chapter 4 and 5 in
the main text. A brief review of the Z2 spin liquid theory is presented in Section A.
The large N expansion of the nonlinear σ model field theory of the transition between
the Z2 spin liquid and the phase with non-collinear magnetic order is presented in
Section A.2. The thermal conductivity of the spinons is considered in Section A.3,
and the NMR relaxation rate at temperatures above the vison gap is discussed in
Section A.4.

A.1

Z2 spin liquid

Consider the model on a triangle lattice with anti-ferromagnetic interaction between nearest neighbor sites.
H=J

X
hiji

Si · Sj

(A.1)

We use the coordinates system labeled in Fig. A.1. and the Schwinger-boson mean
field ansatz with the following ground state expectation values:
*
+
*
+
X †
X
Bij =
biσ bjσ , Aij =
αβ biα bjβ
σ

αβ
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(A.2)
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where biσ is Schwinger boson operator.
Si =

1X †
b σαβ biβ ,
2 αβ iα

X

b†iσ biσ = κ

(A.3)

σ

The ansatz (A.2) stays the same if both the spinon operators and A and B parameters are transformed under the following gauge transformation
biσ → eiφi biσ
Aij → e−iφi −iφj Aij

(A.4)

Bij → eiφi −iφj Bij
Because of this gauge freedom, ansatz with different Aij and Bij configurations may
be equivalent after a certain gauge transform. Therefore the symmetry of Aij and Bij
fields may be smaller than the symmetry of the ansatz. In particular, we consider the
symmetry group of the triangle lattice. (We only consider ansatz that does not break
the lattice symmetry). When a group element g acts on the ansatz, an associated
gauge transform Gg may be required for the Aij and Bij fields to recover. This gauge
transform forms the PSG. According to equation (A.4), gauge transform G can be
defined using the phases φi (G). Consequently the PSG can also be specified using
phases of the gauge transformations. The phases of the gauge transform associated
with symmetry group element g is denoted by φg .
For triangle lattice, the lattice symmetry group can be generated by four elements:
T1 and T2 , which are the translations along the 1 and 2 direction; R π3 , which is the
rotation of π3 ; σ, which is the reflection operation respect to the r1 = r2 axis. In the
coordinates system used in this note, these elements can be represented as
T1 : (r1 , r2 ) → (r1 + 1, r2 )
T2 : (r1 , r2 ) → (r1 , r2 + 1)

(A.5)

σ : (r1 , r2 ) → (r2 , r1 )
R π3 : (r1 , r2 ) → (r1 − r2 , r1 )
It can be proved that there are two possibilities for PSG of 2D triangle lattice.
We are interested in one of them, which is called “zero-flux” ansatz. The zero-flux
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PSG can be described as
φT1 = φT2 = φσ = 0,

φRπ/3 =

π
2

(A.6)

These are also shown in Table A.1.
Assume that the system is slightly doped with holes with hole concentration δ →

0. Hence the spinon state is not changed. We describe the system by introducing
fermionic holon
ciσ = h†i biσ

(A.7)

where ciσ is the electron and hi is holon operator. To preserve the physical electron
operator, the holon needs to transform as follows in the gauge transformation (A.4)
hi → eiφi hi

(A.8)

The PSG of holon is summarized in the second row of table A.1.
Table A.1: PSG
Operator/Field
biσ
fi

of spinon and holon
T1 T2 σ R π2
biσ biσ biσ ibiσ
fi fi fi ifi

The PSG of spinon operators (A.6) determines how Aij and Bij transforms under
lattice symmetry operations, and therefore reduces the degree of freedom of parameters in the ansatz to only two free ones. φt1 = φT2 = 0 implies that the ansatz is
translational invariant. By definition Aij and Bij has the following properties
Aij = −Aji ,

∗
Bij = Bji

(A.9)

Therefore φσ = 0 and φRπ/3 determines the structure of the ansatz: Bij ≡ B is the
same real number on every bond; Aij = ±A, and the sign is shown in Fig. A.1.

A.1.1

Low energy theory of spinons

In this section we analyze low energy excitations of spinon.
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r2

r1
O

Figure A.1: Configuration of Aij in zero-flux state (Wang and Vishwanath, 2006).
The arrows on the bonds show the direction along which Aij > 0.
For spinon Hamiltonian, if we take the mean field decomposition of Eq. (A.1)
using parameters (A.2), the result is

X
HM F =J
−A∗ij Âij + Bij∗ B̂ij + h. c.
hiji

+J

!

X

A∗ij Aij

hiji

−

Bij∗ Bij



+ h. c. − µ

X X
i

b†iσ biσ

σ

(A.10)

−κ

where
B̂ij =

X

b†iσ bjσ ,

Âij =

σ

X

αβ biα bjβ

(A.11)

αβ

Plug in the “zero-flux” type of ansatz and write the Hamiltonian in momentum space,
we get
HM F =

X
k



Ψ†k D(k)Ψk + Ns µ + µκ − 3J(B 2 − A2 )

(A.12)

where
Ψk = (bk↑ , b†−k↓ )T
and the matrix
D(k) =

JB Re(ξk ) − µ
iJA Im(ξk )

where ξk was defined in Eq. (5.5).

−iJA Im(ξk )

JB Re(ξk ) − µ

(A.13)
!
(A.14)
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The mean field Hamiltonian (A.12) can be diagonalized using Bogoliubov transformation

!

γk↑
†
γ−k↓

=

uk

ivk

−ivk

uk

!
·

bk↑

!

b†−k↓

After diagonalizing the Hamiltonian (A.14) becomes


X


†
†
HM F =
ω(k) γk↑ γk↑ + γk↓ γk↓ + 1 + Ns µ + µκ − 3J(B 2 − A2 )

(A.15)

(A.16)

k

The spectrum of the quasi-particle γkσ is
p
ω(k) = [JB Re(ξk ) − µ]2 − [JA Im(ξk )]2

(A.17)

The coefficients in Bogoliubov transformation uk and vk , which diagonalize the
Hamiltonian, are
uk =

Then it is easy to see that

B Re(ξk ) − µ + ωk
√
2ωk
A Im(ξk )

(A.18)

vk = p
2(B Re(ξk ) − µ + ωk )ωk
vk = −v−k

uk = u−k ,

(A.19)

It can be shown that the above spectrum ω(k) has two minimums at k = ±kC ,

where kC = ( 23 π, 32 π).

To describe the low energy excitation of spinon degree of freedom, the quasiparticle γkσ can be used. Consequently we are interested in its PSG. Usually the
symmetry transforms are described in coordinate space rather than momentum space.
Therefore consider the Fourier transformation of γ operator at a certain momentum
X
γkσ (r) =
γk+q,σ eiq·r
(A.20)
q

Since the low energy excitations are near ±kC , two new field operators are defined
as

γ1σ (r) =

X

γ2σ (r) =

X

γkC +qσ eiq·r

q

k

γ−kC +qσ eiq·r

(A.21)
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Plug in the definition of γkσ (A.15), one can get
γ1σ (r)
=

X

=

X

γkC +qσ eiq·r

q

ukC +q bkC +q,σ +

q

iσvkC +q b†−kC −q,−σ



eiq·r

(A.22)

Similarly
γ2σ (r) =

X
q


u−kC +q b−kC +q,σ + iσv−kC +q b†kC −q,−σ eiq·r

(A.23)

Another way of describing the low energy excitations of spinon field is to use two
complex variables z1 and z2 , which can also be used as order parameters in the spin
ordered phase.
To begin with, z fields are introduced by discussing the ordered phase. The
excitation spectrum (A.17) has two minimums at ±kC . When κ becomes larger and

larger the gap at these two momenta vanishes. Consequently the quasi-particle modes
at these momenta will condense and form long range antiferromagnetic order.
In the spin ordered state, spinon field condensates in the following way (Wang
and Vishwanath, 2006):
!
hbi↑ i
hbi↓ i

=

iz1 −iz2
z2∗

z1∗

!
·

eikc ·ri

!

e−ikc ·ri

(A.24)

where z1 and z2 are the same fields as c1 and c2 in Ref. Wang and Vishwanath (2006).
In antiferromagnetic ordered phase, they acquires non-zero expectation values. However, in spin liquid phase they represent gapped excitations.
From Eq. (A.24) one can solve z1,2 in terms of spinon operators
bi↑ + ib†i↓ −ikC ·r
z1 =
e
2i
bi↑ − ib†i↓ ikC ·r
z2 =
e
−2i

(A.25)

Actually the γ operators and z fields are correlated to each other: they become the
same thing when the system is close to the critical point between spin liquid phase
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and antiferromagnetic long range order phase. To see this, consider only the long
wavelength component in Eq. (A.21). When |q|  1, we can take the approximation
ukC +q = uk , vkC +q = vk . Therefore γ1 becomes
X
γ1σ (r) =
γkC +qσ eiq·r
q

=

X

ukC +q bkC +q,σ +

q

X

' ukC
Note, that
X

iq·ri

bkC +q,σ e

=

iσvkC +q b†−kC −q,−σ

bkC +q,σ eiq·r + iσvkC

q

XZ

X
q



eiq·r

b†−kC −q,−σ eiq·r

0

d2 r0 bσ (r 0 )e−i(kC +q)·r eiq·r = bσ (r)e−ikC ·r

q

q

and similarly
X
q

b†−kC −q,−σ eiq·r = b−σ (r)† e−ikC ·r

The γ1 operator can be simplified as


†
γ1σ ' ukC bσ (r) + iσvkC b−σ (r) e−ikC ·r

(A.26)

Similarly for γ2σ


γ2σ ' ukC bσ (r) −

iσvkC b†−σ (r)



eikC ·r

(A.27)

(We used Eq. (A.19).)
When the system is approaching the critical point (or A and B are much larger
than the gap), from Eq. (A.18) one can see that
vkc /ukC → 1

(A.28)

Therefore by comparing Eq. (A.26), (A.27) and Eq. (A.25), the following relations
are obtained
γ1↑ ∼ iz1
†
γ1↓
∼ z2

γ2↑ ∼ −iz2
†
γ2↓
∼ z1

(A.29)
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Large-N expansion of nonlinear σ model

The phase transition between a non-collinear Néel state and spin liquid state can
be described by the O(4) nonlinear σ model as in Eq. (1) in the main text
Z
1
S=
d2 rdτ [|∂τ zα |2 + c2 |∇r zα |2 ],
g

(A.30)

with the constraint that |z1 |2 + |z2 |2 = 1. The physical antiferromagnetic order

parameter is related to the O(4) field zα by the bilinear function (Chubukov et al.,
1994c; Xu and Sachdev, 2009)
y
i
S i = zα σαγ
σγβ
zβ .

(A.31)

This differs from the collinear case, where the order parameter is linearly proportional
to the field of the O(3) σ model. Therefore, the spin correlation function is proportional to a bubble diagram of the z field (see Fig. A.2) (Chubukov et al., 1994c):
χ(x, τ ) ∼ Π(x, τ ) = zα (x, τ )zβ (x, τ )zβ∗ (0, 0)zα∗ (0, 0) .

(A.32)

The correlation function Π(k, ω) for the O(4) field can then be calculated using the

Figure A.2: Bubble diagram for the correlation function of Π. The solid line represents
propagator given by equation (A.37).
large-N expansion. The framework of the expansion can be set up in the disordered
phase as follows. First, we rewrite the constraint as a path integral over a Lagrangian
multiplier field λ
N
S=
2g

Z

d2 rdτ [|∂τ zα |2 + c2 |∇r zα |2 + iλ(|zα |2 − 1)].

(A.33)
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Here the coupling constant g is rescaled from that in Eq. (1) in the main text to show
the N dependence in the large-N limit explicitly. Integrating out the n field in the
above action, the path integral over λ becomes


Z
N
Tr ln(−c2 ∇2 − ∂τ2 + iλ)
Z = Dλ exp −
2

Z
i
2
−
dτ d xλ .
g

(A.34)

Therefore, in the N → ∞ limit, the path integral is dominated by the contribution
from the classical path, along which λ becomes a constant given by the saddle point
equation

Z
d2 k
1
1
1X
=
,
β ω
(2π)2 ωn2 + c2 k 2 + m2
g

(A.35)

n

where m2 = iλ, and m =

(0)
∆z

is the spinon gap in the N → ∞ limit.

At the N = ∞ order, the λ field is treated as a constant, and the theory contains

only free zα field with mass gap ∆z . The full large-N expansion is obtained by

including fluctuations of λ controlled by the action in Eq. (A.34): the N −n order
expansion corresponds to a n-loop correction.
The spin correlation function in Eq. (A.32) can be calculated from the Π(k, ω)
correlation function for the zα field using the large-N expansion. At N = ∞ order,
the correlation function is given by a bubble diagram of two free propagators,
Z
d2 p 1 X
G0 (p, iνn )G0 (p + k, iνn + iωn ),
(A.36)
Π0 (k, iωn ) =
(2π)2 β ν
n

where G0 (p, iωn ) is the free propagator of zα field
G0 (p, iωn ) =

c2 p 2

1
.
+ ωn2 + m2

(A.37)

At the 1/N order, the contribution from the fluctuation of the λ field needs to be
included at one-loop level. There are two corrections that need to be included for the
bubble diagram: the self-energy correction and the vertex correction.
First, the bare propagator in Eq. (A.36) needs to be replaced by a propagator
with a self-energy correction at one-loop level (Timm et al., 1998).
G(k, iωn ) =

ωn2

+

c2 k 2

1
,
+ m2 + Σ(k, iωn )

(A.38)
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where the self-energy has two parts. The first part comes from an insertion of λ
propagator on zα propagator shown in Fig. A.3:
Z
d2 p G0 (k + q, iωn + iνn ) − G0 (k, iωn )
2 1X
Σ̃(k, iωn ) =
.
Nβ ν
(2π)2
Π0 (q, iνn )

(A.39)

n

The second contribution is given by Fig. A.4, and the total self-energy is
Z
1
d2 p
1X
Σ(k, iωn ) = Σ̃(k, iωn ) −
G0 (p, iν)Σ̃(k, iνn )G0 (p, iνn ). (A.40)
Π0 (0, 0) β ν
(2π)2
n

In addition to including the self-energy in the propagators of Π(k, iωn ), the vertex
correction (see Fig. A.5) also needs to be included.
Z 2 2
d pd q
2 1 X
(1v)
G0 (p, iνn )G0 (p + q, iνn + in )
Π (k, iωn ) =
2
N β ν ,
(2π)4
n

n

(A.41)

G0 (p + k, iνn + iωn )G0 (p + q + k, iνn + in + iωn )Π−1
0 (q, in ).

Figure A.3: The first term in self-energy correction: Σ̃(k, iωn ) evaluated in equation
(A.39). In this diagram and Fig. A.4 the dotted line represents propagator of λ field
given in equation (A.34), and interaction vertex between two zα field operators and
one λ field operator is given by the last term in action (A.33).

A.2.1

Local susceptibility

In this section we consider the behavior of the imaginary part of dynamical susceptibility at the threshold to creating two spinon excitations. At N = ∞ and zero
temperature, the integral in the expression of Π(k, iωn ) can be evaluated analytically
from Eq. (A.36), and the result is
1
Π0 (k, ω) = √
tan−1
2
2
2
4π c k − ω

√

c2 k 2 − ω 2
2m


.

(A.42)
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Figure A.4: The second term in self-energy correction, which corresponds to the last
term of equation (A.40). This diagram contains two λ fields, which scales as N −2 ,
and also a loop of zα field, which contributes a factor of N . Therefore the whole
diagram is also at the order of 1/N .

Figure A.5: Vertex correction for the bubble diagram, appeared in equation (A.41).
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The real and imaginary part of above equation have the following asymptotic behavior
when ω is just above the threshold
1
Re Π0 (k, ω) =
ln
16πm



ω 2 − c2 k 2 − 4m2
16m2


,

(A.43)

and

√
sgn(ω)
(A.44)
ImΠ0 (k, ω) = √
θ(ω − c2 k 2 + 4m2 ).
8 ω 2 − c2 k 2
Naturally, Eqs (A.43) and (A.44) are connected by a Kramers-Kronig relation.
The sharp discontinuity in the imaginary part of susceptibility is an artifact of
the N = ∞ limit, and is modified once we add in vertex corrections. Actually, as

the bubble diagram evaluated in equation (A.42) has a logarithmic divergence at the
threshold, the ladder diagrams, which contains all orders of this divergence, should be
summed as in an RPA approximation (see Fig. A.6). Since the bubble is divergent at
the threshold, the most divergent contribution to the ladder diagrams comes from the
propagator that is on shell and at the spinon threshold. When that happens, there is
no momentum transfer through the λ propagator. Therefore, we can approximate the
interaction vertex in the RPA summation as the λ propagator at zero momentum:
u=

2
1
16π
=
m.
N Π0 (0, 0)
N

(A.45)

Therefore the RPA resummation of the ladder diagrams gives

Figure A.6: Ladder diagram for vertex correction. A RPA resummation of these
diagrams is evaluated in equation (A.45).

Π = Π0 + Π0 uΠ0 + · · · =

Π0
.
1 − uΠ0

(A.46)

Taking the imaginary part of χ, and taking only the most divergent part, we obtain
Im Π =

Im Π0
.
2
u (Re Π0 )2

(A.47)
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Pluging into Eqs (A.43) and (A.44), we obtain
√

N 2 sgn(ω) θ |ω| − c2 k 2 + 4m2

.
Im Π(k, ω) = √
8 ω 2 − c2 k 2 2 ω 2 − c2 k 2 − 4m2
ln
16m2

(A.48)

In order to relate this result for Π to the physical spin correlation function χ, we
need to insert the proportional constant in Eq. (A.32). Combined with the spectral
weight from higher loop corrections, this gives the constant A appearing in Eq. (2)
in the main text. The mass gap of the spinon ∆0z = m also receives higher loop
corrections and becomes ∆z in general. In addition, near the threshold, the factor of
√
ω 2 − c2 k 2 is approximately 2∆z . Therefore the above equation can be rearranged
into



p
2 k 2 + 4∆2
θ
|ω|
−
c
z
AN sgn(ω)
 2 2 2
 .
Imχ(k, ω) =
2
16∆z
ln2 ω −c k −4∆z
2

(A.49)

16∆2z

The overall scaling Imχ ∼ ∆−1
z is a result at N = ∞, and shall be refined to Imχ ∼

∆2−η̄
when higher loop corrections are included, where η̄ is the scaling component
z
appearing in Eq. (2) in the main text. With this correction, the above equation
becomes



p
2
2
2
AN 2 sgn(ω) θ |ω| − c k + 4∆z
 2 2 2
 ,
Imχ(k, ω) =
k −4∆2z
16∆2−η̄
z
ln2 ω −c16∆
2

(A.50)

z

which is the same as Eq. (4) in the main text with C = N 2 /16.

A.2.2

Relaxation rate at order 1/N

In this section we calculate the relaxation rate at 1/N order, at finite temperature
above the critical point. We will show that, in the leading order of 1/N expansion,
there is a singular term proportional to ln N /N .
Following Eq. (5) in the main text, we calculate
Z
1
d2 q
Γ = lim
ImχL (q, ω).
ω→0 ω
(2π)2

(A.51)
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The singularity arises from the 1/N self-energy, by replacing χL with Π calculated
with the full Green’s function in Eq. (A.38).
Z
d2 k X
G(k, iνn )G(k + q, iνn + iωn ).
Π(q, iωn ) =
(2π)2 ν

(A.52)

n

In the critical region, temperature is the only energy scale. Therefore we have set
β = 1 in the above equation, and in the remainder of this subsection.
Pluging Eq. (A.52) into (A.51), we obtain
Z 2 2 X
1
d qd k
Γ = lim
ImG(k, iνn )G(k + q, iνn + iωn ).
ω→0 ω
(2π)4 ν

(A.53)

n

Using the frequency summation identity
X
1
Im
G1 (iνn )G2 (iνn + iωn )
ω→0 ω
ν
Z ∞ n
d ImG1 ()ImG2 ()
=
,
2 sinh2 2
−∞ 2π
lim

(A.54)

and changing the variable in the second integral from q to k + q, we obtain
Z ∞
d A()2
Γ=
(A.55)
2 ,
−∞ 2π 2 sinh 2
where

d2 k
Im G(k, ),
(2π)2

Z
A() =

(A.56)

and the Green’s function includes self-energy correction at 1/N order
G(k, ω) =

c2 k 2

+

m2

1
.
− ω 2 + Σ(k, ω)

(A.57)

Below we will see that the imaginary part of the self-energy leads to a ln N /N
term, which is more divergent than the 1/N correction from the real part. So if we
ignore the real part of the self-energy for the moment, the imaginary part of Green’s
function is
Im G(k, ω) =

(c2 k 2

+

m2

Im Σ(k, ω)
,
− ω 2 )2 + [Im Σ(k, ω)]2

(A.58)
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where Σ(k, ω) is of order 1/N . For the case that k 2 + m2 − ω 2 6= 0, the integrand

can be expanded to the order of 1/N by ignoring the ImΣ term in the denominator.
√
Therefore, we expand ImΣ around the quasiparticle pole ck0 = ω 2 − m2 :
Σ(k, ω) = Σ(k0 , ω)
+ Σ0 (k0 , ω)(k 2 − k02 ) + O((k 2 − k02 )2 );

(A.59)

the integral of the second term does not have a singularity because k 2 − k02 is an
odd function, and higher order terms are also not singular. Hence these terms result

in regular corrections of the order 1/N . However, integrating the constant term is
divergent near the pole if the ImΣ term is ignored. Therefore it needs to be put back
and the most divergent term in A(ω) is
Z
d2 k
ImΣ(k0 , ω)
A(ω) ∼
,
2
2
(2π) c (k − k0 )2 + [ImΣ(k0 , ω)]2

(A.60)

and the result of this integral is



1
1
ω 2 − m2
√
A(ω) ∼ 2 +
arctan
.
8c
4πc2
ImΣ( ω 2 − m2 , ω)
The function A(ω) can be expanded to the first two orders of ImΣ as
√
1 ImΣ( ω 2 − m2 , ω)
1
.
A(ω) ∼ 2 −
4c
4πc2
ω 2 − m2

Pluging this into Eq. (A.55), we obtain
Z
1 ∞ d
1
Γ = 2
2
c m 2π sinh (/2)
√


1
1 ImΣ( 2 − m2 , ω)
×
−
.
16 8π
2 − m2

(A.61)

(A.62)

(A.63)

The first term resembles the relaxation rate in the N = ∞ limit, and the second term

yields a 1/(N ln N ) correction because the integrand diverges when  → m
Γ(1) ∼

1
ImΣ(0, m)
ln ImΣ(0, m).
2
2
16π c 2m sinh2 (m/2)

(A.64)

Here m is the mass gap of spinon in the critical region at β = 1. In the N = ∞ limit
it can be evaluated analytically

√
5+1
m = Θ = 2 ln
.
2
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At order 1/N it has been calculated that (Chubukov et al., 1994b)
1
ImΣ(0, m)
0.904
=−
=
.
τ
2m
N
Thus we obtain
1
0.904
ln N
2
16π 2 c2 sinh Θ/2 N
√
5−1
ln N
=
.
0.931
2
16πc
N

Γ(1) ∼

(A.65)

This is the ln N /N correction in Eq. (7) in the main text.

A.3

Spinon thermal conductivity

The general equation for thermal conductivity at 2+1d CFT was given in Eq. 8
in the paper:
κz = sc2 τimp .

(A.66)

The entropy density s is given in the paper by Eq. (10). Based on simple scaling
arguments, the leading order scaling behavior of momentum relaxation rate 1/τimp
reads (Hartnoll et al., 2007; Müller and Sachdev, 2008) :
1
τimp

∼ |Vimp |2 T d+1−2/ν ,

(A.67)

with random potential V (r) coupling to |z|2 , and Vimp is defined as V (r)V (r0 ) =

2
Vimp
δ 2 (~r − ~r0 ). For a randomly distributed impurity with Yukawa potential Vq =

2
Vz /(q 2 + µ2 ) and density nimp , we can identify Vimp
∼ nimp Vz2 /µ4 . Compensating the

dimension by inserting the spinon bandwidth Tz and other physical constants, we
obtain the equation for the thermal conductivity of spinons (Eq. (4.11) ):
4 4 2
N c2 h̄kB
µ T Tz
×
κz ∼
animp Vz2



T
Tz

2/ν−3
.

Notice that this equation is only applicable to the case with 1/τimp  T .

(A.68)
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Thermal proliferation of visons

In this section we discuss the regime T > ∆v , where the visons have thermally
proliferated. As noted in the paper, at these temperatures the 1/T1 NMR relaxation
rate is observed to have a plateau (Shimizu et al., 2006). We believe this is a general
feature of a dense vison regime: the presence of visons makes it harder for the spinons
to propagate independently, and so a vector spin model (which has a T -independent
NMR relaxation rate (Chubukov et al., 1994b)) becomes more appropriate.
Here we will illustrate this qualitative idea in a specific model. Rather than
thinking about this as high T regime for visons, imagine we reach this regime by
sending ∆v → 0 at fixed T . In other words, we are in the quantum critical region

of a critical point where the vison gap vanishes leading to phase with the visons
condensed. We have already argued in the paper that the spinons are also in the
quantum critical region of a transition where the spinons condense. Thus a description
of the spin dynamics in the regime T > ∆v is provided by the quantum criticality of
a multicritical point where both the spinons and visons condense. A general theory
of such multicritical points has been discussed in a recent work by two of us.
and Sachdev, 2009) The NMR relaxation is then given by 1/T1 ∼ T

ηmc

(Xu

, where ηmc

is the anomalous dimension of the magnetic order parameter at the spinon-vison
multicritical point.
Our only present estimates of ηmc come from the 1/N expansion, and so it is
useful to compare estimates of anomalous dimensions in this expansion at different
quantum critical points. For the regime, T < ∆z , discussed in the main paper, the
NMR relaxation is controlled by the theory in Eq. (A.30) describing the condensation
of the spinons alone. Here we have 1/T1 ∼ T η where (Chubukov et al., 1994c)
η =1+

64
.
3π 2 N

(A.69)

In the higher temperature regime, T > ∆z , we have 1/T1 ∼ T ηmc , and the same 1/N

expansion for this exponent at the multicritical point where both spinons and visons
condense yields (Xu and Sachdev, 2009)
ηmc = η −

1
256
×
.
2
3π N
1 + 256k 2 /(π 2 N 2 )

(A.70)
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Here k is the level of the Chern-Simons theory describing the multicritical point. The
large N expansion is performed with k proportaional to N , and the physical values
are k = 2 and N = 4.
The key point is that ηmc < η. Hence 1/T1 will have a weaker dependence on T
for T > ∆z than for T < ∆z .

A.5

Interaction mediated by spinon excitation

In this section we calculated the interaction between holon or doublon through
exchanging two spinon excitations described in section 5.5.
First, consider the interaction between two holons. The interaction is shown in
Fig. 5.7, in which the interaction vertex between holons and spinons comes from the
hopping term in equation (5.3). When the spinon gap is small comparing to the band
width of spinon, the low energy spinon excitation can be described by the z1 and z2
complex fields defined in equation (A.25). In terms of z field, the interaction is
Hint = −t

X


fi fj† z1∗ (i)z1 (j)eikC ·(rj −ri ) + z2∗ (i)z2 (j)e−ikC ·(rj −ri ) + h. c. + h. c.

hiji

in which the terms involve high momentum transfers like z1∗ z2 eikC ·(ri +r2 ) are ignored.
After a Fourier transform one get from the above equation
Hint = − 2t
− 2t

X
k1 k2 k3 k4

X
k1 k2 k3 k4

δk2 +k3 −k1 −k4 fk1 fk†2 z1∗ (k3 )z1 (k4 ) Re(jξk4 −k2 + j 2 ξk3 +k2 )
δk2 +k3 −k1 −k4 fk1 fk†2 z2∗ (k3 )z2 (k4 ) Re(j 2 ξk4 −k2 + jξk3 +k2 )

(A.71)

2π

where j is a complex number j = ei 3 .
Here we are interested in the situation that both the spinon gap and the doping
are small. When the spinon gap is small, the interaction is dominated by the spinon
excitations near the bottom of the minimum of spinon band. When the doping is
small, the Fermi surface is also small, so that the momentum of fermions in the
interaction vertex is also small. When all the momenta in the interaction vertex are
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small, the ξ function in the vertex can be expanded as
1
ξk = 3 − k 2 a2 + · · ·
2

(A.72)

where a is the lattice constant. The leading order in the expansion is a constant,
which corresponds to a contact interaction.
When the gap is small, the two z fields describes bosonic spinon excitations in

, 2π
. The two branches of excitations has the same
the vicinities of momenta ± 2π
3
3
dispersion relation

ωk2 ' m2s + c2 k 2

(A.73)

where ms is the spinon gap and c is the spin wave velocity. The propagator of zi
fields can be worked out from the spinon mean field Hamiltonian (A.12) through
the relation between the two representations. The result shows bosonic excitations
with the above dispersion relation and a spectrum weight determined by the order
parameters of the spinon ansatz.
Gz1 (k, ωn ) =

ωn2

Z
+ m2s + c2 k 2

(A.74)

where the spectrum weight
Z=

−µ + JB1 Re ξkC + JA1 Im ξkC
2

(A.75)

Similarly the Green’s function of z2 field can be obtained. The result is the same as
Eq. (A.74).
Using the interaction vertex (A.71) and the Green’s function (A.74) for z1.2 fields,
the Feynman diagram Fig. 5.7 can be evaluated. To the leading order in Eq. (A.72),
X Z d2 k 0
Z
Z
21
(A.76)
Γ = −2(6t)
2
02
2
2
2
2
2
β ω
(2π) ωn + ms + c k ωn + ms + c2 (k0 − q)2
n

The integral and frequency summation can be worked out at T = 0 as in Ref. Sachdev
(1998)

1
−1 cq
tan
(A.77)
4πc2 q
2ms
When the momenta in the interaction are all small, this is the result in the leading
Γ = −72t2 Z 2

order. However, if the constraint of the complex fields in Eq. (A.79) is taken into
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account, the contact interaction should give no contribution to the holon scattering
process because the spinon fields appears in the interaction can be simply replaced
by the constant 1. However, in the above equation we do get a contribution to the
scattering amplitude from that contact interaction. The reason is that we use a large
N expansion (or mean field approximation) in determining the low energy excitation
of the spinon field. However, in such an expansion the constraint (A.79) is replaced by
a global chemical potential. Therefore to correctly include the effect of the constraint
we have to take into account the 1/N order fluctuation of the chemical potential field.
The original action of the z fields is a non-linear sigma model.
L=

N
|∂µ zσ |2
2g

(A.78)

with the constraint
|z1 |2 + |z2 |2 = 1
The partition function of this action is


Z
Z
N
D
2
∗
2
d x|∂µ zσ |
Z = Dz Dzδ(|zσ | − 1) exp −
2g

(A.79)

(A.80)

where in our case D = 2 + 1. In the above action, the delta function that enforces
the constraint (A.79) can be replaced by a Lagrangian multiplier field λ as follows


Z
Z
N
D
2
2
∗
d x[|∂µ zσ | + iλ(|zσ | − 1)]
(A.81)
Z = Dz DzDλ exp −
2g
Integrate out the zσ field and take the large N limit, one can get the saddle point
of λ field as iλ = m2 , where the mass is determined by the following mean field
self-consistent Eq. (see Eq. (5.21) in Ref. (Sachdev, 1998))
Z Λ D
d k
1
1
=
D
2
2
(2π) k + m
g

(A.82)

To calculate the correction in the 1/N order, the fluctuation of λ field needs to be
included. Section 7.2 of Ref.

(Sachdev, 1998) calculated that the propagator of λ

field is 1/Π(q), where Π is the bare density-density correlation function of z fields:
p !
Z
q2
dD k
1
1
1
−1
p
Π(q) =
=
tan
(A.83)
(2π)D k 2 + m2 (k + q)2 + m2
2m
4π q 2
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Figure A.7: Interaction
If the fluctuation of λ field is included, there will be another Feynman diagram in
addition to Fig. 5.7 (see Fig. A.7).
The contribution from this diagram is
Γ0 = (−36t2 )Π(q) · (−Π(q)−1 )Π(q) = 36t2 Π(q)

(A.84)

Therefore it cancels the contribution from Fig. 5.7. This is consistent with the constraint (A.79), and it implies that there is no holon-holon scattering coming from the
contact interaction. Consequently we need to consider interaction with momentum
dependence. Taking the next order in interaction (A.71), one will get
X
Hint = − 2t
δk2 +k3 −k1 −k4 fk1 fk†2 [z1∗ (k3 )z1 (k4 ) + z2∗ (k3 )z2 (k4 )]
k k k k

1 2 3 4


1
1
2 2
2 2
6 − (k4 − k2 ) a − (k3 + k2 ) a
2
2

(A.85)

where the a0 order gives no contribution to holon-holon interaction because of the
constraint, and therefore can be dropped.
Plug in the interaction in Eq. (A.84), the holon-holon interaction shown in Fig.
5.7 and Fig. A.7 becomes


X Z d2 k 0 1 (k1 − k0 )2 a2 + 1 (k1 + k0 − q)2 a2 2
1
2
2
Γ = − 144t2
β ω
(2π)2 (ωn2 + k 02 + m2s )[ωn2 + (k0 − q)2 + m2s ]
n
(
)2
Z 2 0 1
1
0 2 2
0
2 2
(k
−
k
)
a
+
(k
+
k
−
q)
a
144t2 1 X
dk
1
1
2
2
+
Π(q) β ω
(2π)2 (ωn2 + k 02 + m2s )[ωn2 + (k0 − q)2 + m2s ]
n

(A.86)
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Let k0 = k1 − q/2, and replace k0 by k0 + q/2, Eq. (A.86) can be simplified as
2
X Z d2 k 0
(k 02 + k02 )
2 41
Γ = − 144t a
β ω
(2π)2 [ωn2 + (k0 + q/2)2 + m2s ][ωn2 + (k0 − q/2)2 + m2s ]
n
(
)2
Z 2 0
dk
k 02 + k02
144t2 a4 1 X
+
Π(q)
β ω
(2π)2 [ωn2 + (k0 + q/2)2 + m2s ][ωn2 + (k0 − q/2)2 + m2s ]
n

(A.87)
It is easy to prove that the terms involving k0 are canceled. Therefore the interaction
coefficient can be written as
X Z d2 k 0
k 04
2 41
Γ = − 144t a
β ω
(2π)2 [ωn2 + (k0 + q/2)2 + m2s ][ωn2 + (k0 − q/2)2 + m2s ]
n
(
)2
Z 2 0
144t2 a4 1 X
dk
k 02
+
Π(q)
β ω
(2π)2 [ωn2 + (k0 + q/2)2 + m2s ][ωn2 + (k0 − q/2)2 + m2s ]
n

(A.88)
The k 04 factor in the integral introduces an UV divergent. The most divergent
term in the integral is proportional to Λ3 , where the cut-off Λ = a−1 . However, the
most divergent term does not depend on q and m and will be canceled out when
including the contribution from switching the two outgoing fermions. Therefore the
relevant leading order is Λ2 . Combine that with the prefactor a4 = Λ−4 , we conclude
that

t2
(A.89)
Λ2
The dimensionality of Γ is [M −1 ] (see equation (A.77). Therefore Γ should be
Γ∼

proportional to the larger one of m and q when one is much larger than the other.
Consequently by dimensional analysis we can get the results summarized in Eq. (5.73)
and (5.74).
Then let us consider the counterpart of this interaction for doublon excitations.
This can be done in the same way as the holon interactions, while the only difference
is that low-energy doublon excitations are around non-zero momenta kλD : (π, 0), (0, π)
and (π, π).
We start with the second term in the hopping Hamiltonian (5.3). In the limit of
small doping and small spinon gap, we can again replace the biσ operators by z1,2
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fields. After a Fourier transform the interaction vertex becomes
X
Hint =2t
δk2 +k3 −k1 −k4 gk1 gk†2 z1∗ (k3 )z1 (k4 ) Re(jξk2 −k4 + j 2 ξk2 +k3 )
k1 k2 k3 k4

+2t

X
k1 k2 k3 k4

δk2 +k3 −k1 −k4 gk1 gk†2 z2∗ (k3 )z2 (k4 ) Re(j 2 ξk2 −k4 + jξk2 +k3 )

(A.90)

Low energy doublon excitations are located in the vicinities of the minimums in
the doublon band kDλ . To calculate the interaction between doublons, we need to
replace the g operator in the above Hamiltonian with the operator gλ defined in
Eq. (5.19). Then Eq. (A.90) becomes
X
†
δk2 +k3 −k1 −k4 gλk1 gλk
Hint =2t
z ∗ (k3 )z1 (k4 ) Re(jξkDλ +k2 −k4 + j 2 ξkDλ +k2 +k3 )
2 1
k1 k2 k3 k4 ,λ

+2t

X
k1 k2 k3 k4

†
δk2 +k3 −k1 −k4 gλk1 gλk
z ∗ (k3 )z2 (k4 ) Re(j 2 ξkDλ +k2 −k4 + jξkDλ +k2 +k3 )
2 2

(A.91)
Note, that we only included interaction between the same type of doublon, because
interaction between two different types of doublon cannot be mediated by spinons
near the minimum of spinon band, and therefore is much smaller.
With this interaction vertex and the same Green’s function of z1,2 fields we got
before in Eq. (A.74), we can evaluate the Feynman diagram Fig. 5.7 with incoming
and outgoing type-λ doublons together with 1/N correction in Fig. A.7. The result
has the same form as we have in Eq. (5.73) and (5.74) because the interaction vertex
(A.91) has the same form as the one for holons (A.71).

A.6

Bound state of spinon and holon

One spinon and one holon may form a bound state if we take into account the
interaction between the two due to the hopping term in Eq. (5.3). Again, we need
to include the effect of constraint (A.79); in other words, we need to consider the
contribution from the fluctuation of λ field shown in Fig. A.7.
In general, we consider the interaction between two holons and two spinons with
incoming and outgoing momenta shown in Fig. A.8.
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k3
k4
k2
k1

Figure A.8: Interaction between spinon and holon due to the hopping term.
The tree level interaction coming from the hopping term in equation (A.71) has
the momentum dependence according to the expansion (A.72)
X
H=t
fk2 fk†4 zσ∗ (k3 )zσ (k1 )[6 − a2 (k1 + k2 )2 − a2 (k1 − k4 )2 ]

(A.92)

k1 k2 k3 k4

Therefore the interaction vertex at tree level is
(0)

Γf b = −t(6 − a2 (k1 + k2 )2 − a2 (k1 − k4 )2 )

(A.93)

For the same reason we gave in Appendix A.5, the one loop correction due to the
fluctuation of λ field needs to be combined with the zero-th order contribution from
equation A.92. This is represented by Fig. A.9 and is expressed by the following
equation
k4

k3′
k3
q

k2

k1

k1′

Figure A.9: One loop correction of the interaction in Fig. A.8.

(1)
Γf b (k1 , q, iωn )

t
=
Π(q)

Z

d3 k 0
6 − a2 (k10 + k2 )2 − a2 (k10 − k4 )2
2 + (k0 )2 + m2 ][(ν + ω )2 + (k0 − q)2 + m2 ]
(2π)3 [νm
m
n
1
1
s
s
(A.94)
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where the interaction depends on the incoming momentum k1 , momentum transfer
q and energy transfer ωn .
Add the two contributions in Eq. (A.93) and (A.94) together, one immediately
see that the terms not depend on k1 and k3 in equation (A.93) will be canceled
by corresponding terms in the other term, due to the definition of Π(q) in equation
(A.83). This yields to the following result
Γf b (k1 , q, iωn )
ta2
= 2ta k1 · k3 −
Π(q)
2

Z

d3 k 0
2k10 · (k10 − q)
2 + (k0 )2 + m2 ][(ν + ω )2 + (k0 − q)2 + m2 ]
(2π)3 [νm
m
n
1
1
s
s
(A.95)

It is easy to see that in Eq. (A.95), the interaction can be seperated into two parts:
the first term is a simple one but with a dependence on k1 , which does not appear in
usual two-body interactions; the second one is the result of a loop integral and only
depends on the transfered momentum and energy.
The asymptotic behaviors of the second term in m  q and m  q can be studied

by the same dimension analysis method used in Appendix A.5. By counting the power
of k 0 in the loop integral one can see that the most divergent term is proportional to

Λ, and the term in the next order does not depend on Λ. However, unlike the case in
equation (A.88), here the divergent term does give a q and ω dependent interaction
because of the 1/Π prefactor. Therefore the dominant term in equation (A.95) is
Γf b

p
tac2 c2 q 2 − ω 2
ta
√
'−
=−
c2 q 2 −ω 2
8πΠ(q, ω)
2 tan−1 2ms

(A.96)

And it only depends on q and ω. The shape of the function in Eq. (A.96) is
plotted in Fig. A.10.
The bound state problem can be solved by solving Bethe-Salpeter equation (Salpeter
and Bethe, 1951). In order to see the qualitative results of the binding potential in
Eq. (A.96) we ignored the frequency dependence and assume that the dispersion relations of holon and spinon are both non-relativistic. In this case the Bethe-Salpeter
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-1
-1.2

Γf b

-1.4
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-2
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2
c q − ω /2ms

4

5

Figure A.10: Shape of the interaction function in equation (A.96).
equation for the relative motion is

Z
p2
d2 p0
− Eb φ(p) = −
Γ(p, p0 , K)φ(p0 )
(A.97)
2µ
(2π)2
where p is the relative momentum; µ is the reduced mass in center of mass frame;


Eb is the bound state energy; K is the total momentum in the center of mass frame;
φ(p) is the wave function of relative motion in the momentum space. Numerical
calculation shows that there can be one or more bound states due to the interaction
(A.96).
In general, the interaction depends on both the relative momentum p, p0 and
the total momentum K. However, the dominant term (A.96) only depends on q =
|p − p0 . Moreover, although the full interaction (A.95) depends on all momenta, the

dependence on K can be separated

Γf b = 2ta2 K 2 + Γ0f b (p, p0 )

(A.98)

Therefore the motion of the center of mass can still be separated from the relative
motion, and the bound state energy can be written as
E(K) =

K2
+ 2ta2 K 2 + Eb
2(ms + mh )

(A.99)
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where Eb is the bound state energy which does not depend on K, and mh , ms are
masses of holon and spinon respectively. Consequently the bound states have minimal
energy at K = 0. Since the momenta we use in this Appendix are all measured from
the center of spinon and holon energy minimums, the position of the bound state
energy minimum is the sum of holon and spinon minimums. The former is at the

, 2π
. Therefore the position of bound state minimums is
origin; the later is at ± 2π
3
3

also ± 2π
, 2π
. This is shown in Fig. 5.1
3
3
For doublons, we can also get an attractive interaction between them and spinon

from Eq. (A.91). Because of the same dimension analysis argument the interaction
has the same form as (A.96). Therefore, the bound state of doublon and spinon, or
electron excitation locates at the sum of momenta of doublon and spinon, which is
also shown in Fig. 5.1.

Appendix B
Small g expansion
This Appendix will compare the properties of the Lagrangian Lsf defined in

Eq. (6.1), with the ‘fractionalized’ Lagrangian Lacl in Eq. (6.8). We will work at

T = 0 in the limit of small g, where both models have long range SDW order, and

are expected to be essentially identical. We will compare the two models here by
computing the on-shell matrix element for the decay of a spin-wave in the SDW state
into a fermionic particle hole pair.
We will work in the “diamond” Brillouin zone associated with antiferromagnetic
ordering with wavevector K = (π, π). In this zone we define
c1α (k) ≡ cα (k)

,

ε1 (k) = ε(k)

c2α (k) ≡ cα (k + K)

,

ε2 (k) = ε(k + K)

(B.1)

All expressions below are implicitly in this diamond Brillouin zone.
The analysis of the spin-wave decay appears for the two models in the following
subsections.

B.0.1

Spin-fermion model

We perform the small g expansion for the order parameter by the following parameterization in terms of the spin-wave field φ:


φ + φ∗ p
φ − φ∗ p
a
2
2
2
2
2
n =
2g − g |φ| ,
2g − g |φ| , 1 − g|φ|
2
2i
152

(B.2)
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Then the Lagrangian for na is
 g2
g ∗
|φ|2
2
∗ 2
Ln = |∂µ φ| +
(φ ∂µ φ) + (φ ∂µ φ ) +
(φ∗ ∂µ φ + φ ∂µ φ∗ )2
2
4
8 (2 − g|φ| )
2

(B.3)

and can be analyzed as usual in an expansion in g. For the fermion sector, we
diagonalize the Lc + Lλ at g = 0 by introducing fermion operators γ1,2p , and (we
replace the electron index α by p = ±1)

c1p (k) = uk γ1p (k) − pvk γ2p (k)
c2p (k) = pvk γ1p (k) + uk γ2p (k)

(B.4)

where uk , vk are real and obey u2k +vk2 = 1. We choose uk = cos(θk /2), vk = sin(θk /2),
and then
ε1 (k) − ε2 (k)
cos θk = p
(ε1 (k) − ε2 (k))2 + 4λ2

−2λ
sin θk = p
.
(ε1 (k) − ε2 (k))2 + 4λ2

(B.5)

The fermion Lagriangian at g = 0 is
Lγ =

X

†
γ1p
(∂τ + E1 (k)) γ1p +

†
γ2p
(∂τ + E2 (k)) γ2p

(B.6)

i
p
1h
ε1 (k) + ε2 (k) ± (ε1 (k) − ε2 (k))2 + 4λ2
2

(B.7)

k,p

where
E1,2 (k) =

X
k,p

Finally, the non-linear couplings between the spin waves and the fermions is given by
i h
p Xh p
φ 1 − g|φ|2 /2
Lφ,γ = −λ 2g
k,q

q

†
†
(k + q)γ1+ (k) − γ2−
(k + q)γ2+ (k))
(uk+q vk − uk vk+q )(γ1−
i
†
†
(k + q)γ2+ (k) + γ2−
(k + q)γ1+ (k)) + H.c.
+ (uk+q uk + vk vk+q )(γ1−
XX
 h
†
†
2
+gλ
|φ| q (uk+q vk + uk vk+q )(γ1p
(k + q)γ1p (k) − γ2p
(k + q)γ2p (k))
k,q

p

i
†
†
+ p(uk+q uk − vk vk+q )(γ1p
(k + q)γ2p (k) + γ2p
(k + q)γ1p (k)) (B.8)
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Now we can obtain the self-energy of the φ spin-wave excitation to order g:
"
X
Σφ (q, ωn ) = −2λ2 g
k


f (E1 (k)) − f (E1 (k + q))
f (E2 (k)) − f (E2 (k + q))
+
(uk+q vk − uk vk+q )
−iωn + E1 (k + q) − E1 (k) −iωn + E2 (k + q) − E2 (k)

#
f (E2 (k)) − f (E1 (k + q))
f (E1 (k)) − f (E2 (k + q))
+ (uk+q uk + vk vk+q )2
+
−iωn + E1 (k + q) − E2 (k) −iωn + E2 (k + q) − E1 (k)
X
+ 2gλ
2uk vk (f (E1 (k)) − f (E2 (k)))
(B.9)
2



k

As expected, we have Σφ (0, 0) = 0. We can also estimate the on-shell decay rate at
T = 0: ImΣφ (vq, q) ∼ gq 2 , as long as v < vF .

We can also use Lφ,γ to compute the fermion spectral density at order g. For the

case of a single particle in the insulator, it seems to me that the result has the same
form as (2.47) in Ref. Kane et al. (1989).

B.0.2

U(1) gauge theory

For small g, we parametrize the zα field of the CP1 model as
!
p
1 − g|φ|2 /2
eiϑ
zα =
p
g/2 φ

(B.10)

Then the Lagrangian for zα is
Lz = |∂µ φ|2 +

g
2
(φ∗ ∂µ φ + φ ∂µ φ∗ )2 + (∂µ ϑ−Aµ )2 −i(∂µ ϑ−Aµ )(φ∗ ∂µ φ−φ ∂µ φ∗ )
2
4(2 − g|φ| )
g
(B.11)

If we integrate over Aµ in the gauge ϑ = 0, we reproduce the action in Eq. (B.3).
The integral over Aµ also produces a coupling between φ∗ ∂µ φ − φ ∂µ φ∗ and the

U(1) current over the ψ1,2p fermions. Note that this is a quartic coupling, a bilinear
in φ coupling to a bilinear in ψ1,2p .

In our discussion in Section B.0.1, the dominant coupling between the fermions
and the spin-waves was the term in Lφ,γ which was linear in φ. Such terms arise here
exclusively from Lss . We evaluated the on-shell matrix elements from such terms for
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the decay of a φ spin wave into a particle hole pair of the γ1p (and also to the γ2p ).
From the first term in Lss we have the matrix element


p
2 ∂ε1 (k)
2 ∂ε2 (k)
g/2 q · uk
− vk
∂k
∂k

(B.12)

For the time-derivative term in Lss we replace the frequency by its on-shell value

q · ∂E1 (k)/∂k to obtain the matrix element
−

p

∂E1 (k) 2
g/2 q ·
uk − vk2
∂k

(B.13)

The sum of (B.12) and (B.13) is equal to the matrix element obtained in Section B.0.1,
which is



p
∂uk
∂vk
λ 2g q · vk
− uk
.
∂k
∂k

(B.14)
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